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The Garden Chib
Its Annual Meeting and
Gets Timely Advice From
An Expert

Holds

The Rockland Garden Club h«?id
its annual meeting Tuesday after.
noon at the home of Mrs. h. p
Blodgett, Talbot / avenue. wi,h
Mrs. Blodgett, as hostess.
officers elected are: Mrs. J. Albert
Jameson, president; Mrs. Keryn
ap Rice, vice president; Mrs. lda
Mae Dondis. secretary1; Mrs. David
Eeach. treasurer.

The rpealier of the afternoon
Ralph C. Wentworth, talked on
‘•Gardening for Defense”. Mr
Wentworth stressed the fact, that
we must concentrate on vegetable
gardening fcecav..?® we need
the vegetables, we can .store for
later use. He said that Victory
gardens came under four heading;
Dne—farm and village gardener
vho have suitable land) should phn
o cultivate it; second — canning
md preserving and meetings hate
seen held this Winter throughout
he rural areas; third—schocl and
lommunity gardens.
The 4-H
•lubs have enrolled 2CJ or ’qq
nore pupils than last year, thus
nc-uring the increased need cf
jroduction. Fourth — because of a
mall ameunt of space people
hould not destroy, their lawns and
ower gardens, a.s in most ca.es
he land is net suitable for vegeable.s and therefore the seed and
prtilizer. being scarce, might be
tasted.
Mr. Wentworth instructed the
ub as to the nature of various
ind of seeds and what varieties
light be more beneficial to our
aniens. He also explained the
andy garden chart from the exmuon service of the University of
ne. Agricultural Department
hich covered the insect destroyers
plants—I. M. D.

GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Wass and
an Arnold of Machias are visitrig Mr and Mrs. George Wood
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts,
ii
Ida SU ven and MLss Mat - I
an t Stevens were dinner gue i-, I
latitrday of Mrs. Mary Hall.
I
Colman G

Woodward and Bar- I

Iai a Clair Cclby were united in I
narriage April 18 at the bride's I
tome in Rockpcrt, by Elder Gectge I
Zoodward. Beatrice Marston was I
iridesmaid and Malcolm Phillips. I
iest man. The bride was dressed I
n two-tone tan and wore a cor- I
ige of pink roses. The brides- I
paid’s gown was navy’ blue and her I
icrsage was of American Beauty I
oses. Tliose attending were Mrs, I
lazel Woodward, Charlotte Farley, I
.I ce McDonald and Mrs. Mildred I
'olby. A reception followed the I
eremony.
Mrs Marv Hall celebrated her I
1st birthday Thursday at open I
ou.se. several friends and neigh-1
ers calling. Mrs. Edith Overlook!
If Rockland presented to her a I
eautifully decorated birthday cake,
[iss Acah Hail cf Boston was here
3r the occasion and remained for
ie week-end
I
David Eaton was among the
leckport High School class making
ie Washington trip. On return 1
e w 11 visit his father, Capt. Rcsae Eaton in New York City.

Worn piston rings waste gasole . If you would help the conrvation program, you should have
orn rings replaced.

NG PAINT
DUPONT
KEEPS YOU PROUD

OF YOUR HOME!
[Give your home new love
liness with DuPont House
Paint. You'll save money
Hn the long run, for this
paint was specially de
veloped by Du Pont research
or long-lasting good looks
and protection — its selfcleaning feature keeps
white houses white. Let us
tell you about it. We have
a full range of colors, too.
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was a mistreated, though loved,

inaccessible, patients scattered.
ound them.
obtainable preventive care. The
v, surely, in hospital or equipped
larmacy, abundantly stocked, to
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PROCLAMATION
A
The American Legion and the Legion Auxiliary
make their annual appeal to all citizens to wear the
Legion Poppy on Saturday.

These blossoms, emblems of the supreme sacrifice
of our brave boys on the field of battle, have also an
added significance, as they represent the handi
work of disabled veterans in government hospitals
throughout the country. Eatoh Poppy, in its making,
helps the handicapped veteran to help himself. To
do all we can to help the sale of the Legion Poppies
is the slightest and easiest gesture we can make to
show the men who offered to their country their lives
and future welfare that we are still mindful of their

sacrifice and obligation.

[EDITORIAL]
Of tremendous value to geographers and
navigators
is the new map of North
north
America
compiled
and drawn in the carto
AMERICA’S
NEW MAP graphic section of the National Geograpic
Society for the National Geographic Maga
zine, a copy of which has been sent to The Courier-Gazette
with the compliments of Gilbert Grosvener, the editor. It Is
on scale of 189-4 miles to the inch and shows among other
things capitals, railways, glaciers, mountains, ruins, highways
and projected highways. Studying this vast chart one is
Impressed with the fact that what we once regarded as ‘Tar
horizons” have been brought much closer to our own doors.
Away up there in the Norwegian sea, flirting with the un
broken ice fields of the Arctic Circle, is the little speck we
knew remotely as Iceland—a name whidh made us shiver,
but which carried no special significance until we awoke one
morning and read that many of Uncle Sam’s soldiers were en
camped there. Away off to the northwestward lies Alaska,
which too, has a new significance because of the fact that It
is only a step or two across to Russia, and open to possible
attack The map has a new fascination for us these days,
and we should be duly grateful to the National Geographic
Magazine.
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WILLIS AYERS SUDDEN DEATH

TUESDAY
' ISSUE

The Black Cat
*• •*'* •*r^»**r

Was Attending Baseball Game In Boston—

Sketch Of a Busy Life
Willis I. Ayer, former Rockland
clothing dealer, former president of
the Chamber of Commerce, and a
member cf the local Board of Asses
sors, died suddenly in Fenway Park.

he bought tiie market and grocery
of C. H. Achorn at the Northend.
After 20 years of successful business
there he sold cut in order to engage
in Overseas service with the Y. M.
C.A. while the World War was in
progress. His “war orders” were
countermanded, and Mr. Ayer sud
denly found himself confronted witli
the necessity cf making other plans.
The Everett L. Spear block at Tiie
Brook had been completed and Mr.
Ayer thought he saw a good oppor
tunity to engage in the clothing
business. The market was uncer
tain in clothing lines at this time,
among his friends there were not
lacking those who felt that such an
undertaking was very risky. The
results however fully justified Mr.
Ayer’s venture, for he became one
of the city’s most successful business
men, and his store the daily resort
of citizens in all sorts of life, who
established an unofficial but ex
tremely congenial forum, to which
new comers in the city never needed

&

a

a

(By The Roving Reporter)

John Reid of St. George showed
me a picture taken from an Aber
deen, Scotland, paper, representing
I__
a broup of British soldiers, one of
whom was his nephew, Alex Mackie.
What made the picture especially
interesting was the fact that Mackie
It’s when the grass grows long was taken a Oernian prisoner at
Ferdinand W. Singhi In Rock “Its Value Cannot Be Over
a second invitation.
that sonny mest dislikes mother’s
estimated” the Itooevik
The late Willis I. Ayer who died
When four torpedo boat destroyers slid
land Looking Up Friends
Mr. Ayer established this business cutting remarks.—'Bangor Daily Dunkirk.
Club Is Told
suddenly in Boston yesterday.
down the ways inside of half an hour at
in 1919, selling it five years ago to News.
Of His Youth
MORE
Mrs. J. T. M. of Belmont, Mass.,
Kearny,
N.
J.,
Sunday,
Gov.
Charles
Edison,
SHIPS
No mower of that please.—The has my sincere thanks for that
The Itooevik Club of 'Rockland
Boston yesterday afternoon while the present proprietor, Ralph P.
The - years turned back for a
former
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
classed
it
as
NEEDED
attending a baseball game between Conant, and retiring from active Courier-Gazette.
piece of delicious wedding cake,
number of decades yesterday when recently donated $10 toward the
“the equivalent of a splendid Naval victory,
We’ll just clip it—Lewiston Jour and her cordial invitation to be a
the Red Sox and Cleveland. Base business affairs, with the exception
there walked into the editor’s Central Maine Blood and Plasma
but warned that we are not building ships at the rate we
ball was his favorite diversion, and of membership on the city’s board nal.
guest at tiie next St. George
office his cld friend. Ferdinand W. Bank Fund in Lewiston andi is in
should in order to win the war. The need for ships and more
annually for many years, it had been of tax assessors.
reunion.
S.nffhi whose visits to his home receipt of the following acknowl
ships is stressed daily by the number destroyed by enemy
He was consistently a booster for
edgment
from
Dr.
Joel
C.
Heibert,
his
custom
to
visit
Boston
to
see
< .ty have been few andi far be
Frank Jacobs, the popular and ef
submarines. No matter how rapidly we may build new war
some of tiie championship games, anything that promised civic or ficient day clerk at The Thorndike “The Courier-Gazette is more
tween since he left here as a very Secretary of the Committee:
ships and new freight carriers, it is the matter of a few brief
“Please accept our very sincere
with which he also kept in closest commercial betterment cf his city Hotel, had a birthday Friday, but than living up to its standard of
young man to make hLs mark in
moments, and perhaps a single torpedo to send one of them
touch by means of the radio broad intensely loyal in his friendships, failed to make the fact known to being the best home paper ln the
the theatrical and motion picture thanks for the contribution of $10
to the bottom. Build ’em faster’n they can sink’m should
Through your gift you have helped
casts. In precarious health during and ever ready to lend the helping his friends of the Forum who would State of Maine,” writes S. Newton
world.
be
the
motto.
Broadbent from Clearwater Beach,
recent years his interest had never hand.
The waning of the legitimate to make available for this larger
Mr. Ayer was an Odd Fellow and gladly have helped him celebrate Fla.
community
an
additional
factor
of
waned,
but
physicians
had
advised
drama called Mr. Singhi to turn
With Burma we lose the Burma Road,
Mason, had been president of the it. The former Thomaston ball
him
against
the
excitement
they
his attention in other directions safety which will be of great value
THE FALL thus materially weakening the contribution
Rockland Community & Improve player’s versatility makes him a val
The young man in a neighboring
especially
in
time
of
disaster.
never
failed
to
create
with
him.
OF
which
we
can
make
to
China
and
the
tnand for a number of years he was
ment Association and Children s ued member of the organization.
business
establishment who likes
“
You
will
note
from
our
letter
Death came swiftly and apparently
MANDALAY domitable Chinese can make to us We lose
with the Borden dairies.
At
Playground,
and vice president of
the last oil source in the Far East, putting
stories
so
well slapped his leg pro
head
that
this
Blood
anti
Plasma
without pain; came aa he might
present he is identified with the
the Baptist Men’s League. He was
The deer of the editorial sanctum digiously the o ther day when told a
still greater strains on the already fearfully overstrained
Bank
is
a
co-operative
effort
of
a
have wished.
Dellwood Dairy of Yonkers. N. Y.,
tanker fleets. More Japanese are freed for further concen
a member of the Congregational swung epen Saturday to admit an good one. But alas! and alack!
number
of
associated
hospitals
lo

The deceased was born in Oak
trations—against India, or China, or Australia, or even Siberia^
whese business is so extensive
Church,
and had served 25 years as old newspaper friend in the person Theie were matches in one of the
land, Sept. 28, 1873, and graduated
Suah facts are obvious. What is less visible, however is the
that it requires the distribution cated in some of the outlying
a
Sunday
School teacher or super of Fred C. Green of Boston. The pockets and they set the panta
towns in Central Maine, demon
slow but steady accumulation of force piling up against each
from Oakland High School. He
facilities of 250 trucks. He is mak
real purpose of hLs visit to Maine, loons afire. Bob House will tell you
Japanese victory to make it less useful to the aggressors than
learned the printer’s trade in the intendent.
ing his heme in Mt. Vernon, N. Y. strating again that what an in
the
preceding
one.
Our
planes
are
getting
to
.
t,hey
He
was
married
in
1894
to
MLss
off season, remains a military what happened to the young man
dividual institution finds difficult
office of the Kennebec Democrat
are getting to Australia-a few of them even got to Tokro on
Mr. Singhi, w’ho is a son of the
Hattie
Wallace
of
Rockland,
who
secret, but atop of his car on the then.
to achieve can be accomplished
then published in Waterville, and
tne occasion. The tanks and troops are arriving; the limits
late Ferdinand O. Singhi, was
homeward journey was a canoe
survives
him,
together
with
a
half
through co-operating with others
are beginning to appear in the Far East, as they aie appea
after working at it three years in
accompanied to Rockland toy his
which he had bought, during his
sister,
who
resides
in
Bangor.
Cne year ago: Superior Court
“In times of peace there are
ing elsewhere even more plainly.
„H.rn_
that city he was employed seven
wife and Frank Dean of Hartford,
brief stay at Thomaston, the former convened with Justice Arthur Chap
Funeral
services
will
be
his
late
For
everywhere
the
war
shows
the
same
broad
pattern
many occasions when either blood
years
in
a
Portland
printery
where
the overwhelming rush of aggression, carrying everything be
Conn., whose guests they are for
or plasma is useful for the treat
several small newspapers were pub residence, 57 North Main street Fri abiding place of Mrs. Green. In the man on the Bench—Adriel U. Bird
fore it vet very gradually weakening as it expands, almost
several days, while looking up
day at 2 p. m. Rev. Roy A. Welker car also may have been a mandolin came by plane from Chicago.—The
imperceptibly exposing itself to the ultimate and crushing
ment of patients seriously ill with
lished.
friends of Mr. Singhi’s boyhood.
and Fred may have been entertain Junior Women’s Club held its an
officiating.
counter-stroke. Hitler is relatively weaker today than he was
in our hospitals. In times of dis
He then came to Rockland, where
He is gratly saddened! to find so
ing romantic nations. Perhaps our nual banquet at Webber’s Inn,
a
vear
ago
for
all
his
intervening
victories;
his
time
is
shorter
aster the value of plasma cannot
and to pXSre on him greater. The moment or to
few of them who have survived his
Gouldsboro, March 25, 1898. Z. M. mutual friend <Ccl. Frank Sibley of Thcmaston, Mrs. Jane Hall being
be overestimated.
offens;ve is coming in Europe; it will come sooner or later In
youthful, days.
the Boston Globe knows.
elected to the presidency.—Mrs.
Dwinal for libellant.
I do not know who the individ
the Far East. The one thing is to hold where holding is pos
Carolyn E. Gage of Thomaston
Irene Moran was elected president
uals will be who may be benefited
sible and prepare to strike as scon as may be at whatever point
The first strike of women work
Xes
nromisTof
most
crushing
results.
To
play
that
hard
from
Frederick
L.
Gage
of
Swans
of
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R.—The
by the establishment of this Blood
Term Apt To Be Short One Lsland, married at Rcckland Jan I called the other day upon Ar passenger-cargo
ers is believed to be that at Doved
game
as
the
Chinese,
the
Russians
and
the
British
Jeen
steamship Red
and Plasma Bank, but I am cer
thur Risteen of Thomaston, whom
in 1828, where needle-workers
compelled to play it, calls for great courage, great
—
List
of
the
New
uary
1,
1934.
Burrows
for
libellant.
Jacket
was
to
be
renamed
the Santa
I remember as a star backstop of the
tain that very many people will
andgreat determination; and much more,of those quahties
struck in protest against a wage
Divorce
Entries
Mona
Davis
of
Rockland
from
Monica
—
Harry
P.
Chase
was
elected
Thcmaston High Schcol team some
be grateful as time goes on that
mav be exacted of us than we have yet had to give. But, w lC
cut and the 10-hour day.
moderator
of
the
Littlefield
Me
Keith
Davis
of
Waldoboro,
married
them the end will be quite certain, and behind such reverses
years ago. Has been confined to
there were public-spirited indi
Knox County Superior Court conIs
this
in
Burma
one
can
begin
dimly
to
see
its
outlines.
morial
Church
—
Robert
Fitzpatrick
at
Newcastle
Oct.
29,
1938.
Bur

his home on High street since Dec.
viduals who made this important
| vened this forenoon. Justice Albert
Herald Tribune.
19, when he was knocked down by took up his duties as Rockland’s
rows for libellant.
project possible.”
Beliveau of Rumford presiding. The
j. Wesley Laird from Marguerite a passing motor car. and suffered a deputy collector of customs—Among
was attended by Dr. F. C. Dennison Grand Jury entered at once upon V. Laird both of Rockland, married
broken leg. He remained in critical the deaths: Camden, Capt. John
UNION IIAS BLACKOUT
of
Thomaston.
the duties, and when it rises during at Thomaston Aug. 24, 1938. Bur condition for some time but is new Small, 68; Rcckland, Mrs. Melvina
Cn the heels of an infant thun-I
Bates said that he did1 not see J
^ay,
seems likely, it will have rows for libellant.
able to walk a bit with the aid of S. Crawford, 100; Friendship, Em
derstorm the town of Union held
the
Beebe
car,
which
was
said
to
I
completed
its
third
and
final
term
Abbie B. Overlock from Kenneth crutches, and believes he will soon erson C. Simmons, 61; Rockland,
Come And Get ’Em
its first blackout Sunday night. The Miss Gladys Beebe Was
have
been
parked
off
the
cement
J
Dr
j
o
hn
Smith
Lowe
ofC. Overlook, both of Rockland, mar- agajn
the possessor of two sound Valentine Chisholm, 74; Thomas
townspeople co-cperated admirably |
Struck Last Night By
WORK SHOES
ton. Katharine T. Donohue, 62.
ried at Rockland July 26, 1935. Burroad, until the moment of impact ficiated as chaplain.
and the officials were much pleased
Truck
on
Main
Street
of every description
The
outlook
is
for
a
short
term,
and
stated
that
he
had
been
drivrows
for
libellant.
with its success.
Isabelle M. Anastasia from Nich
of ing well to the right side of the Wjth a minimum of civil and crimtMiss Gladys Beebe. 43
Soles of leather, cord or compo
olas Anastacia both of Rockland,
road
himself
and
at
what
he
felt
business.
Uranium, the chemical element I Beechwoods
street, Thomaston
sition. Soles that will stick on
to be a moderate speed.
These new divorce libels have married at Rockland Nov. 1, 1920.
is named for the plant Uranus.
died in Knox Hospital at 2.30 this
any surface. Plain toes, or cap
Both vehicles were quite badly been entered:
Burgess for libellant.
morning as the result of injuries damaged, the Beebe car being
Anne M. Grafton cf Rockland
wtth steel boxes to protect yonr
Alvin e. Gray of Camden from
from
Elbridge D. Grafton of Thom Will Be Held By the Towns In Knox Next
damaged
both
in
the
front
and
Mary
Gray
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
mar
j received in an auto accident on
toes.
IT COSTS NOTHING Main street in Thomaston about rear from the impact of the Bates Ij-ted at Brooklyn, Jan. 11, 1935. H. aston. married at Thomaston, Oct.
Prices $2.50 to $6.00
27 192&. C. F. Dwinal for libel
truck and striking the tree. The c Buzzell of Belfast for libellant
To see this amazing stunt. On 10 o'clock last night.
Bates truck was damaged considMandell I. Ames of Camden from lant.
According to Benjamin Carter, erably about the front end.
BIG GIRLS’ SPORTS
next Monday, May 11, “THE
• * • •
Frank D. Ames of parts unknown
Only
six
appealed
cases await the
Brown white saddles
1929
who
was
a
passenger
in
tite
car
Next Monday May 11 Knox that simulated incidents be pre
GREAT LESTER” will drive a
Miss Beebe suffered a broken married at Camden May 11
Court
’
s
action
this
term.
They are. County will have its first county pared and put in execution in
.vlercury
8,
while
blindfolded,
owned and1 operated by Miss Beebe shoulder, ribs and1 internal injuries c p Dwinal for libellant,
$2.00 to $3.50
through the streets of Rockland. the gas line of her car, a 1929 Reo which brought death less than
Thelma G. Reid of Rockland from Harold Parritt, threatening to wide blackout from 9 to 9.20 p. m towns that have had sufficient
AU Sizes
See it from the start in front of
During the 20-minute period all practice. Reserve squads may ad
five hours after the accident. She Ronald F. Reid of Hartford, Conn commit offense.
I sedan, had clogged and the car
Robert Dyer, intoxication.
is survived by her mother, Mrs. married at Presque Isle. July 20,
lights will be extinguished except minister first aid and prepare
stopped at a point near the Dr. Edward Beebe and a brother May- 1939 Burgess for libellant
George Keating, assault and bat in industries where the blackout casualties for evacuation during
| Alden home on Main street headLeah Loud of Rockland from Ed- tery.
will interfere with production. In the blackout, but ambulances will
436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
12.00 NOON NEXT MONDAY l ing toward Rockland and he had nard, both of Thomaston.
The accident was investigated by ward R. Loud cf Port Story, Va., Newell McLain, assault and bat dustrial plants so affected are • remain at their stations and go
got out to clean the line and gas Officer Stanley Poland of the Maine married at Eastport Dec. 1, 1936. tery.
asked to blackout for a few i out to pick up the casualties after
strainer. In bending over the mo , gtate
accompanied by radio | Threll for libellant
Florence E. Day, drunken driving. minutes if possible in order that the all.clear.
• • • •
tor of the car, he did not hear dispatchw
of the Thomaston
Dorothy M. Hilt of Warren from
All co-ordinators are asked to
their personnel will be familiar
iRalph
L.
Wiggin
is serving this
[ an approaching car and was Barracks.
Wiliikm J. Hilt of Union, and of
with the procedure during a real have cruise cars properly identi
thrown away from the car when
Andover, Conn., married at East term as court messenger.
fied, patrol their areas and report
air raid.
I a Ford pickup . truck operated by
Union July 2, 1938. Burrows for
AU1 traffic will be halted. Cars, effect.
LIME BOCK RAILROAD COMPANY h.rebyl.QI n»Uc«
The Rockland office of the United
(Lyman Bates of Cushing crashed
The success of this inkout will
trucks, and buses should pull to
libellant.
.1,,. on the 23d do, ot AprU. 1M2. » #>«»
««
States
Employment Service has an
into the back end of the sedan.
Elsie Ingersoll of Rockland from
the curb, stop and put their determine the progress made in
immediate call for local laborers lights out. No vehicles will be in organization and indicate the
Commerce Commtoeen »t Washiniton. D. C. Ml
After the crash, which drove
Interesting VieW ot loiliff Robert Ingersoll Chestiye' in
road work, construction, and in
,rrtinc.tr ot p»Nk convenience .nd neoess.tj• ,-rm1J*
the Beebe car ahead ~veral
? IndUStrV
bV
George
Conn., married at Rockland Feb
motion except those properly need for future rehearsals.
Lime
Industry
by
George
dustrial
plants. The usual demand equipped1 and authorized to pro
and
into
a
tree
and
off
the
road.
Lime
inOUSiry
Dy
UBU
y
I
*
Tin^u
for
libellant
donmont .1 Ito ..Ur. tin. o.tondtn, tr»n •
I 1<,-----| Carter attempted to locate Miss
B._____
WOOu
track ot to Maine Central R.Ur~d C«npony on
James R. Small of Camden frcm for domestic help, waitresses and ceed.
First tate to draw up a constitu
Beebe,
who
had
been
standing
beGeorge B. Wood, president of the I Leona M. Small of Parts unkn<™“' chambermaids still exists. There
All .persons excepting those on tion was New’ Hampshire, on Dec.
the plants ot to
[ side him at the side of the car at Rockland-Rockport Lime Company married at East Boston, Mass., Fe . are many positions open to quali duty are requested to take shelter 28, 1775. It was passed at Exeter on
end a distance of approximately 3,50 miles 01
fied men who have had police ex in their homes or in entrances to
the moment of the impact. She was guest speaker at Friday’s meet- 22, 1919 Perry for IfbeWmk
gether with 738
of sidinrs, all within the
s o
Jan. 5 following.
perience as guards in institutions
was found, by Carter, under the ing of the Rotary Club, the memof Rockland, Knox County, Maine.
Alice J. Vasso from .Sorter Vas^o
buildings.
and defense plants, both in and
car and unconscious.
No smoking or other exposed
bers of which heard a timely discus- I both cf Rockland,
LIME ROCK RAILROAD COMPANY.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
outside the State.
She was taken to Knox Hospital
light
shall be allowed. Flashlights
of
the
industry
which
he
has
land
May
15,
1915.
Wilbur
for
hbe
47T49
in the Davis ambulance where she sicn
shall be used by Civilian Defense
U I had my life to live again *
so long represented. The import- I lant.
have made a rule to read
personnel only* if they are properly would
ance of lime in defense, was stressed. Madeline V. Chase from
•
poetry and listen to some music a*
least
once
a week. The loee of theaa
Its primary purpose was in building Chase both cf Rockland, married at
dimmed.
tastes is a loss of happlneaa. Oh art—
Do not use telephone needlessly, Darwin
construction, but now, because of Belfast March 18, 1935. Wilbur
Air Observation Service
as this may cause serious Over
the use of substitutes it is diverted libellant.
PATTERNS
loading of the system.
Have
to other purposes, almost without Altena E. Athem of
SATURDAY,
MAY
9
meeting
Tonight
at
7.30,
I
walk
down
the garden-path*.
'
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
blackout rooms properly prepared And all the daffodils
number. Agricultural lime is mak- from Maurice G. Athern of Rock
and tbe bright blue
ing tremendous demands. Other land, married at Thomaston May at Legion Hall, for mem before hand so that this similated Are blowing,
ON IMPROVED BEAL ESTATE
MANSFIELD STORE
squills.
incident can be as real as possible. I walk down the patterned gardendetails relating to Mr. Wood’s talk 7, 1934. Smalley for libellant,
bers’ finger prints,
will appear in a subsequent issue.
Constance M. Witham .rom Clay
Don’t just put the lights out. Take In mypaths
stiff, brocaded gown.
Foot of Limerock Street
COLLATERAL LOANS
everyi precaution to avoid acci With my powdered hair and Jewelled
Maurice F. Lovejoy and L. A. ton R. Witham, both of
SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS
R. L. CURTIS,
fan.
Walker were elected delegates to the married at Rockland, Nov. 18, I93t».
dents.
I too am a rare
Auspices
Commander.
As I wander down
All service organizations will as Pattern.
distirct convention.
Butler for libellant.
Wa_ni> s
The garden-path*.
joe
Kelley
of
Orleans,
Mass.,
was
Ernest
S.
Rice
from
Fanffie
—Amy liowtu
semble at their poets, it ia urged i
Bockl&nd Girl Scouts

EDWARD R. VEAZIE, Mayor.

Plasma Bank Fund

Visits Old Home

“T. L.” asks If anyone can identify
the two dark colored planes which
flew over Rockland Friday morning
at 6 o’clock? Perhaps somebody
could—‘but not prudently.

Court Convenes

WORK SH0E5

Thomaston Fatality

A CODNTYWIDE BLACKOUT
Monday Night

R.E. Nutt Shoe Store

The Park Theatre

NOTICE!

The Rotary Club

RUMMAGE SALE

WANTED

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK _

EsUhUahed 188*. Member Federal Depoeit

pi^ortf

NOTICE!

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

It Is required in stewards, that
a man be found faithful.—1 Cor.
4:2.

Tuesday-Friday
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The Memory Man

To Hold Jubilee
St. Peter’s-Church

Will

77ke

Democracy

... JViare I'o« Signed Yours?

Honor All Those Who Have
Been Confirmed

OUR WAR HEROES

" Tuesday-Frid;

TALK OF

Writes Of An Event Which
Brought 15,000 Persons
To Rockland

o.s.’
HJBBGB FOB REGULAR INVESTMENT IN
(By Iree Member)
iSavtn
Under the energetic chairmanDEFENSE
SAVINGS
BONDS
Aug.
8.
1905 was a big day for
ship of Mrs. Ellie Orne Calder- r
NOTE—This I* not on aa
form. The Signor will bay Dafenea Soring* Bonds
wood an active campaign has been
•B1CHVA1.
Rcckland. An editorial by the late
by one of the methods
do IlUted below:
carried on to gather all the con
lamented W. O. Fuller stated that
To aid the National Defense, I pledge that,
(CMmMnrriAu
0. L. Hall, Former Rockland firmed members of St. Peters Par
the multitude which invaded Rock
Newspaper Man, Scores ish and all those who have been [ will invest the sum of $_____________ in Defense Savings Bonds (or Stamps) each j| weekland on that date was the largest
t will buy these Bonds:
month.
confirmed in the fast 50 years.
In “Man From East
in the history of the city.
□ From a post office, bonk, or other sales sgsney.
The day wilt begin with a cele
Corinth
The occasion was “Band Day,”
□ By mail from tbs Treasurer of the United States, Washington, D. C.
bration of the Holy Eucharist at
If yon are
□ Under a Pay-Roll Savings Plan (or other similar
sponsored by the old Rcckland
for regular parehsrfafc) U chasing Defense
A piece of biographical writing 9 a. m. at which time a lovely
effect st my place of employment:
systematically, please
Military Band and, I believe the
Indicate the type of
of distinction has come recently Dorsal and Altar Frontal will be
first
to be held in Maine—in this
(loslnyw*.:
UOraw)
plan when signing this
from the hand of Oliver L. Hall, blessed. The same flower arrange
agreement. Also check
section
cf the State, anyway.
□ Through a regular purchase plan installed by tbs following organisation:
ments will be used as those of 50
here. □
*63, former State Librarian and for years ago. The flower offering is
Bert Farnham was director of
(Nam of orcaaiutioa)
(Sffclll)
the R.M.B. at that time and was
many years one of the influential the gift of the classes of 1892 and
I will faithfully fulfill thia pledge for the duration of the War or so long as I am financially able to do so.
always thinking up some stunt
newspaper editors of the State 1893.
that would keep the band members
while at the helm of the Bangor
At 6 p. m. there will be a Jubilee
(Print)
(Otwa i
busy and keep the band In the lime
Commercial. Now retired from Banquet at which the Rt. Rev.
light and when the “band meet”
office, it is obvious that he has by Oliver L. Loring, Bishop of Maine
(Strut i
(O)
(Stats)
idea was broached at one of the
no means retired from literary ac will be present and Mrs. Calder
Sunday
rehearsals the boys fell for
tivity. This 224 page volume of wood will be honored guest. Mrs.
fast-moving narration bears witness Calderwood was also organist at
the idea at once.
It was a new venture, would cost
to the author’s life-time training the dedication of the present or
/
(Naawaf (
D. 8.8.1W
in sensing and recording “human gan 50 years ago. And it is hoped
a lot of time and hard work as well
as a large outlay of money, and It
Interest.”
that her plans for a new Memorial
The Man Prom East Corinth is organ will soon be carried out.
required a lot of study and planning
Ueutenant-General Henry H. XrpoM
NEW PLEDGE CARD FOR BONDS AND STAMPS: Above is a facsimile of a pledge card, calling
a biography of Hon. Arthur Rto
insure
the
success
of
the
plan.
The Banquet will be followed by for the systematic purchase of Defense Bonds and Stamps, which every American citizen is now being
Gould, industrialist, railroad builder Vespers and Holy Confirmation. asked to sign. The country must have billions of dollars to carry on the war. When you are approached
Bob Milburn was band manager
and former United States Senator, The sermon will be by the Right be sure you sign one of these pledge cards for as much as you possibly can!
and he took over the job of trying
—From a pencil sketch by J. L. Burns
whose life has been one of fine Reverend the Bishop. It is of in
to
get
the
businessmen
behind
the
-r
achievement, reflecting honor upon terest that the music used at this
shall be dark, or if the hull is program, morally and financially. several sketches so I will give only that were under par.
himself, his State and the small service was chosen by Miss Pran
There is much more that could be
dark the color of the numbers Hal Mills and Charlie Robinson a few details of how it was handled.
rural community of East Corinth ces Burpee 50 years ago.
written
abcut the R.M B band mret
shall be light.
took over the job of having nec Our leader, Bert Farnham, se
in Penobscot County where he was
Averill Gets After Those Coast Guard Makes Ruling of (3) The number shall be painted essary printing done. McCormack lected the music to be played by but perhaps enough has been said
The public will be welcome at
born March 16, 1857
parallel with the water line and & Mills (The Caslon Press) got out the massed bands and werU i° except to add that without the
the service.
Importance To All
Who Would Translate
The life story of Mir. Gould is a
the distance between the water a nice little booklet of information visit several bands where tlie mu staunch and faithful support of The
Owners
“Victory” Into “Pro
most interesting one and proves the
Courier-Gazette cur “big day” would
line and the bottom cf the num- about the project and our business sic was rehearsed.
longed Agony”
accomplishments possible by unre
Lieubenant (j. g.) Albert Jones, ber shall not be less than fhe mini- men were liberal space buyers of
He had quite a hard task to get have I fear, been cf pigmy size Pnr
mitting effort, and determination
mum
height
of
the
number.
The
Captain
of
the
Fort
at
Rockland
'
advertising
and
many
of
them
supMark Crockett to bring the Belfast weeks before Aug. 8 arrived the
Huntley-Hill Post VP.W. holds Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
to succeed when accompanied by
height
of
the
number
shall
be
in
for
the
United
States
Coast
Guard,
lemented this with cash donations Band, which was then under his] columns cf this friendly and civic
its installation next Sunday at 2.30
The hard-driving workers in our
business foresight and wisdom,
p. m. This is a public installation, war-production factories who are has released the following letter accordance with the following and in a short time the “Band leadership, to the “meet” and had ( minded publication fairly bristled
courage and thorough integrity
Meet” idea was well on its way to to go to Belfast before Mark dc- | with news cf the coming event and
with able speakers from the De right behind cur fighters at the from Coast Guard headquarters scale:
It is the saga of a man brought up
Height of success.
which
will
be
of
utmost
Importance
cided to join with us. His band at the bottom cf many cf the no
partment of Maine, VP.W. who front, have prepared a printed
Length of vessel
letters
In a country village with meagre
to
all
owners
and
operators
of
Iree
was
a
member
of
the
band»
gave
a fine concert in Post Office . tices other papers were asked to
will speak on the past and future sticker which reads—“This ma
Under 20 -0”,
6”- 8”
educational advantages that were
motorboats.
and
can
inform
the
reading
public
square
at 2 in the afternoon. Mark “please copy” and train leads of
veterans of the State of Maine. chine is working for Hitler. “They
Above 20’-0” and under 40'.
10*'
cut short at the age of twelve years
a a a a
visitors came after seeing the copied
Above 40’ andi under 60'.
18” • that many unexpected obstacles played a cornet solo and the crowd (
when his father, who was a butcher Department Commander William are pasting this sticker on every
notices in their heme paper.
For
the
duration
of
the
war
and
E. Pish, Jr. will be the installing idle machine.
Over 60',
24” were encountered. Some of these was so great that Mark told me
and farmer, suflered a stroke.
The late editor W. O. Fuller and
six
months
thereafter
every
un

officer and guest speaker. All pa
The width of the characters of were overcome, others were not. afterward that every time he
When we listen on our radios to documented motor vesel, which is
—Prom the Colby Alumnus
the
present editor. F. A. Winslow
triotic bodies are invited. The new certain commentators we should
the number and the thickness of Courage and faith in the under moved an elbow he poked someone
have
done much for Rockland bands
required
to
be
numbered
and
which
officers are: Commander, Charles past this label on them. But not
the individual numbers will 'be in taking were about the only assets in the eyel
and
The
Courier-Gazette occupies ,i
The parade was a huge affair and
Hill, Rcckland; Senior Vice Com because these broadcasters are is found on the navigable waters accordance with accepted engin available for many weeks. There
warm
spot
in the heaits of all of us
was a lot of cold water thrown on a bit late in getting started. Bert
mander, Ralph Cline, Spruce idle. They are very active in what of the United States, shall have eering practices.
„
Mrs. Andrews Visits Friends Head; Junior Vice Commander, they believe is a very clever way. the number painted on its struc
(4) If the construction of boat the undertaking right from the had the bands crowd into the old
ture
in
the
following
manner:
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Forrest Wall, St. George; chap These artists are pretentiously
permite, the number shall also be start, and, the thing that 'perplexed Armory Hall in relays tc have the
and Jots Down Notes
(1)
The
number
awarded
1
shall
the
promoters
was
that
the
least
horns
tuned
and
Col.
E.
K.
Gould,
Mr and Mrs. Emery Goodwin, a<lain, Hans Johnson, Rockland; correct in their appearance oi
painiec. on a conspicuous part of
Of Interest
quartermaster, Vernon O. Giles, loyalty. Over their horns and tails be painted horizontally in block the top side for the purpose of help and the strongest opposition who was marshal cf the dgy, sent j companied by Alice and Reber;
Rockland; guard, John Williams, they wear the American flag, as characters, reading from left to aerial identification. The num came from the very people who word several times that the parade Carey, grandchildren cf Robnt
Rockport, May 4
right, on each side of the vessel,
Rockland; trustee, 18 months. Past a very long overcoat.
Editor of The CourieT-Gazette:—
One as near the forward end as legi ber thall be placed athwar'.ships would (and did) profit the most if was ready to start before all the Carey, returned Fiiday to Marbb’
the “meet” should be successful. horns were tuned.
head, Mass., after a short visit with
Thinking it might interest the Commander Albert J. Brickley, might not be able to point to a bility of the entire number for or fore and aft, depending upon
Bob
Milburn
and
Charlie
Robin

The
parade
finally
did
start,
how

Mr. and Mrs. Carey. They were ac
Rockland;
officer
of
the
day,
residents of Cushing, I am writing
single sentence and say “This is surface and aerial identification which of these two areas is the
failing
in
most
instances
to
son,
ever,
led
>by
the
crack
little
band
companied
by Mrs. Carey who will
larger, and shall be painted in a
you regarding a letter received George Leanord, Rockland.
Hitler propaganda.” But when we permits.
get
financial
backing
from
hotels,
j
from
the
Battleship
Texas
and
tne
spend two weeks with friends in
color which contrasts to the color
from Mrs. Charles Burton, of Bil
sum up the effects of what they
(2) The number shall be painted
The United' States Employment
of Che top side, and the size of bakeries, eating places, etc. im ] first time the “big band” started Marblehead.
lerica, Mass. Mrs. Burton was
say, it is all there.
with paint which contrasts to the
Mrs. Mary Harjula was heste s
formerly MLss Hattie Maxey of Service has an immediate opening
The meaning of these broadcast color of hull, i. e., if the hull is the individual numbers shall be plored them to get in large stocks I tc play the members of the Texas
for one experienced sawyer in a
of food to feed the hungry thou , band ducked as though some heavy Wednesday to the sewing club
in
proportionate
ratio
to
the
scale
Cushing, married to Charles Bur
ers is in what they insinuate, sug light the color of the numbers
local sawmill.
set forth in the preceding para sands who would come to Rockland ] object had hit them cn the head.
ton of Cushing, whose boyhood
gest and leave out. The effect of
Miss Ina Andersen, teacher at
Aug. 8 but they were, in most cases, ISay. that monster band almost
graph.”
home was where the radio station
their
comment
is
a
“
build
up
”
in

Sullivan
High School underwent an
The name of Mrs. Leforest A.
war. Then they do discuss the
tore up the paving and dislocated appendectomy Friday at Knox Hos
In order to afford opportunity laughed at for asking it.
is now located. She writes:
tended
to
“
soften
up
”
the
morale
Thurston as a Rockland member of
Western Front, they limit their
Bob said one hotel man in par the windows from their frames on
“Charles has been very ill since Daughters of Pounders and Pa of the American people, put us in talk to the bombing raids and for motorboat owners to comply
pital.
ticular
felt that such a request was Main street!
with
the
new
regulations,
a
strict
last October, having spent seven triots of America was inadvertent a submissive, defensive mcod and carefully ignore an invasion by an
Miss Eva Johnson Ls assisting
“Doc” Eaten was drum major and
weeks in a hospital, his case call ly omitted from the notice in re douse cold water on an offensive American add British army. One enforcement of these regulations an insult to his intelligence and
Mrs.
Gasper in sugar rationing at
ing for blood transfusion. He is gard to the society's purchase of war spirit. These are the “maybe of these commentators did men will not be required until June 1, said: “What th’ h—1 do you take his instructions were to lead the i the schoolhouse cn tour days begin
getting about some now, recover two foreign body locator for the this” and “maybe that*’ gentlemen tion this but referred to it as a 1942, after which time all motor- me for, a dumb foci’ Go ahead ' band to the Thorndike Hotel and ning Mcnday.
boats which are found operating and have your little band picnic and halt them. Instead, he led the beys
ing slowly.”
who never say, “This is how it is.” “theory."
use of the Army and Navy.
on the navigable waters of the if anyone gets hungry send them to in the usual circle. In this case it
In our younger days, Hattie and
They are continually telling us
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
All of this is Hitler’s parry to United States without having thedr me—I always keep enough food on was “oval” and reached from Sea
I lived as next door neighbors and
"Friendship” was the weekly what Hitler “may do” or “may not ward off the final blow to finish
street to Limerock street. No band
attended the little schoolhouse on theme of the Y.P.C.U. Sunday do” this Spring. They never tell him. These gentlemen think they numbers painted in the manner hand to feed a regiment.”
Visitors in Washington, D. C.
Bob
felt
pretty
lew
at
such
talk
could play and keep time in such can get copies of The Courier-Ga
required
by
the
regulations
should
the hill where the late Judge Wight. Devotionals, were prepared us what, they mighty well know, are fooling someone, and they
Prank B. Miller was teacher for a and led by Miss Lucille Stanley, he must do this Spring to save ajre right, tout it Us not the be cited for a violation of the but when the man handed him a a formation and it took consider zette at the Metropolitan New.s
as pretty good sized donation in hard able time to get the boys back to Agency, 603 15th street, North
time.
assisted by Eleanor Tracy, Helen his hide. To listen to these gentle fighting Americans who snap off Numbering Act of 1918,
58*tf
cash he felt better and once more the Thorndike hotel and place them West.—adv.
amended.
Mr. Andrews and I called Sun Crockett, Virginia Bowley, Jeanne men talk, one would think that their dials in disgust then they
warned the man that his larder in solid rank formation. Even then j
R. R. Waesche,
day on Mr. and Mrs. William Home and Hazen Sawyer. A short Hitler is taking an afternoon stroll hear them. From the great in
be exhausted before the day the ranks reached from tlie ncrth
would
Commandant
Rivers of Cushing whom we found business meeting followed at which in Russia and when he is through dustrial centers of the nation, like
was
over.
It was.
side of Schcol stieet from curb to
well and happy. “Will” is one of Dr. Lowe gave a short talk to the enjoying the scenery there, he will Detroit, Buffalo, the factories and
The
man
told
us
that
he
could
curb.
the kind whose hand is always ex union. The meeting closed' with wend his way to any other fairy shipyards of New Jersey, resolu
SOUTH HOPE
We had Uncle Jimmy Wight's '
tended in a cordial greeting. He the Mizpah Benediction. Guests land that may attract his fancy. tions are pouring into Washing
Mrs. Isabel McNiff has returned have sold many times over the food
tha lew oth rad-marked hard caal
I
he
was
able
to
hand
out.
As
near
march
“Thou Art Our Guiding
is tall and good looking, having a Included Dr. and Mrs. John Smith
These commentators repeatedly ton to open the Western Front for from a visit in Boston
as we could learn, every bake shop, Star” on our program and Uncle
pleasing personality and; always Lowe, and MLss Margaret Mank say “Hitler may go down through an invasion by the American and
Mr. and >Mrs Frank Payson ot hotel, lunch room and even many
Jimmie was right there to hear it
wearing a smile. No one would of East Waldoboro.
Spain to Dakar, may go down British armies, the invasion that Camden visited Saturday with his
i
private
families
were
completely
played and when we landed cn the
ever dream his birthdays have
through Syria to the Suez, may will smash Hitler this Summer and mother Mrs. Eleanor Payson.
cleaned
of
food
of
every
descrip

“
explosive” tones I believe it lifted
numbered 85.
One of the largest freight trains go down through Turkey to Iran, save millions of our fighters next
Miss Mildred Webster ot Massa tion by 1 o'clock that day and Poor Jimmie right off the sidewalk! Of
The persons whom I have men to come into the Rockland yards may go through the Caucasus for year and the year after.
chusetts is guest of friends here. Iree was chased all over town by course our big band couldn’t play
tioned are all readers of The Cou of the Maine Central Railroad in oil. or he may attack Britain," Now
From Britain ccme reports of
Mrs. M. H. Bowley accompanied hungry folks who demanded that the march as well as dad the Fes
rier-Gazette.
several years, possibly since World these gentlemen know that Hit meetings in the public squares,
her
brother W. E. Dornan and Mrs. food be provided.
tival Orchestra, in Portland, but I
Mrs. John H. Andrews
War 1, arrived' yesterday morning ler's army has taken the most ter factory demonstrations, pressure in
Dornan
to
Union,
N.
H.,
ter
a
week

We
sent
hordes
of
hungry
people
think
we made up in volume what,
direct from Portland, utilizing two rific destruction in history. They the House of Commons on the
end
visit
with
relatives.
ever
we
lacked otherwise and Jim- i
to Oakland Park, then to Rock
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work engines to pull a load of 1900 tons know he has lost some 8,000.000 government for the immediate
port
and
Camden
where.
I
hope,
mie
was
well pleased—he knew we
Miss Faith Ludwig of Hcpe is at
a
n
Wonders!
made up of general freight and men in 10 months, lost 38,000 attack on Hitler. In a fiery speech
I
they
got
something
to
eat.
Boy!
were
doing
our best in his honor
coal for the Lawrence Portland planes in this time, lost 1,000 Lord Beaverbrook speaks as fol the heme of her grandmother Mrs.
PARK ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Cement Company. The regular planes in March and 500 planes lows, “From almost every quarter W C. Wellman this week. Her A hungry mob is a tcugh thing to and, being a bandman of many
I El. ...
daily local freight arrived shortly during the first 10 day’s in April. of Britain the cry goes up ‘Attack’, father Raymond Ludwig was also t tangle with unless they can be fed. years’ experience himself, I believe
afterwards with a total tonnage of They know that on the 2.000 mile Attack in support of Russia. The visiting Mrs. Wellman and Mrs. The crowd was estimated to be he lauded all that was gcod in our
15.000 or more but no one could performance and ignored the parts
slightly over 900 tons.
front. Hitler's army Is being passion to set up a Western Fight Payson.
Mrs.
Harvey
Willis
visited
in
Bos

count
that mob. It was a tough
pounded night and day without an
Job to move through the throng
The Red! Cross nutrition class hour s letup by the Russian army. ing Front in aid of 'Russia is deep ton the past week.
Officers elected for the Red Cross anywhere in the city—crowds of
will not meet tomorrow night be They know that Hitler is in such in the hearts of our people. Strike
I
cause of the 6ugar rationing but a deadly trap that he has left his out to help Russia! Strike out •Chapter are: Chairman, Mrs. Edith people everywhere one went.
violently.’’
• Willisr vice chairmen Mrs. Dorothy
I
have
often
wondered
what
after
this
week
meetings
will
be
—OF—,
Western Front desperately weak
So here are the answers of the Childs, Mrs. Hazel Hart and Mrs. would have happened at supper
Monday and. Wednesday evenings ened and open to an attack. So,
American
and British people to Margaret Bowley: secretary, Mrs. time if all the visitors had stayed
during the remainder of the in the face of these facts all of
the
crafty
traitors who would be
course.
this palaver becomes a pitiful at guile us from the smashing vic Maricn Hart and treasurer. Mrs. unt.l evening. Well, hundreds of
tempt to play u> the myth of Hit tory over Hitler to a prolonged Geraldine Reynolds. There will be them left (perhaps thousands—I
Good Will Grange of South War
—TO—
a meeting next Tuesday at the don’t know) on trains and boats
ler’s “invincibility.”
agony
that
would
needlessly
sac

ren
has
accepted
an
invitation
to
and, so far as we could learn, no
A Private Trial Fitting Of
On the other hand, when these rifice perhaps millions of our fight- Grange hall
a Neighbors’ Night Thursday at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
W.
Monkhcuse
one
left Rockland in a starving
gentlemen, speak of the Russian
New Bice Support
ers. Sc whenever these sirens Of Portland were week-end guests condition, at least.. The full de
Maple Grange in North Waldoboro.
front, everything moves to slow sing their sweet songs to IrfLire us 1 at c' £ Dunbar’s,
If you are ruptured and wear a
tails of that band meet would fill
truss, now ls your opportunity to get
music.
They admit the heroic on the rocks, we shall not heed j
Arrivals at the Feyler fish plant
a 30-day trial of a scientifically con
structed rupture Support "made up”
fortitude of Russia but everything them. When we hear them, we
to meet the needs of your particular over the week-end were: Cynthia
assumes
a doubtful conditional shall pull the American flag from
and individual condition.
with a catch of 12.000 redfish and
On Saturday. May 9. Bice Pitting
tone.
It
is always a question “if their shoulders and hang cn their
Experts will he at the New Hotel mixed groundfish; Capt. Fred Gray.
Rockland. Bockland. Me . to give free 4000; Islander. 2200; Carlannsul. Russia can hold out." That coun
horns the label that reads, “This
demonstrations and private trial fit
tings of a Support designed to com 37,000; Capt. Tom Polk. 9000; Willey, try who, from start to finish, has machine is working for Hitler."
fortably hold any reducible rupture
fought with the fiercest aggression
A. E. Averill
—large or smaJl-no matter where lo 1000; Nora D Sawyer, 8000; and the
against
Hitler is always pictured
cated or what your work may be.
Helen
B.,
with
24,000.
XJse Our Preo Palat Sarvioal
Backed by more than 30 years' ex
as being on the defensive, the un
perience and fitted by Experts with a
The right paint for the job?
thorough knowledge of what they are
Driver O. B. Brown of the Cen der dog. Here is more Hitler “in
Color? What about surface? Aod
doing, the Modem
Bice Support
bow should the new finish be
should prove to be a revelation to the tral Fire Station is spending a vincibility" myth.
applied? We’ll give you the an
meet skeptical—and you are allowed
Finally,
when
it
comes
to
the
a 30-day trial period to see If this is week’s vacation in Boston.
swers to all your paint ques-

Wrote A Biography

“Crafty Traitors”

Motorboat Numbers

TALK OF THE TOWN

A Call In Cushing

Let us send you

WE INVITE

RUPTURED

May 7—County Com
T U. at Methodist Chi
May 9—American I annual Poppy Day sail
May 10—Mother's D
May 11—USO cam
Maine.
May 14 —Thomasto
meets at. Mrs. Percy
May 19—Lincoln Cc
men's Clubs meets at
In Waldoboro
May 20
Thomast
“China” at Federate'
May 21-22 —League
State Convention at
June 11 —Thomast o
Alumni banquet and
June 28 -Opening
wood (Y WC A.) at In

Tests of the five
raid siren which tl :<
chased was made
Sunday. The instal
on the roof of tli
building, but may
location on the root
school as the buildn
higher. The warn:
heard in various pa
and in other sectior
at all. According
ward R. Veazie. at, I'
sirens will be need'
the warning systei
posed locations are
School, Purchase Si
the Tyler School on
The diesel passent
began, launched tf
Starrett of Thom
.Morse Boatbuildin.
Thomaston last w
chartered by the A:
in Portland harbor
is for a short perk 1
has expressed the i
requisitioning the c
present charter exp

The annual citv
been delivered torn
The Oourier-Gazetl.
obtained at the ofli
clerk.

The annual electio
County Camera Clul
at Wilbur Senter's h<
way tonight. A lis
was presented by
committee at the
there being two cant
office with the exceii
urer, for which Hirs
unopposed.
The auxiliary mr
police department wil
tration offices duri
rationing. These sp
officers, intended onlj
ing an emergency,
teered their time
periods as there are 1
number of regular
police department t<
the job and the regal
tco.
Steve Aocardi has i
after having spent t
a swimming instruck

The managers of
Aged Women will me*
cf Mrs. Frank Fuller
2.30.
The annual meet in
County Alumni Asso«
University of Maine w
Green Gables. Camd
at 6.30 p. m. Dean At'
ing and Charles E
be the speakers.

For dependable
call the Radio Simp
Main street. Comple^
—adv.

TOO LATE TO <
FIRST class dark
RCHARD MAKIE, T
Meadow Rd.

BENEFIT BI

THURSDAY M<
K. P. IIALL Till
Free Game $7.00. Lurk
Marathon

ROCKLAND

GET THE HOST FROM YOUR
MINT DOLLAR

BING!
TONIGHT, SPF.AI5
Given Away, Dinner, :
14-Pieec Refrigerator
Prizes.

RUMMAGE
Benefit Blond Done
Knox Com

Davis Block, Tl
TUES.. WED..

WE SERVICE

so. No binding, cutting or chafing,
but a comfortable, evenly directed
pressure at lust the right spot to keep
bowel from escaping.
Thrmaanda have
reported
entire
satisfaction with the Bice Support,
so why endure the burden of reducible
rupture suffering If you can be free
from It? Anyway, lt will coat you
nothing to come fn and learn about
Bice methods and the wonderful op
portunity lt offers. Just ask at the
hotel desk for the Bice Experts and
they wtll do the rest. Hours 10 to 12
a. m.. 2 to 5 p. m. or 7 to 9 evenings.
There is absolutely no obligation and
you are promised friendly, courteous
Irestmen^, .
_

subject of the Western Front, they
Local firemen have voted to put fly away from it like a cat coming
their insurance money, received in out of the rain. They take you
monthly, into war bonds.
by the hand and lead you round '
and round among the thick trees 1
but never to the path that will >
SOUTH HOPE
Dr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mansfield take you out of the woods. They
of Ipswich, Mass., were recent call push you before them to the utter
ers cn his uncle C. B. Taylor.
most parts of the earth to discuss
every detail that will lead you from
Butecrtte to Tbs Cwrtsr-Qwtto- the real hurricane center of the

All Makes of Cars!
A

ttonsfNeed a painter? ffyou do,
we’ll gladly recommend a good
one. Make sure of better results
—discuss your paint jobs with
us first!

Display Your

INSPECTION STICKER
By May 1st
xmi

w

J. A. JAMESON CO.
TELEPHONE 17,

ROCKLAND, ME.

BURPE
FUNERAL
Ambulance S

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MF.

TELE PHON
SOO or 781-1 or
Ut-llt LIMEROO

ROCKLAND.

1

From The Snow Yard

May 7—County Convention of W. C.

T v at Methodist Church in Camden

May 9— American Legion Auxiliary's
snnual Poppy Day sale
May 10—Mother’s Day
May 11—US O campaign begins In
Maine.
May 14 — Thomaston— Garden Club
meets at, Mrs. Percy E. Demmons-.
May 10—Lincoln County Union Women'< Clubs meets at Baptist Church
In Waldoboro.
May 20
Thomaston— Lecture on
•China ' at Federated Church.
May 21-22 -League of Women Voters
prate Convention at Hotel Rockland.
June 11 - Thomaston— High School
Alumni banquet and ball.
June 28 Opening of Camp Tanglewood (Y WC A.) at Lincolnville Beach.
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Tests of the five horsepower air
raid siren which the city has pur
chased was made Saturday and
Sunday. The installation was made
cn the roof of the High School
building, but may be moved to a
location on the roof of the McLain
schocl as the building is somewhat
higher. The warning signal was
heard in various parts of the city
and in other sections was not heard
at all. According to Mayor Ed
ward R. Veazie. at least three such
sirens will be needed to complete
the warning system. The pro
posed locations are at the McLain
School. Purchase Street School and
the Tyler School on Warren street.

The diesel passenger vessel Mon
hegan. launched for Capt. Earle
Starrett of Thomaston at the
Morse Boatbuilding Company in
Thomaston last week, has been
chartered by the Army for service
in Portland harbor. This charter
is for a short period and the Navy
has expressed their intention of
requisitioning the craft when the
present charter expires.
The annual city reports have
been delivered form the press of
Tiie Courier-Gazette and may be
obtained at the office of the city
clerk.
The annual election of thc Knox
County Camera Club will be held
at Wilbur Senter's home on Broad
way tonight. A list of candidates
was presented by the nominating
committee at the la«t meeting,
there being two candidates for each
office with the exception of treas
urer, for which Hiram H. Crie is
unopposed.
Thc auxiliary members of the
police department will police regis
tration offices during the sugar
rationing. These special wartime
officers, intended only for use dur
ing an emergency, have volun
teered their time in two hour
periods as there are not a sufficient
number of regular officers in the
police department to take care of
the job and the regular police work
tco.

Steve Aocardi has returned home
after having spent the Winter as
a swimming instructor in Florida.
The managers of the Home for
Aged Women will meet at the home
cf Mrs. Frank Fuller Wednesday at
2.30.

The annual meeting of the Knox
County Alumni Association of the
University of Maine will be held at
Green Gables, Camden, Thursday
at 6.30 p. m. Dean Arthur L. Deer
ing and Charles E. Crossland will
be the speakers.

“Fill your coal bln now—and keep
it filled. The day may come when
coal will be pretty hard to get.”
Such Is the warning sounded by
one cf this city’s leading coal deal
ers, Albert P. Blaisdell, authorized
distributor cf Famous Reading An
thracite.
I don’t wish to be an alarmist,
but a coal shortage is a distinct pos
sibility," Mr. Blaisdell said. “Dras
tic restrictions on fuel cil are al
ready in force and even more string
ent regulations are almcst sure to
follow. Why should coal escape
eventual rationing?
“As a matter of fact, the Gov
ernment has already issued a warn
ing that increasing war effort is
likely to interfere seriously with
transportation of coal and is urging
that householders lay in sufficient
coal to last them, through next
Fall and Winter. We should be very
shortsighted indeed if we failed to
heed these storm signals.
"Personally I am advising my
customers to buy as much cdal as
they can conveniently store and to
keep replenishing this stock as they
draw on it for current heating needs.
“Many householders who now
burn oil are very wisely installing
ccal grates in their furnaces. In
mast cases this can be done at
moderate cost. Aside from the
matter of self protection, every citi
zen who buys his coal now, is doing
just that much teward relieving the
railroads of unnecessary burdens
this Summer, and is materially aid
ing the nation’s war effort.”

BORN
Powell — At Augusta General Hos
pital. April 25. to Mr and Mrs Carl
Powell, a son—Ford Nelson.

MARRIED
Page-Kay — At Camden. May 2. Wen
dell O. Page and Mrs. Bertha E. Kay.
both of Camden.—By Rev. Weston P.
Holman
Kobs-Lunn — At Rockland, May 2.
William Henry Kob. Jr. and Estelle
Evangeline Lutin. both of Rockland.
—By E. R. Keene. J. P
Yonng-Swewrlght — At Rockland,
May 1. Ansel Et Young of Ingraham
HIU and' Agnes F. Swewrlght of Rock‘ Charles
~
s MacDoi
anald.
land —By Rev. J.

DIED
Ayer—At Boston. May 4. Willis I.
Ayer of Rockland, aged 68 years, 7
months. 6 days. Funeral Friday at 2
. m. from late residence. Burial at
envlew cemetery.
Andrews — At Rockland, May 2.
Hiram W. Andrews, aged 63 years. 3
months. 24 days.
Funeral today at
2 o’clock from Spruce Head Chapel.
Hyler—At Thomaston. May 2, San
ford E. Hyler. 85 years. Funeral to
day at 2 o’clock from residence. In
terment tn Thomaston cemetery.
Rich At Union, May 4. Willard P.
Rich, aged 71 years. 6 months. 22 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
home of hte son Irving Rich. Burial
at Gordon cemetery. Searsport.
Beebe — At Rockland, May 4. Miss
Gladys Beebe of Thomaston, aged 43
years.
Hanson—At Rockland. May 2, Wil
liam A. Hanson, aged 63 years. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
Burpee funeral home.
Pakkala — At Georges River Road,
May 3. Kustl Pakkala
Funeral Wed
nesday at 2 o'clock from residence of
Mathew Torpacka.

g

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all neighbors and
friends whose kindness was graciously
extended at the time of our recent
bereavement.
Clara F. Cates, Louis R. Cates and
family.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to
our many friends and relatives, for
the kind help and beautiful floral
tributes, during our recent bereave
ment of our beloved father. Sanford
A Kaler, Sr.
•
Sons and Daughters
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my sincere thanks
to my neighbors and friends for the
many birthday cards and the beau
tiful Maybasket which I recently
received.
Frank Tuoml
Vinalhaven.
*

The Rockland City Council
learned, at its monthly meeting
last night, that Rcckland) will re
ceive but one tank carload' of tar.
and possibly not that, against the
usual five ot six used annually on
the city streets due to war re
strictions on that product. In
other words, the streets will have
to 'be patched with tar from the
local gas house as long as it lasts
and then when that is gone, back
to the gravel roads cf not so long
ago.
The Council members, who had
last month refused to buy three air
raid sirens at an approximate cost
of $380 each, reversed themselves
and passed an order for four on
the recommendation of Alderman
Raymond Perry who had been in
touch with Chief Air Raid Warden
Louis B. Cook and had tested the
lone siren that the city now owns
and is placed on the roof of the
High School building. The tests
which were held over the week
end, showed that the carrying
power of that type of warning
signal was rather limited and that
at least four would be needed to
give adequate warning' to all sec
tions of the city in event of a
raid.
The recommended locations of
the sirens, which will be controlled
from the air raid control center,
are at J. A. Jameson’s store, the
McLain School, Pleasant Valley
Grange Hall on Middle street and
the baim used by the White Line
bus on South Main street. In all
cases, the siren would be mounted
on the roof of the building.
Alderman Gilbert moved that
three part time employes of the
street department be paid the 50
cents an hour rate of the regular
employes. The motion was passed.
Raymond Perry suggested that
the funds now available for the
usual tarring program, be diverted
to Civilian Defense. No action
was taken on the suggestion which
apparently met with the approval
of the other Alderman and the
Mayor.
Four special police officers were
appoin‘ted-^John G. Snow in his
capacity as harbor master; Harold
W. Philbrook, watchman in the
parking lot of the First National
Stores; Thomas J. Foley, guard1 at
the Naval section base and Everett
J. Mason as a watchman at the
Samoset hotel.
Charles* Wooster was appointed
as dog constable and Clarence E.
Harrington as a constable.
The Republican and Democratic
ward ballot clerks were approved
by the council and are as follows;
Republican, Ward 1, Evelyn Cates,
Marjorie Cummings; Ward 2,
Emma Hill, Eula Gerrish; Ward
3, Harold Karl, Albeit Wardwell;
Ward 4, Alma Stinson, Fannie
Dow; Ward 5, Hazel Curtis, Mil
dred Achorn' Ward 6, Adelma
Mullen, Fred Haining; Ward 7,
Etta Andersen and Ida Huntley.
Democratic appointees were: Ward
1, Alta Knowlton, Lillian Cotton;
Ward 2, Cora Harden, Pauline Mc
Williams; Ward 3, Laura A. Hall.
Helen Burns; Ward 4, Golden
Munro, Margurite Bisbee; Ward 5,
Artlnese Mills. Lur^ Doherty;
Ward 6. Elizabeth Strong, Mabel
Strong; Ward 7, Ethel Connon and
Audrey Teele.

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop. Tel. 844--517
Christy Adams, a frestrman at
CARD OF THANKS
Main street. Complete Philco line,
Colby
College was recently chosen
We wish to express our sincere ap
preciation
to
our
many
friends
and
assistant editor of the Colby Echo,
—adv.
neighbors for their many acts of
kindness and the beautiful floral college weekly, for the coming
tributes
sent
during
our
recent
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
year. He is the son of Mr. and
bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kittredge. Lewis Mrs. Spiro Adams of 220 Main
FrRST class dark loam for sale. Arey.
street, Rockland.
Vinalhaven.
Pf'HARD MAKIE. Tel. 553-M. West
Meadow Rd.

49 60

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kindness and
floral offerings during our recent be
reavement. especially Mrs. John Ouptlll and Rev. Charles A. Marstaller.
•
Mr and Mrs Frank Elliot

More Talk of The Town on Page 2.

BENEFIT BEANO
A local business house is anxious
THURSDAY NIGIIT. 8.15
to hire a girl elevator operator.
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
Experience not necessary. White
CARD OF THANKS
Free Game $7.00. Lucky Game $10-00
’AJB.C.” care The Courier-Gazette,
We
wieh
to
express
our
thanks
for
Marathon $5.00
the beautiful flowers sent to Mrs. —adv.
49-lt Lizzie
Ames.
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Montgomery and
Mr. and Mrs. David Knowlton

BINGO
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, $2—1 each and
14-Piece Refrigerator Set, and extra
Prizes.
49* It

RUMMAGE SALE
Benefit Blood Donors Legion of
Knox County

Davis Block, Thomaston

FOR SALE
The
LJungstedt
property
on
Route 1, top of Power House Hill-

Wonderful view over Penobscot
Bay. House in first class condi
tion; 4 rooms and complete bath
room (with shower) down stairs.

ssociation

F.

KI.AND, ME-

Ambulance Service

* CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONES
SM or 781-1 or 781-11

TEL. 662
v

118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
*V> ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

H. WOOD
Court House,
Rockland, Maine

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

FUNERAL HOME

Buy Your Monument

Open attic, space for two rooms
upstairs.
Artesian well, electric
pump, hot air furnace, fireplace,
garage, garde* spot.

TUES.. WED.. MAY 6-6^

BURPEE’S

Beano at G.A.R. hall Thursday,
May 7 at 2.13.—adv.
49-It'

Under a new system we now
can buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask us for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.

20 Lindsey St., Bockland
Tel. 1216-W
A Card or » Call Will Bring
a Representative
43-tf

And Nominates Former
Washington Man As Re
publican State
Chairman

—By Staff Photographer.
The motor passenger boat Monhegan, which was launched last week at the yards of the Morse Boat
building Company in Thomaston for Capt. Earle Starrett and was intended for the Thomaston, Monhegan
and Boothbay Harbor run. During thc week the Army has contracted for the boat’s services in Portland
harbor Tor a short term and the Navy has signified its intention of requisitioning her as soon as thc Army
contract is completed.

MONDAY’S STEAMBOAT HEARING
Views Expressed Were Many and Varied—
Committee To Handle the Emergency
Residents of Vinalhaven, North
Haven, Swan’s Island and Ston
ington met with thc Rockiand
Chamber cf Commerce yesterday
for an informal talk on the Penob
scot Bay steamboat dilemma,
brought about through the action
of the Public Utilities Ccmmission
in ordering the discontinuance of
the Vinalhaven & Rcckland Steam
boat Company’s service.
*
Nearly 50 interested persons were
in attendance and after they had
talked steadily for nearly two hours
the muddled situation was anything
but clarified. Seme of the speak
ers were in 'favor of taking over
the steamer North Haven now being
operated on the line; others were ln
favor of having a new boat built,
and while this matter was still serv
ing as a poser, there came a de
mand far two trips a day.
The earlier report that Vinalha
ven wanted a line of its own was
promptly refuted by Ambrose Pet
erson, who was the chief spokesman
of that town’s interests, and in
general the idea prevailed that the
four Penobscot Bay islands join
drives, or, in the parlance of the
street, “stick together.”
The Rockland Chamber of Com
merce—guided by the double inter- j
est, extending good will to its island
neighbors and the natural fear of
losing the commercial gain that the
Island trade means—was well rep-,
resented, and i^ith the president of
that body, L. E. Jones, in the chair
the meeting was assured that ev
erybody would have a full and free J
chance to express himself. A divi- j
sion of the island forces, he said, I
would have its effect upon the,
future.
The first thing we must learn,
said ex-Mavor Leforest A. Thurston
was whether one boat would serve
the territory.
Commenting upon a previous re
mark that Swan's Island and Ston- (
ington were being left out of the,
reckoing, Harry A. Johnson of the
former town remarked: “If those
towns are eliminated you can safe-1
ly figure that a great percentage cf1
their association with Rockland ts
ended.
Frank E. Bridges, a fellow towns- 1
man thought Johnson’s view was’
correct, and added that a small
boat could not handle that end cf i
the service
Albert T. Thurston remarked.
that many in those towns already (
do their shopping in Bangor and
Ellsworth.
Is it true asked President Jones
that competltirn is taking away
our business’”
“That’s a vital point," replied
Mr. Johnson.
Reuben Cousins, who has been
with the steamboat company in
Stonington for. 25 years named a
number cf Rockland concerns which
were transacting their service by
truck, and others which had stuck
up the steamboat company. The
fact that the company has no wharf
in Rockland is a severe handicap.
Mr. Cousins believed that the over
head in the Rockland office was di
verting much of the company’s re
ceipts. “I believe we can make thc
line pay,” said he “and we are
willing tc help. It's no use to talk
about a small boat; it looks as if we
would be obliged to take the boat
new running, and I believe that
Louis Cates would make a fine presi
dent of the line.
|
Mr. (Tates quoted Raymond E.
Thursten as ready to go ahead with
the construction of a new dock,
desirous of getting back only the
cost of it. The wharf rental has'
been $1500 a year.
Representative Lloyd F. Crockett

said they had been discussing the
steamboat matter two months at
North Haven and were no nearer a
.solution. The purchase of the
steamer North Haven was consid
ered. but he thought the tentative
price of $50,000 placed cn the prop
erty was outrageous. Neither did
he like the idea of having apprais
ers appointed. “If we get together
and talk the matter over with Mr.
White,” said he, “I think we can
get a better price. I think the Sum
mer residents will do their part.’
Ambrose A. Peterson made a clear
and concise report as to the Vinal
haven & Rockland Steamboat Com
pany’s revenues and expenditures.
The total revenue last year was
$74,582, the income from the towns
being: Vinalhaven, $25,000; North
Haven, $17,000; Stonington, $10000; Swan’s Island, $7500. Added
to these figures was the mail con
tract amounting to a little over
$14,000. The company should have
seen the light of day when it bought
its boats, and spent so much on thc
W. S. White, he declared. “We
should start now and d« a good

ffl
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“Dear Mom” ...
We’ve
soldier
through
and the

been
and
their
boys

hearing from onr
sailor customers
Mothers and Dads
are doing swell.

As one youngster wrote, “I hope
you and Dad are feeling as good
as I do.”
Wc want to assure these boys
in camp that we’re taking good
care of the folks at home. We’re
keeping the morale up and the

L. E. Jones who presidedover
the conference in his capacity as
president of the Chamber of
Commerce,
job,” said Mr. Peterson. “We need
something that we will not have to
renew every feur or five years. The
revenue derived by the company is
enough to inspire any business con
cern to take hold ”
Peterson advocated using boats
which cculd be run more cheaply
than by steam. He would have one
proceed through the Thoroughfare
in the early morning, and returning
to Rockland in season for another
trip in the afternoon. He would
use the other boat for such extra
trips to Vinalhaven and North Ha
ven as might prove necessary.
There was frequent discussion
concerning a possible splitting up of
the mail contract. “If this is done,”
said Mr. Johnson, “you would have
to deduct a large share from Swans
island.”
Herman Crockett of North Haven
one cf the busiest speakers at the
meeting expressed the emphatic
opinion that one boat could not
properly handle the four islands,
and that there should be more than
one trip a day to North Haven dur
ing the Summer season.
Several speakers, Mr Johnson
among them, expressed the opinion
thiat business has been diverted
from the present line which it
should have had.
Mayor Edward R. Veazie spoke of
Rockland’s interest in the matter,
and of telegrams sent to Represen
tative Margaret Chase Smith ask
ing her to prevent the breaking up
of the mail contracts.
County Commissioner Adin I.

That’s our only aim, fel

lows . . , WINNING THIS WAR
. . . AND BRINGING YOU
SAFELY HOME.

$2.00
LEE DUNGAREES
$1.75

Other Makes For

$1.50, $1.65
LEE MATCHED SHIRTS
AND PANTS
$3.50, $4.50, $6.25

GREGORY’S
TEL. 2M
418 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND.

Occupational questionnaires are
now being mailed from the Kncx
County Selective Service office to
all men who registered in the third
or “T” draft. This is to determine
the knowledge that each man has
any occupation and to provid ■
additional workers in defense
plants from men. who though
they may be employed1 in anothr r
occupation, are skilled cr semi
skilled workers in a trade or pro
fession that is a part of the de
fense industry.

John Trimmer. 57. a iparolee,
from the Charleston State Prison
in Massachusetts who violated hi:,
parole, was arrested1 at the request
of Massachusetts authorities Sat
urday by, Deputy Sheriff Ernest
Gray and Officer Harold Mitchell
of the State Police. He waived
extradition hearings and was im
mediately returned to prison by
officials from that institution. He
was released1 from prison July 2,
1941 and was ordered re-arrested
March 25 of this year.
Ernest Johnson was sentenced
to 15 days at the City Faim yes
terday on an intoxication charge.
—Three persons were fuond not
guilty of speeding charges brought
against them following seme con
fusion fs to the rate of speed at
which thc cars were traveling at
the time of arrest.

Ewes And Lambs
Maine Grade Ewes and th’s year’s
Lambs of fine quality; £8 for
ewes; $5 each for young lambs; $6
for yearlings. Write or phone—
HOLLY FARM. PEMAQUID, ME.
New Harbor 331

DORMAN’S
OPEN WEDNESDAY, MAY 6
. t»

’

.

The Famous Dorman Ices
At the Same Old Stand—
NEW COUNTY ROAD, OPP. KNOX TROTTING PARK
48-49

speed cruiser for passenger service.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 840
Sunday at 3

MAY 5-6

TUES.-WED.,

LEE OVERALLS

He would have municipal owner
ship.
The meeting was interrupted et
this point while President Jones
read a telegram from Belfast of
fering the two-masted
power
schooner K. D. Seavey for service on
the line.
“That’s a reminder of the old
packet days,” said Mr. Cousins.
Harry Johnson’s parting shot in
the hearing was a refutation cf the
remark that Swan’s Island resi
dents have suffered much incon
venience in the long trips to the
m^nland.
“Wc have accepted that incon
venience,” said he, “and hope wc
will be able to for a long time to
come.”
The Islanders and their hosts tempcrarily forgot their cares as they
gathered in the large dining room
of the Thorndike Hotel to discuss
a nice beefsteak dinner. With Ar
thur F. Lamb of the Kiwanis Club
at the piano and Allan F. McAlary
acting as leader, the company sang
Rotary songs, drawing the line
only at the cne entitled “Row, Row,
Row Your Boat,” No rowboats for
those boys.

At noon on Saturday the Sncw
Shipyard launched a Coastal Pairol
Boat, officially known as P. C. 658—
at their yard, in the presen re of of
ficers of the U. S. Navy detailed
frcm the Bath office to Mine-visa
such proceedings and there also be
ing present a few especially Invit
ed guests. Very few however, be
cause of stringent Navy regulations.
This boat is one of a pair being
(built by Snows and is identical
with a number built at various other
yards alcng the coast.
She is about 110 feet in length,
of very narrow beam, and of lines
bespeaking speed throughout. Her
equipment and offensive armament
are light, but should prove effective
for what lies ahead of her.
The sponsor was Miss Lasca May
Huse, aged 7, of Bath, and the
ceremony was consummated with
the usual “bottle" tastefully and
patriotically be-ribboned contain.n;
the Navy’s specification fluid.
A sister ship will scon be ready
to leave the wavs

Hcpkins of Camden advocates a
heavy boat for freight and a high

consumption of vital materials
down.

Lloyd B. Morton of Farmington,
automobile dealer was unanimous
ly elected Republican State Com
mittee chairman succeeding J.
Fred O’Connell of Bangor, who
completes 27 years of service on
the State Committee.
In a surprise move. O’Connell
suddenly asked the committee to
allow him to cast one ballot for
Morton at a meeting in the Au
gusta House, when Mrs. E. May
Chapman of Belfast was elected
vice chairman, to succeed Mrs.
Inez Wing of Kingfleld recently
resigned.
Mrs. Alice Plummer of Auburn
was reelected secretary for her
sixth term. The Committee voted
to withhold election of the trea
surer until such time as the new
officers meet to discuss the situa
tion;
In opening the convention,
O'Connell said that: “This year the
vote of the State of Maine is not
only vital to the people of Maine,
but to the people of this country
as well. We are the first State to
vote in September.”
O'Connell declared that the Re
publican party would make every
effort to increase its membership
in Congress, adding that while Re
publicans had come out flatfooted
for support of the President, they
were standing pat on domestic
policies, so that “when the boys
come back home they will find the
party still functioning at the old
stand.”
Mr. Morton the new State chair
man is a former resident of
Washington.

Goes Another Fine Craft To
Play Its Part In the
War Game

NOTICE

We take pride in announcing to the public that

Because of Onr Continued Policy

DOUBLE FEATURE

“ NAZI AGENT”
with
CONRAD VEIDT-ANN AYARS

also on the program

“DOWN RIO GRANDE
WAY”
CHARLES STARRETT
RUSSELL HAYDEN
THURS.-FRI.,

MAY 7-8

ANN RUTHERFORD
ROBERT STERLING
In

“THIS TIME FOR
KEEPS”
With
GUY KIBBEE
IRENE RICH
VIRGINIA WEIDLER

“Quality Merchandise

at Lowest Prices”
It will NOT be necessary to reduce any of our
prices under the Government’s new “ceiling”
price regulation because most of our merchan

dise is already priced WAY BELOW the March
1 “ceiling.”

Signed,
Keith Goldsmith.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP
WORK CLOTHES, SPORTSWEAR

ROCKLAND, MAINE
48-49T51
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WALDOBORO
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THE MAN WITH
CROSS
Don't let ua grows about tires.
Don't let us howl about gas;
Don't let us wail about sugar,

Do we think our cross heavy, alas1

Jesus, while out one day walking.
Met a man with a cross on the road.
Who coinplalned, to Christ, of hls
burden.
And asked for a lighter load.
Many, lt seems, were complaining:
So Christ said He'd set a day
When each could exchange hls bur
den.
If they'd like to have lt that way
The man went hls way rejoyclng.
Along the dusty road;
For he was sure that no other.
Carried so heavy a load
Then on the day appointed.
All brought their crosses In:
Pieced them before the great Throne
Of Jesus, who spoke to them, then
“Each thinks hls cross ls too heavy.
The burden too great, so you say:
So take up the cross you desire
And go upon your way."
The crosses were weighed, by glances.
By those burdened souls that day;
Then each took up hls own cross
And silently went hla way.
a
Moral
Now when we think the burden
Be more than we -should bear.
You'll be surprised at the lightness
Of yours: when, with other's, you
compare.
Rae of Belfast

Motorists Needed

Is Going To Texas

TviNALH;

The Garden Program

Wentworth Tells of Neces
sity of Preparing For
Another Winter

SENTER * CRANE'S

LOST AND FOUND

EGGS AND CHICKS

MISCELLANEOUS

A

Una

Emma

wi

Cwesixiin!')
SIXTEENTH

With greater demand for form
products, the lack of farm labor
and the prospect of less commercial
canned vegetables for this year, l
every family that has facilities for •
a home garden should plan to plant'
one.
Not only must the farmer raise]
enough for this country but must
Come Early and Get Your Share of the Bargains!
produce enough for many of cur al
lies. Over ten million people in
Note the Following Bargains
England alone are depending on the
United States for a large part of
SAVE ON SLIPS
- SAVE ON HOSIERY
their food.
The labor situation Ls becoming
NO-MEND,
79c
STAR DUST SLIPS
very serious for many farm boys
If firsts, price would be $1.35 Reg. 1.49 Slips,
$1.00
have joined the armed force while
others have left the farms for high
Nylon Hosiery,
$1.79 Large assortment of styles
wages in industry.
All Nylon, no cotton
Housecoats Marked Down
Tin is cne of the things that will
Children's
Wear Reduced
All firsts, all sizes and colors
be hard to obtain so that what is
available will be used to quite an
SAVE ON COATS
KITTERY SHEETS
&
extent in canning those vegetables
10.95 Coats,
$8.95
Irregulars
of
Lady
Pepperell
that will be shipped to various parts
of the world. With this condition
72x99 Sheets,
$1.29 15.95 Coats,
13-95
in mind it Ls the duty of everyone
81x99 Sheets,
] .39 11.95 Suits,
9.95
who is able, to raise enough to feed
themselves during the Summer and
\81xl08 Sheets,
1.49 22.75 Suits,
19.75
to store and can for next Winter.
42x36,__________________ J1 Children's (’cats Marked Down
This however, does not mean tliat
those pecple who do not have good
SAVE ON TOWELS
BARGAINS IN “ATTIC”
soil should try to raise a garden.
Cannon’s Terry Odds
For from the experience in the last
Ladies 2.98 Dresses 2.59
World War, these plots of land re- ,
Ladies 2.29 Dresses 1.89 25c Turkish Towels, J5
quired a great deal of fertilizer and J
fuM
seed, and the results were not at all{
Rayon Hose, fashioned
35c Turkish Towels, .25
satisfactory. Befcre planting the,
full
75c Turkish Towels, .39
Silk Hosiery, fashioned
garden the acidity or pH of the soil
shculd be determined. For most.
1.69 Bath Mat Set, 1.19
Ladies’ Slips, $1 val
vegetablesfi with the exception ol
ft:
potatoes, the soil reading should be j
abcut a pH 6. The county agents i
in the different counties are able |
to test soil for larmers to determine
the amount of lime necessary.
Fertilizer Ls net as plentiful as
other years and care should be tak
en in its use. Farms having plenty
of barn and poultry dressing can
cut down on the amount of nitrogen 1
in the .mixed fertilizer. Nitrate ot(
soda as well as other nitrate prod
ucts are being us£d in munitions
and is therefore hard to obtain.
In the control of insects and dis
ease. everyone with a home garden
should have materials on hand so
there will be no delay in control
measures. Rotenone, a non poison
ous product to human beings but
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
deadly to insects, is recommended
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
for most leaf eating, as well as some
small
words to a line.
suckling insects. This is especially
good for plant lice. It can be used
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
either as a dust or liquid.
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierFcr plant diseases, copper lime
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
dust , bordeaux and sulphur are
recommended. Many plants re
spond to borax as turnips, lettuce,
cauliflower, cabbage and broccolli. GREEN Mountain seed potatoes. 2
GIRLS wanted to train for attend
This is used at the rate of 1 ounce bu.. for sale; also R.‘ I. Red rooster an: nurses Apply BRUNSWICK HO 10 mos old. M. JONES. South Hope
PITAL, Brunswick. Me.
49-1per 100 feet of rcw. Complete in
49*lt
A
1936.
'37
or
'38
Plymouth
or
Chev

formation on control of different
RABBITS: Some full grown and rolet sedan wanted Must have good
insects, can be obtained frem the some 6 Wfeks cld. ELMER R HAR tires and in perfect running condlJULA. Georges River Rd . Thomaston. tion
I FI, 466-w, Rockland.
49-51
local County Agent.
49-51
TWO painters, wanted
at onrp
Anyone desiring to plant a gar
HAY for sale
FRANK S. MESER- WILDER E
MOORE. Warren. Te:
49-51 14 3_______________________________ 49^51
den and would like information on VEY. North Appleton, Me.
HAY for sale. FRANK SALO. HeadFARM home wanted girl 14. loves
amount of seed to use, varieties, but of-the-Bay.
49-lt farm work, animals, children
MRS
adapted to local condition, length
HAWLEY. 780 High. Bath, Te! 725
80-ACRE farm for sale Immediately, _________ 49’1t
of row to plant, amount to can and including valuable wood lot. house
furniture, tent and 3 yr Guern
GIRL'S binvcle wanted, ln eood
store, can obtain circulars from the hold
sey and new milch Jersey cow with condition.
Write “XYZ ' care Con
Extension Service office that are calf. 10 cords dry and green wood rler-Gazette
49-51
Seen after 5 p. m
ROY R GASPFR.
LONG haired kittens wanted a:
found in all counties of the State. Tel. Thomaston 32-4. Beechwood St.,
once; 7 weeks to 4 months
DELIA
49-lt
If a garden is to be planted, do Thomaston.
YORK. Ill Pleasant St
49 51

the Rc tarly Club cf
Richard Connell, who has been a
Boothbay Harbor were guests Wed
patient at Thayer Hospital. Water
nesday of the Lions’ Club. Capt.
ville, underwent a second eye oper
Ralph Pollard was the speaker, tak
ation last Tuesday.
ing as subject “Military Strategy
Mrs. Anita Messer entertained the
in the Orient.” After the meeting
Tuesday Night Club at the home of
a bowling match was held between
Mr. and Mrs. W% H. Robinson,
the two clubs at the Thomaston
after dinner at Stahl’s Tavern m
alleys.
Waldoboro.
Miss Nancy Hemingway cf Syra
The Woman’s Club meeting is
cuse, N. Y„ a Summer resident, has
postponed to Friday at 2 o’clock at
arrived at her home here.
the report center. At the annual
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer,
meeting reports will be heard from
Miss Pauline Creamer and Mr. and
the nominating committee. Mrs. C.
Mrs. Philip Creamer visited Sunday
E.
Overlock, Mrs. William Cunning
Edward G. Robinson explains how easy it will be to pulPthe next job.
with MLss Hazel Day in Fryeburg. to his fellow gangsters, Broderick Crawford and Edward Brophy, while ham and Mrs. Dana H. Smith, Sr.
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Vogel of Jane Wyman looks on. It all takes place in Warner Bros.’ new film, Subject of the program will be “If
you were called to a desert island
New York city are spending a few “Larceny, Inc.”
CUSHING
what picture and books would you
days Tt their Summer home here.
F.
L.
Maloney
of Brighton,
take and why?” and will be in
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Reed of
Mass,
was
in
town
over
week-end
charge of Mrs. Overlock, Mrs. Ev
Pcrtland are spending a week with
and
on
return
was
accompanied
Cunningham, Mrs. William
Miss Grace Simmons.
Lieut. Packard, Former War erett
Cunningham. Msr. Chester Wyllie, by his mother Mrs. Lizzie Maloney,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of To Make Unique Gas Saving
ren Man, To Have Charge Miss Tena MicCaluum, Miss Eda who Ls to be his guest for a time
Test
Wuhan, Mass., are visiting this
Mrs. Carrie Geyer was a Cam
St. Clair and Miss Frances Spear.
Of Gun Plant
week with ner parents, Mr. and
Every patriotic Maine citizen In
den
visitor Friday.
Hostesses will be Mrs Donald
Mrs. W F B. Feyler.
terested in saving gasoline for Vic
Lieut. Vernon L. Packard, who Mathews, Mrs. Chisie Trone, Mrs.
Rev. Henry van Deman preached
Six members of the Bridge Club tory w 11 welcome the achievement probably knows as well an any other
Augusta Moon, Mrs. John Marshall his farewell sermon Sunday at
enjcyed a dinner party Friday at of an American inventor. Already
Union Church, before departing
the HJctel Rockland'. Those at thousands of car owners are using person the .nner werkin s of th® and Mrs. Frank Rowe.
for
his new pastorate in Damaris
his invention and they report gas Indiana Ordnance Works, wil’ leave
Members of the class in home
tending were Mrs. C. B. Stahl. Mis. savings
cotta,
and adjacent towns. Resi
of up to 30% as well as more
Kenneth Weston, Mrs. Harold power, quicker pickup and faster ac the powder plant next week to take nursing who have qualified for cer dents here are sorry to have him
Perry, Mrs Arthur Brown, Mrs. El celeration. The device, called the charge of the Dickson Gun Plant tificates are Miss Frances Spear, go, and the best wishes of the
lard Mank and Mrs. K. K. Weston. Vacu-matic, operates on the super at Houston, Texas, it was announced Mrs. Cornelius Overlock, Mrs. Wil community accompany him, lor
charge principle. It is entirely auto yesterday.
Ti.e local committee for the sale matic and allows the motor to Adjutant at the huge defense in liam H. Robinson, Mrs. Lula Cun success in his new pastorate.
of Defense Bonds and stamps will breathe. Tlie manufacturers, the dustry since Aug. 10, 1940,' Lieut. ningham, Mirs. Michael Halligan. •Mrs. R. O. Elliot, co-chairman
have a booth at the high school au Vacu-matic Carburetor Co., 7617- Packard has been in charge of pub Mrs. Leroy Norwood, Mrs. Edwin of the Thomaston Red Cross was
Boggs, Mrs. Raymond Borneman,
ditorium during the registration 1702 West State street., Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin, are offering a Vacu- lic relations and has kept a run Mrs. Robert Wotton, Mrs. Parker in town, Thursday and previous to
period for sugar cards. Pledge cards matic free to those who will test it ning history of construction and
the first aid class, organized thus
McKellar, Mrs. William Partridge.
town in a separate unit. Mrs.
will be available at this booth
on their own cars and help intro •production details since ground was
Mrs. Maurice Lindsey, Mrs Albert
Katheryn Lunt was elected chair
Mr and Mrs. John Wood of Blue duce it to others. Write them today. first broken near Charlestown. He
White, Mrs. James Hatfield, Mrs.
Hill visited Sunday with Mr. and
served as ordinance aid to Col. R. E. Percy Kenniston and Mrs. Fred man and Mrs. Carrie A. Geyer,
Mrs. A D. Gray Miss Esther Wood,
PORT CLYDE
Hardy, former commander, who left Campbell. Mrs. Ronald Messer, secretary and treasurer.
Four candidates were baptized
a member of the faculty of Gorham
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Phinney of last week to take the post of assist Mrs. Willis Vinal, MLss MYiriel
Normal School is spending a few, Stoughton, Mass., were recent guests ant ordinance chief of tlie St. Louts
at the afternoon service at Union
French, Miss Dorothy Orff, Mrs. Church. Sunday and with another
days at the Gray home.
at the New Ocean House
Ordinance District.
George
Buck, Mrs. Waino Lehto,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mansfield
Clifton Morse Ls visiting relatives Soft-spoken
and
unassuming Mrs. Walter Starrett. Mrs. Harold who had previously had that or
cf Bar Harbor were week-end guests in Montville.
dinance. were received into the
Lieut. Packard had a general repu- Drewett, Mrs Lewis Robinson, Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Weston et
Miss Catherine Simmons of Lynn, tation for drawing no line of dis Leland Overlock, Mrs. Donald church.
the Burnheimer cottage, Muscon- Mass, spent a few days recently with
Dr. L. A. Benson visited in
tinction between the so-called “big Mathews, Mrs. Arthur Perry,- Mis.
Boston recently.
gus.
her mother, Mrs Ada Simmons.
shot” and the “small fry.” Urgent Charles Wilson, Mrs. Earle Moore,
Schools will have only one ses
Mrs. Clarence Freeman and
Mr and Mrs. Fred Burke of Mal as his duties were, he was seldom and Miss Esther Young. Teacher
sion Tuesday, Wednesday and den, Mass., and Miss Janet Hopkins
Mrs. Leander Wylley of Ports
too busy to talk to newspapermen was Mrs. Philip Simmons, R N.
Thursday because of sugar raticn- of Augusta visited Mrs. Electa Hepmouth, N. H. and Tenants Harbor
if their mission haa a definite aim,
:ng. Registration will be held at kins recently.
Church Officials
were luncheon guests Thursday of
and in telling reporters “no” he
the High School with teachers serv
Mrs.
Nora Ulmer.
Officers
elected
Saturday
at
the
Mrs. Orkett and daughter of At could make them see why it was
Mr.
and Mrs. Sherburn Carter
ing as regLstrars.
annual
meeting
of
the
Baptist
tleboro, Mass., are guests cf Mr. and “no.”
The Lincoln County Union of Mrs. Ralph Simmons.
of Loudville were recent guests of
Church
are;
Moderator,
Chester
Although eager to take up his new
Women's Clubs will meet May 19 in
Wilfred Balano has rejoined his duties Lieut. Packard is reluctant to Wyllie; clerk, Mrs. Laura Seavey; his sister Mrs. W. G. Maloney.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Maloney of
the Baptist Church.
treasurer, Mis. Chester Wyllie; as
steamer after a visit with his fam leave Indiana and Kentucky.
Miss Anne Wood of the Jacque ily.
Portland were guests of his par
sistant
treasurer,
Mrs.
Leroy
Nor

“My contact with people in this
line Cochrane Unit of the RAF.
Mrs. Maud Anthony has returned area has been most enjoyable. I wood; auditor, Ansel M. Hilt; trus ents Mt. and Mrs. E. K. Maloney
here and of-her parents in Thom
Ferry Command has returned from to Vinalhaven alter spending a^ew
have found everyone very co-opera- tees, Herbert L. KennLston three
Montreal where she has been train days here called by the death of her tiye jn aU phases cf ,ny WCTk,” he years. Herbert Waltz 2 years, Ches aston over the week-end.
ing and is now awaiting further sister Mrs. Georgia Wall
Mrs. Lucia Cooley has returned
ter Wyllie one year; deacons, Ches
said.
from Thomaston, where she as
orders.
ter
Wyllie
five
years,
Clifton
Me

Mrs. Lillian Davis and Mrs. H:wAn executive at 29, Lieut. Pack
Mrs. I F. Flynn of South Port ard Simmons were visitors in Batn
sisted Mrs. Annie Creamer and
ard
is a graduate of the University servey four years, Robert Wotton
land visited Friday with her daugh recently.
son
for a few weeks.
of Maine and Harvard University. A three years, Herbert Waltz two
Mrs.
Maud Barnes Ls expected to
ter. Mrs. Robert Schoppe.
years, Fred Kenniston one year;
Eugene Crouse has returned home
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Bourne and after spending the Winter on Crie native of Maine, he is married and deaconesses, Mrs. Laura Seavey five arrive from Savannah Ga. this
has a small daughter. He has
_
_
son Charles cf Thomaston called haven.
,foundj ~
»I. duPcnt
j „ „ de Nemours
„ &
o i years, Mrs. Chester Wyllie four week and1 open her home for the
E.
r
.-Friday on relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony, Company a good concern tc work • years, Mrs. Hattie Robinson three Summer.
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau spent Sat- Mrs. Electa Hopkins and Miss Jean
Degree work and a harvest sup
with, he declared. Officers at the years, Mrs. Edmund Oxton two
urda> with Mr. Nadeau in Portland. Anthony were Augusta Sunday.
years, Mrs. Herbert Waltz one year. per were recently enjoyed by Acorn
powder plant have no doubt that
Charles Rowe Jr. and Guy Ab
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burke and the young ordinance officer is capa
Committees appointed are: Mis Grange.
botoni of Boston spent the week Mrs. Chester Fowles of Augusta
ble cf handling any job assigned sionary, Mrs. Augusta Moon, Mrs.
WEST WALDOBORO
end at their homes here.
vifcited Mrs Electa Hopkins re him. One fellow officer vowed he i Charles Hysler, Mrs. Emery Sim
Mr and Mrs. Carroll T. Cocney
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell
mons; music, Mrs. Leroy Norwood.
cently.
Jr and children have returned from Mrs. Harry Lowell and daughter would be willing to serve as Lieut. I
of Salem, Mass, are spending sev
Packard's lacky if he would be al- ' Mrs. Charles Overlock. Chester eral days at their home here.
Florida where they passed several Eva have returned from a visit in
lowed to follow him to Texas.— Wyllie; religious education, Mrs.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach with
weeks.
Hattie Robinson, Robert Wotton and Miss Mary Steele of Waldoboro
Hartford. Conn.
From
a
Louisville,
Ky.
newspaper.
Miss Millicent Burns visited Sat
Mrs. Clara Morse is visiting rela
Lieut. Packard, formerly of War Leland Peabcdy; finance chairman were Rockland vLsitors Saturday.
urday in Portland.
dnn
’t
wslcIp sped
Arthur Poland has bought the aa urwl
to be named later. Irving Spear,
tives in Thomaston.
good inh
jod,
aont
waste seea.
ren, is a son of the late Loring C.
Everett Welt of Boston Ls spend
late
Elsie
Sidelinger
property.
fertilizer, and spray materials this
Mrs. Carles Davis spent the week and Nealie F. Packard. He is also Mrs. Laura Seavey. Mrs. Chester
Mrs. Arnold Standish and Mrs.
ing two weeks with his parents Mr.
Wyllie, Mrs Leroy Norwood, Clif Lila Standish accompanied by year, for they are hard to obtain
end in Rockland.
a
brother
of
Mrs.
Perley
Simmons,
and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
ton Meservey, Herbert Kenniston; Mrs. Emily Etheridge and daugh and not tco much is available. As
Mrs. Georgia E. Wall
Shaw avenue, this city.
Mrs. W. T. Spear of Portland visi
visiting, Mrs Virgil Hills, Mrs. ter Shirley of 'Round Pond were Secretary Wichard has said. “Food
ted Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller over
Mrs. Georgia E. Wall, 82, died
Charles Wilson, Mrs. Raymond Bor in Portland recently and visited will win the war and write the
the week-end.
April 28 at the home of a sister Miss
GEORGES RIVER ROAD neman, Mrs. Percy Kenniston, Mrs. Merrill Standish.
Peace ", but first farmers have got
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Stahl who
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dvorak and Nora Clark. Mrs. Wall was bom in
Calling on friends and relatives Qiiffortj Spear. Mrs. Emery 3imto raise that food and it cannot
Mr. and Mrs John T. Dvorak spent St. George and had made her home here Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Ed- 1 mens, Mrs. Herbert Waltz, Mrs. spent the Winter in Florida, have be done by looking at catalogues,
returned
home.
the week-end with relatives in Con there for many years. At one time ward Hall and Mrs. Ann Kirby of Charles Hysler; added to advisory
Miss Barbara Hilton spent the reading circulars and bulletins on
Portland, Mrs. Annie Kyllonen, Mrs.
necticut.
she did practical nursing.
Mary Sutinen and Elvin Kyllonen of board. Mrs. Hattie Robinson. Mrs. past week with her cousin Miss gardening, etc. There is a lot of
Thomas Richards of Portland
She was a member of the First Waldoboro. Mrs. Charles Bowen of Arthur Perry, Leland Peabody; nom Jeanette Hilton of Winslow's Mills. work involved. Plowing, planting,
Miss Ruth Waltz is confined to
spent Friday with his mother, Mrs. Baptist Church at Tenant’s Harbor. Rockland. Mr. and Mi’s Edwin Har- inating committee for next year.
weeding, liarvesting, canning, and
her
home with the mumps.
jula
and
children,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Survivors
are
a
daughter,
Mrs.
Ar

W. A. Richards.
Emery Simmons, Mks. Percy Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant of storing are necessary. Everyone
thur Mossman of Thomaston, tr.ree LewLs Bowen of Brunswick.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Merrill, niston, Mrs. Reta Coburn. Robert Bath visited Sunday with Mrs. Lila who plans to have a garden should
sisters, Mrs. Margaret Raymond cf Mrs. Ethel Lyddie and Mi-, and Mrs. Wotton, Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Standish and Mr. and Mrs. Ar start at once, do a good job, and
CLARK ISLAND
nold Standish.
Vinalhaven.
Mrs.
Maud
Anthony
William
Johnson
of
Rockland
visit

Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Hawley of
help in this small way to win the
Superintendent^ of the church
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith of
ed
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Toivo
and
Miqp
Nora
Clark
of
Port
Clyde;
Net' .ham. Mass., were overnight
R. C. Wenthworth
school
and
all
church
school
officers
Marblehead, Mass., are at their war.
Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. Merrill go
guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. two half-sisters Mrs. James Barton ing from here to see relatives in will be elected later.
County Agent.
Summer home here for several
and Mrs Bessie Barton of Vinalha Bath and Topsham.
days.
Maurice Jones.
The financial reports for the past
Miss Marion Eugley was a Port
Mr. and Mfrs. Alfred Harjula and
Miss Nancy Webel cl Rockland is ven; a half-brother Chester Clark
year
were favorable.
of
Rockland;
eight
grandchildren,
son
Gene
were
dinner
guests
Sun

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
land
visitor Saturday.
visiting during school vacation with
day of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brackett
eight
grandchildren,
and
several
Kusti
Pakkala, a resident of this
Helping
Uncle
Sam
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
in
Rockland.
place
for
12 years, died Sunday at
nieces and nephews.
DUTCH NECK
Committees for the drive on War
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wincapaw
Caven.
Mrs. Marguerite Gould and son the home of his daughter and sonFuneral services were held Friday iMyriam Syrala) of Waldoboro are Savings Bonds and Stamps, to be
Owen Chaples is able to be out
of
Waldoboro passed Wednesday in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Torafter being confined to the house at the Davis funeral heme in Thorn- parents of a son, Kenneth Edwin, conducted where the sugar ration afternoon with her aunt Mrs. Aus
aston
with
Rev.
H.
S
Kilborn.
pasj
born
April
16
at
the
Damariscotta
packa frem where funeral services
ing cards are to be given out are: tin Wallace.
for six weeks.
tor
emeritus
of
the
Thomaston
BapI
He
pital.
Mrs. Frank Rowe, local chairman, at
Miss May Fuller is employed at
Mrs. Almeda Winchenbach has will be conducted Wednesday at 2
list Church officiating.
!
Thomaston Baptist Junior the High School, afternoons, Mrs. returned home after spending the o’clock.
The Copper Kettle in Rockland for
Choir under direction of Mrs. Grace
Burial was in the Clark Hill ceme M
Strout, were guests on the pro Fannie Juura, Mrs. Mildred Gam past four months with her daugh
the school vacation.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
tery.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor.
gram
at the Finnish Congrega mon, Mrs Mary Moore. Mrs. Lulu ter Mrs. C. W. Eugley in Waldo
Miss Betty Jonasson of Tenant’s
boro.
»
tional Church Sunday afternoon, Cunningham, Mrs. Helen Borne
Harbor visited Sunday with Miss
Mrs. Herbert Stahl returned
their opening number being the an
WEST WASHINGTON
Carrie Gray.
them “My Faith In Thee,” by man, Mrs. Lillian Mathews, Mrs. Sunday from several days visit
Mr. and Mrs. John Whittington’s
Carl Powell. Mrs. Dorothy Mar O'Hara, followed by a duet “Back Mary Trone Gray, Mrs. U. J. Laiho, with her daughters Mrs. Melvin
giandscn is visiting several days tin, Mrs. Estern Wellman and of the Clouds" by Freeman, Misses Mrs. Edna Overlock; in the evening, Emus in Somerville, Mass, and
ROLL of bedding lost from truck
Miss Elsie Stahl in Arlington, between Thomaston to Rockland Fri
daughter have returned to Graf Jean and Doris Vinal; soprano solo Mr. and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre. Mrs. Mass.
with his grandparents.
day May 1. Tel. 687. MRS SARAH
“Thou Hast Loved Us” by Roberts,
49-lt
George Baum Jr. is guest of his ton, Mass., after visiting friends Miss Laverne Patterson. Miss Phyl Helen Maxey, Mis. Edna White,
Ml’s. Elroy H. Gross and son SNOW, 63 Masonic St
lost Wednesday ln dark
cousin. Everett Baum Jr. of South here.
lis Kalloch was organist. Also on Benjamin Starrett, Lee Walker, Elroy of Dover-Foxcroft have been redGLASSES
case
Finder please phone MRS.
f-----------------Thomaston.
Mrs. Merle Robins, Mrs. Mame the program were Mrs. Mathew Tor- Mrs Edna Moore, Mrs. Alice Gray, recent guests at the home of Mr. OREL E DAVIES. Tel. 618J. 157 Main
St.
48-50
Mrs. Carl Swanson has been con Powell and Miss Katie Kennedy packa. reading, and Mrs Toivo Hen Mrs Pauline Pellicane, Bowdoin and Mrs. W. K. Winchenbach.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Waldrickson.
song,
accompanied on the Miller, Uno Laiho.
fined to her home the pest week visited in Augusta Thursday and organ by Mirs. Sarah Mattson. The
laston. Mass, accompanied by two
with illness.
called on Mrs. Carl Pcwell at the message was given by Miss Eva
At junior high school, aftertlbons friends spent the past several days
Johnson. A number of others who of May 4-7, Mrs. Nestor Salomaki, at the Winchenbaugh home.
Miss Shirley Johnson of Rock Augusta General Hospital.
Mrs. Lowell Wallace and Mrs
DAY-old cockerels, for sale $5 per
land visited Sunday with her par
Mrs. Miae Hilbert is visiting her had promised to be on the program Mrs. Alena Starrett, Mrs. Carrie
were prevented from being present Wyllie, Mrs. Minerva Marshall. Mrs. Maynard Winchenbach of Waldo hundred. Tel. 532, H. W. LITTLE. 380
ents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson daughter Mrs. Dyer in Mass, for by
Broadway.
48-tf
illness and duties in connection
boro were recent afternoon callers
Louella
Crockett,
MTs.
Mildred
a week.
with the test air raid.
on Mrs. Eben Wallace.
Cinnamon toast may be made
Mrs. Kenneth Preist of Augusta
Starrett. Mrs Alice Wotton; eve
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collamore
without sugar by blending two and is guest of her parents Mr. and
As dried fruit is usually soaked nings, Sidney Copeland, Herbert and son of Medomak were guests
one-half tablespoons of honey with Mrs. Arnold Bartlett.
before cooikng. save the soaking Emmons. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hal Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Astor
IF you wish service on your Elec
two-thirds tablespoons butter. In
trolux Vacuum Cleaner write R RUSMrs. Fanny Northey of Chelsea water to cock the fruit in. thereby ligan, Irving Spear, Miss Dorothy Miller.
SFl.T..
Box 329. City.
49-50
Mrs. Merton Benner was over
crease amounts as desired.
is visiting her daughter Mrs. Cleo saving much of the food value of Simmons, Mrs. Alice Buck, Miss night
guest recently of Mrs.
MauiuM: Two questions answered
Bartlett.
by letter. Send stamped envelope. 25c.
Marie Crockett, Mr and Mrs. Victor Crosby Waltz in Waldoboro.
the fruit.
RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St.. Ban
Chocclate or coffee stains can
Miss Ruey Hallowell is visiting
Hills.
gor. Me
29*59
be removed by landering the mate her parents Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
At the rural schools, the teachers out sugar rationing cards, will care
The only life found in Great Salt
LIGHT trucking.
waste removal;
rial and bleaching with chlorine.
•ewlng machine repairing.
LEROY
Hallowell.
Lake, Utah, is a smal brine shrimp. and the J" assistants, who are to give for the pledging as well.
WATBON. Tei. 31444*4#
Members of

Tii-sday-Fridav

Tuesday-Friday '
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cook Sholes
land Saturday on a

ANNIVERSARY SALE

j^r. and Mrs. Lan
returned Saturday 1
ville. Mass.
Allan Drake, ha
•The Breakers” haul
Winter in Florida.
Mrs. Malcolm Win
insville, Mass., is gue
eivts. Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Ro!

ENDS SATURDAY, MAY 9

fa

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

FOR SALE

York,

st.
49-51
HOWARD 17 strawberry plants. $1
per 100. 500 or more. 90c per 100 As
paragus roots, $150 per 100
CLAR
ENCE SPEAR. Warren. Tel. 7-14 49-51
TWENTY tons nice early cut hay
for sale
B M. CLARK, Union, Me
Tel. 4-24.
49 51
CHEVROLET 2-door sedan 1936. for
sale. Paint.- transmission, rear end.
rubber, all new, $300. TEL. 23. North
Haven.
49-51
GOOD top loam for sale. WILLIAM
ANDERSON. Tel. 23-W. West Meadow
Rd.
48-49
BABY stroller, second band, in good
condition, for sale.
TEL. 1179 W or
call at 191 Broadway.
48-50
DUAL wheel trailer for sale, plat
form body, large size
A L. BROWN.
Tel. 371-12. South Thomaston.
48-50
SEEDS—of all kinds at the oldest
seed store ln the city. C. C. TIBBETTS
288 Main St.
48-tf
OAK and maple beds; 2 oak stands;
6 kitchen chairs: 1 sofa; 1 desk; 1
commode. TEL 41-R. City, or call at
28 Janies St.
48 50
SULKY plow, disk harrow, planter,
horse hoe. cultivator. Iron scraper. Jig
ger. dump cart, farm wagon for sale
C. L McKENNEY. Rockport. Tel. Cam
den 2480.
48-53

HAY for sale. $15 ton
RALPH C.
WYLLIE. Oyster River Rd , Warren

47*49

WHITE enamel steel Ice refrigerator
for sale. R H BARHAM. 59 Oliver St
Tel 767-W.
47-49
CLOVER hay for sale from new
fields. $15 ln barn. Call MR LUFKIN.
Tel 292-R. Rose HUI Farm. Owls Head
47-52
1941 SPECIAL DeLuxe Chervrolet
Club coupe for sale, with heater, ra
dio good tires, low mileage. $800 TEL.
Camden 2259.
47-49
NEW garden wheel barrow for sale.
$5
Bangor buggy, light weight Drop
head Sineer sewing machine.
C F
PRESCOTT
47-49
SHOW cases for sale. 5 feet and 8
feet Bargains at $15 each. SENTER

CRANE CO.______________________ 47 49

SACRIFICE, must sell immediately
home of Frank Merrlwell s creator;
also complete library
Call at MRS
H. B. PATTEN. Llmerock & Bavview
Sts., Camden, between 10 and 4 o'clock
47-49
LADY'S oxford shoes for sale. David
Walsh arch support, size 5AA. brown
suede and cafe. Cuban heel. Never
been worn, price $5. Tel 340. NAR
RAGANSETT HOTEL.
47 49
SECOND hand mattresses for sale.
Tel 340. NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
47-49

OLD-fashloned buttons for sale
MRS CHESTER WALLACE, Tel War
ren. 1-34
47.49
PRESSED haiy for sale. $20 at the
barn. W. L. MERRIAM, Union. Tel.
7 »____________
48 tf
D. 4k H. hard ooal. egg, atove, nut
$15.50 per ton, dal. Nut else and run
o( mine New River aoft. not screened
48-tf

WAITRESSES wanted at Thorndiko
Hotel, with or without exj>erlence
______________ ______________________ 49-51
EXPERIENCED
mother's
helper
wanted to sleep in. References. TEI
628"R
___________ __ ______________ 47 43

TWO women wanted as maids in
Commercial Hotel aeed 36 to 50 Fur
nish references. Address BOX 117
Rockland.__________
47-4 1
YOUNG man wants boarding place
in private family in city or nearbMRS IRA WOTTON. Tel 290-RK 14
State St
47-49
HAVE buyers for properties on she’”
or having good water or country view
In Knox or Lincoln Counties
F H
WOOD. Court House. Rockland Me
______
47-5>
MIDD1J5-AGED woman wanted
live on place at Pleasant Point capab
of doing general work aro>'”d t
house. Must be good cook. House ls
equipped with all modern convent
ences. Please write ln detail to F J .
care Courier Gazette
47’.>„<
500-GAL
pressure tank, or larger
wanted. E E JAMESON. Waidolxi
___
____________ 46-51
FURN1 TURK wanted to upholster.
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St Tel. 212-W.
48-tf

who

Mrs- Elva TecleMrs. Janies Bai'
Maude Anthony rei

from Thomaston w
called!'by death of ti
Geoigia Wall.

Miss Sara Bunke
Diinnlnz and Miss
enbush, who have
Mis4 Bunker's pan
Mis. Nelson Bunk' .
day to Ridgewood.
Mis. Almond Mil
day and Saturday
Mrs. Oscar C
Saturday from Fain
where she spent ti
relatives.
Miss Harriet Vina
visiting her motlu
Vinal returned Fn
Ma.-is., to resume 1
Mrs. Fritz Sko
Nonna, Greta, D01
have returned frci
Mass, for the Sum
Red Cross will n
at Latter Day San1
I an all day sests’lcn.
Mrs. Frank W11
Saturday lrom Rn.
Chairman O V Ij
BofeiLse Savings S:
alter a meeting in
cilice last Sunday i
following worker
J field Mcnday. each
| or her own neighbc
I in the sales cf Dele)
I Brnds under the
house pledge campai
dine Dyer, Mrs. Grq
[ Marie Teel, Mrs.
! Mrs. Beulah Drew
| crs:n, Mrs. Marg
Mary Maker. Mrs. C

MY CHILD
SAY YOU
SUCH A (

I YOUR CO
THEII
f GIVE US YOt
1 SECRET

/

ITS

RUMFCI

TAKfS

THE PRi:

z

Conserve America’s \
today. Address; Ru>!
der. Box AS. Rumtd

3-ROOM furnished apt. to :<•'
adults. Inquire 12 Warren St or
James St.
49.•
5 ROOM modern apt . partly fur
Iet: 36 Pleasant St
MIKS
ARMATA. 21 Brewster St
51
FURNISHED apartment to let
28:
Main St. or 77 Park St . T EL 1154
330 V F STUDLEY ________
49-:!
HOUSE to let in good conditio’
Reasonable price
Call MR I.UFKI *
Tel 292-R. Rose Hill Farm. Owls Hea 1
_______
_______________ 47 52
FOUR or 6-room furnished house •
let at 43 Brew-ter St. Inquire MR'
ANSEL SAUNDERS. Tel. 1103-M 21
Orange St
47 49
FURNISHED apartment to
14 MASONIC ST
49
TWO and 3-room furnished apsrtments
with
bath to
let
MRS
CHARLES MITCHELL. 57 Pacific S'
________________ ______________________ 47-49
HOUSE to let, with 6 room-- ati !
bath, on Lake avenue. No chlldr'iiInquire MRS KENNETH DAOGETI'
_ _________
47-49

FURNISHED apartment of
three
rooms and bath to let Available M»v
1. Ter 755 M. MRS R. B. MAGUNE
1R6 North Main St.
46-tf

Courier-Gazette Want Ads WorX
Wondersl

4

fUCC: New sugarles!

TO LET

4-ROOM unfurnished apartment to
let at 48 Grace 8t.. all modern, adult
only TEL. 133
I
47 tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. TEL
579 W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
46-tf
UNFURNISHED apt to let 4 room-'
and bath
Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEI
156-W.
46-tf

it

tlie Littlefield fai
jsjtclc are guests at

WANTED

Bargains
tn men's fur
niEXTRA!
shings mike
armata. 21 Brewster

51$ Mats St., Td. 487.

jqtw

Tt will co^
Your Goveri
Pledge toii
evcrY pay di
roll Savings
Bonds cos

The help
Do your f

day.

uesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
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VINALHAVEN
MrtB. EMMA WlNRIDW
Currespotident
>

Bargains!

SLIPS

ST SLIPS

$1.00

ips>

lent of styles

larked Down
ear Reduced
COATS

$8.95
13.95

S

9.95

19.75

Marked Down
TOWELS
’erry

Odds

Towels, J 5
Towels,

25

Towels,

39

LtSel,

1J9

MN
Ihree lines in
is. Additional
re times. Five

e. advertlseThe Coorier-

<TED
a train for attend
BRUNSWICK HOSMe.
49-It
Plymouth or Chev1 Must have good
set running ronrilR< i-kland.
49-51

wanted at oncp
'RE
Warren. Tel
49 51
lted i?irl 14. S.ivps
s. children.
MRS
h. Bath. Tel 725.
49’It

In

wanted.

"XYZ ’

I'Orxl

its boarding place
tn city or nearbv
Tel

290-RK

14

_________ 47-49
properties on shore
‘r or country views
Counties
F. H.
■e. Rockland. Me
________ ___ 47-52
'oman wanted to
sant Point, capable
work around f ■>
ixl cook. House is
modern convent In detail to F. J..
__ __
47»o2
lank, or larger
1ESON. Waldotxiro.

46*51
tea
to
upholster,
rred
T. J FUtM-

>J. 212-W.

48-tf

id
apt.
to
let.
Warren St. or ’ 1
__________ 49-tf
apt . partly furea ant St. MIKS
_St_________ 49 51
ment to~iet
283
St . TEL 1154 < r
_ _____________ 49-tf

J

__________ L—

Foss.

more rationing or total embargoes | Three new members have joined
.will be the order of the day. This j the Home Nursing class: Mrs. Nel
To encourage a war time canning action in regard to gasoline aLso lie Brackett, Mrs. Alma Wincapaw
record, the War Department an- emphasizes the fuel problem with
. _
respect to both coal and oil and and Mrs. Martha Trefethren. The
FREE: New sugarless recipe booklet!
nounced a pian to p y
-g r; this problem will grow increasingly latter arrived Saturday and is cmConserve America's vital supplies. Write
prices to canners who will guar- iacute as Fall and Winter comes on. poyed by Miss Elva Brackett.
today. Address: Rumford Baking Pow
antee fixed minimum prices to
Wooden Barges
der, Box AS. Rumford, Rhode Island.
Capt. Manville Davis, accom
growers.
Ralph B. Ranger, Engineer cf the panied by Harvey Cushman went
Maine Development Commission, last Tuesday to Portland in the
was in town this past week to go seiner Njorth, returning home
over with Captain A. Loring Swazey of the Navy and others con Wednesday.
Fred L. Townsend recently mo
cerned here in Washington the ar
rangements for construction of tored to Portand.
wooden barges in the State of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Winter of
Maine. The program seems to be
New
York City are guests at the
progressing mest satisfactorily. It
is expected that a few barges will Trailing Yew, until their cottage
be constructed in one yard as a test is ready to be occupied.
job and that the remainder of the
“Tom" Ome is busy these days
program will get underway as soon ;
.
_.
_ .
.
as the first order Is well started, i 0116 day a lob®rar fisherman and
The design of the boat is being the next a mechanic. At present
developed by a firm of ship design- he is repairing the Monhegan
ers selected by Captain Swazey and gtore truck
erders are being placed through |
Washington.
i Harry Odom, part owner of the
Approximately 25 yards have been Monhegan Store, has been called
UNITED
- inspected by Mr. Ranger and sub to service in the Army
mitted for approval by the authori
One of the songs of the builder
ties in Washingtcn and ar.y other is the “tap. tap" of Capt. Chad
STATES
yards interested in participating in
| the program should communicate wick’s hammer, issuing from his
DEFENSE
at once with Mr. Ranger at the boat shop as he planks the seine
State House in Augusta.
boat under construction.
js/BONDS
The problem of adequate supplies
of labor is becoming increasingly
MONHEGAN
acute and competition in securing
labor is resulting, which mly not By Katharine Washburn Harding

TOPJ/ICTORY

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

.-A

AND

The Wide Awake Club has been
re-organized and these officers
chosen: Leader, Mrs. Thelma Rat
ten; assistant leader. Paulyne
Cunningham; president, Paulyne
Cunningham; vice president, Verrill Ratten: secretary. Palmer Pear
son; treasurer, Priscilla Gelo; re
porter, PhyllLs Gelo; cheer leader,
Verrill Ratten; flag bearer, Edna
Tripp. The next meeting will be
May 9 at the Village School, frohi
9 to 4. This meeting was designated
as Wide Awake clean-up day, in or
der to clean up the school and
home yards.

Q(flZ fOR
M/rns

MuslWOMENof
M1PPLIAGE
WAR NEEDS MONEY I
It will cost money to defeat our enemy affreasora.
your Government calls on you to help now.

Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
^very pay day Bond Day by participating tn the Pay
roll Savings Plan.

Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10^,25^, and up.
The help of every individual is needed.

Do your part by pledging to buy your ehorg oroty

puy day.

________________ -— ----------

' MUCH
SHOULD A
STEERING WHEIL
HAVE W.

VCRS FAU
ASLEEP AT THE

L^^whol

be advantageous to anyone con- Long has Monhegan pricked the sea,
A realm at hidden sorcery.

STAMPS

38-52 ffi
Suffer Distress
At This Time—
If this oeriod in a woman’s life makes
you cranky, nervous, blue at times,
suffer weakness, dizziness, hot flashes,
distress of “irregularities”—
Try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound—made especially for
women -famous for helping relieve
distress due to this functional dis
turbance. Taken regularly—Pinkham’s
Compound helps build up resistance
against annoying symptoms due to
this cause. Thousands upon thousands
of women report benefit! Follow label

, Worth trtW

Her moods are many.—frowning, grey.
Her armored crags stand geunt. at Oay.
And adamantine meet the roar
Of crashing waves from ocean's floor.
Her lude Is In the trails that pass
Through vaulted woods and waving
grass.
Or over wind-swept rockv ways.

LT ARC
TRAFFIC
ORDINANCES

Her salt sweet breath blows through
blue days.
And

then with
drapes

sudden

whim,

she

About her shoulders gauzy capes
Of grey sea fog that cling and hold
Her close within each beaded fold.
Upcn her breat t are wreaths of yew,

Of bay. sweet fern and wild sundew.
Enchantress of the sea she stands.
Eternity within her hands.

* Copyright 1929
• Used wtih the permission of
the author.

Mends? through Friday at 1J0 P. M.. over Stations WNAC, Box tun;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport: WTIC. Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Answer* to Quix for Drivers
A.—There should not be more than

one and one-half inches play in a
steering wheel at the steering wheel
rim.
A. — Safety experts say that th^

known number of driver-asleep-accidents is between one and two per cent
of all motor vehicle Occidents, but that
the actual number is much greater.
A.—Model traffic ordinances supple
In 1847 New Hampshire passed ment the uniform motor vehicle code
the first labor law, setting ten hours and have been adopted by many cities
as the legal work day. The law and towns throughout the country.
was not effective, however, gecause
Vegetables may be kept hot by
employers were allowed to engage
worakrs for longer days by specifiic placing In an oven-oaster during
the first course ot the dinner.
contract.

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters

The League cf Women Veters
held its National Convention Aptil
Most of us have our eye on can- , gradients, folding in the bananas. 28-May 1 at Chicago and considning and preserving and the i cherries and pineapple ’ last. Mix cred conspicuous changes in the
thought of bountiful vegetable and ; well and freeze in refrigerator trays, pregram for 1942-44.
fruit gardens brings the glass jar stirring occasionally for 4 to 5
Miss Marguerite M. Wells of Minand preserving rubber and' big soup hcurs. May be frozen like any ice neapclis, National president said,
kettle close to home.
cream, however. Remove from pans' "The platform Ls an attempt to give
Will we be able to get as much when frozen and serve en lettuce a not too detailed cr formalized
with rose petal idea of the trend of the League’s
sugar as we want for our jams, i
political action and governmental
jellies, and
favorite preserves? cherry.
Thera have been wild guesses on
Delicate Celery Soup—1 large philosophy as exemplified in what it
the approximate amounts of sugar sliced onion, 3 stalks celery, 3 cups; hus chosen to do during the 22 years
for those who do an appreciable milk, 3 tablespoons Land O’ Lakes,
existence. The ‘active list'
amount of canning, and' if beet butte, 3 tablespoons Ceresota flour,
an attempt to function as thougn
sugar takes away the spotlight 1 teaspocn Sterling salt, ’4 teaspoon we were Just a large group of wed
! informed and intellient and respenfrom our regular cane sugar, we pepper, 1 cup cream.
Break the stalks of celery in pieces'
citizen*; at a time when sucii
have been promised anywhere froqj
5 to 200 pounds for home canning. and pound these in a wooden bowl; , citizens are so much needed. AcSugarless canning is successful add to the onisn and milk and set I tiyity may well take the form cf
and since most of our colorful and to cook in a double boiler. Let cook study, legislative support, or formflavorful fruits are coming right 20 minutes In the meantime melt1 ’n“ public opinion."
broad principles which
into the market now, there is no the butter and in it cock the flour1 The
and
seasonings;
add
the
cream
and
i
huve
served
as guideposts in directreason why the canning "bug" can't
stir
until
the
sauce
thickens
and
j
foreign
policy since the
start minus sugar.
days
of
George
Washington,
and the
Juicy fruits such as berries, boils, then strain into it the celery
ides
of
the
President,
the
Congress,
currants and plums should be and milk. Serves four.
Lamb a la King—2 cups cooked and the people in determining our
canned in their own juices when
foreign policy are spelled out in a
sugar is omitted. Water for these diced lamb, 2 cups medium white
new Foreign Policy primer pub
fruits is not required. The riper sauce, ‘4 pound sauteed mushrooms,
lished by the league.
the fruit, the more successful it is 1 canned pimiento, diced, 1 teaspoon
Designed as background for
for canning without sugar, since onion juice, *4 teaspoon celery salt. 1 League members dispensing inferlemc|i
juice.
dash
there will be lots of juice and that tablespoon
imaticn tc the public about wartime
fruit juice contains fructose or cayenne.
Combine all ingredients in top oflfore;gn
and a lie P t0 eili*
fruit sugar.
It’s a good idea to extract the ' duoble boiler and cook ever hot wa-!zens ln understanding the responjuice from the riper fruits by crush 'ter for 10 minutes, or untU Abilities of Congress, the primer de
fines the principles of and shifting
ing, heating and straining. Pack thoroughly hot. Serve over toast, attitudes toward "no entangling af
tlie remaining fruits closely, Into mashed potatoes or in pastry shells. fiances,” neutrality and freedom cf
To make white sauce, use 4
containers without preheating and
the seas, the Monroe Doctrine, equal
add boiling hot juice to cover. teaspoons Land O’ Lakes butter, 3 opportunity and no disci imination
Partially seal the glass jars and tablespoons Ceresota flour and 2 in international commerce, and ar
then process. Or give the fruits a cups imilk, adding seasonings to bitration and the peaceful settle
short precookiftg, as 2 to 4 minutes taste.
ment of di.'putes.
Garden Sandwich—1 cup carrots,
simmering, pour into the contain
I cup celery, 1 cup cabbage, 'u cup
ers at once, seal and process.
SOUTH WARREN
The less juicy fruits such as parsley 2 medium sized onions. 1
Mrs.
Wilmot Dow has returned
apples, peaches and pears when package Shefford Snappy cheese,
from
a
visit
at her former home tn
canned without sugar require the Worcestershire sauce, li men juice. Presque Isle.
Chop all vegetables fine and mari
addition of water. To preserve
Mrs. Bertha Jordan, who spent
the natural fruit flavor, use only nate halt an hour in French dress the Winter at the home of her
the smallest quantity of wgter ing wjth mustard. Spread whole j brother, O. A Ccpeland, has opened
wheat bread with cheese, Drain* ber home and her sister, Mrs Lizette
necessary.
Jordan, is with her.
vegetable
mixture and add season
When canned fruits are to be
Fire destroyed two brooder houses
used for dessert, pie-making, and ings. Spread thickly cn bread.
and their contents at the State
luscious ice creams, the amount of
Farm last Tuesday. Help -frcm War
MENU
sugar to be added depends upon
ren and Thomaston fire depart
Breakfast
ments prevented the fire from de
personal preference. It may be
Pineapple Juice
sprinkled over the fruit and allowed Oatmeal with Golden Center Wheat stroying other nearby farm build
ings.
to dissolve or the fruit juice may
Germ
be drained and combined with the
The first recorded voyage to the
Poached Eggs
sugar and heated to form light
shores cf New Hampshire was
Coffee
syrup.
made by Captain Martin Pring, in
Luncheon
Timetable for Processing Fruits
June. 1603.
•Delicate Celery Soup
In Hot Water Bath; cherries: pack
•Garden Sandwich
raw, cover with hot syrup and pro
Currant Jellv
•Dromedary Date Supreme
cess 20 minutes OR precook and
•Frozen Fruit Salad
Tetley Tea
pack hot and process 5 minutes.
Cookies
Dinner
Currants: precook and pack hot
Coffee
•Lamb a la King
and process for 5 minutes. Rhu Buttered Rice
Parsley Carrots i * Recipes given
barb: precook and pack hot and
process for 5 minutes. Strawber
ries: precook and pack hot and
precess 5 minutes.
Have you sent your penny post
card along for all the free book
lets yet? Thera's the new Golden
Center Toasted Wheat Germ set
of government recipes that’s a
“must.” Also the new Nestle’s

booklet
to
help
Mrs. Boyd Whiting is in New Sugar-Saving
York City for a visit with relatives. with your sugar problems, the La

BUY

47-49

Want Ads Wor/

is vL'itin° her lughter Mrs. Marie

morning—adv.

Rood condition.

46-tf

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

home, however, how serious a pic’oMay 6, until its departure Friday lem we now face and more and

'all MR IUFKIN.
Farm. Owls Head.
__________ 47-52
lurnlshed house to
St
Inquire MRS
Tel
1103-M. 21
47 49
tment to let rt
________ 47 49
furnished apartto
let.
MRS.
rL, 57 Pacific St
___________ 47-49
ith 6 rooms and
nue No children.
4ETH DAGGETT

tied apartment to
all modern, adults
>
47-tf
15 Grove St. TEL.
COLLINS
46-tf
it to let 4 rooms
12 Knox St.. TEL.
__________ 46-tf
ftment of
three
let Available May
R B MAGUNE.

LIBERTY UMEglCKS

"We met in two discussion groups,
Gas Rationing—-Wooden Barges—Betsy Ann
one with Mae Lawry and one with
N- cook Sholes was in Rock- Richard and Verne Young, cn
Brewster—Other Matters
,an(j Saturday on a business trip. Tuesday evening to discuss certain
(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
ylr. and Mrs. Langtry C. Smith problems of our Credit Union growth
returned Saturday from Whitins- and to study the report, appearing
V1;;P Mass.
in a recent issue of “Maine Co-op
Sugar rationing which constitut- cerned.
Stabilization of wages,
Allan Drake, has returned to eratives, of clam propagation activi ed one of the most conspicuous hours and working conditions in
The Breakers" having passed the ties of the Sea and Shcre Fisheries features cf the last World War to various industries in accordance
the average American citizen has. with their requirements seems esWinter in Florida.
Commission on Orrs Island. Carl been entirely lost sight of in the sential in order to avoid the piratMr Malcolm Winslow of Whit- Lindscott has proven, to our com announcement ef g^s rationing for ing of labor between plants compet, .,ihc Mass, is guest of her ipar- plete satisfaction, that clams are the entire Atlantic seaboard begin- ling fcr the same labor. This has
Mr. and Mrs. AlTnond Miller. the most lucrative crop that can1 ning May 1S- This very wel1 Ulus-1 no relation to other controversial
Mr and Mrs. Robert Byerly of be raised on the Maine coast, and trates the change in American labor problems as to union organiYoik, who recently bought "We" hope to be able to duplicate Economy and also the world wide zation and closed shops but applies
effects of the war that Ls now in entirely to the problem of migra... i.ittlffield farm at Coombs the experiments of the town cf progress,
, tion of labor.
A wood carver named Mr.
.k are guests at the home of Harps well, in the not too distant
l£ r»legauonbein “LbrnttUn/ t’o
Whittier,
M Elva Teele.
future.
Said
—
"This is the way to
Mr Janies Bartcn and Mrs.
Ralph Earle and Birger Magnuson
stop
Hitler:
M . , Anthony returned Saturday returned from a long week-end on
ing
plan
for
Maine
believed
it
of^ri^uarelv^manneri
and
Defense
Bonds
and
;.-om Thomaston where they were the mainland with interesting first
fiered distinct advantages for Maine. that
rapid labor turnover does
Stamps
• by death of their sister Mrs.
hand accounts of Credit Union ac lowance of apprSSSaSfy 75 gaf- not upset our war effort
WiU soon make that
Georgia Wall.
tivity in Spruce Head. Port Clyde
Betsy Ann Brewster
Ions of gas for each tourist in ad
Mr Sara Bunker, Mrs. Harriet and New Harbor.
scamp s
dition to as much gas for all other
MLss Betsy Anne Brewster, the
Dunning and Miss Mazie QuackAdvances get littler and
The Vinalhaven Federal Credit citizens as any other State was re- latest addition to the Maine Deled’i),! h. who have been guests of
littler.”
Union boasts a membership of 106 ceiving and appropriate provision gation, made her Washington debut
M.. Bunker’s parents Mr. and
fcr
war
workers.
lat
the
age
of
three
weeks
in
the
Whittle every dollar you eai
Mi
Nelson Bunker, returned Fri and assets totaling $530 00. The or
From the standpoint of the in-1 apartment of her grandparents
from your budget ... evei
ganization
Ls
making
a
two-fold
formation available here in Wash- !®tnatof anc^ Mrs Ra®r?w"
day io Ridgewood, N. J.
your dimes help cruel
Mayflower Hotel Iasi
Hitler! Buy U. 9. Defeos,
Mi. Almond Miller, visited Fri drive, first, to encourage its mem ington the Maine Delegation were ®ter’
bership to begin planned savings inclined to believe this might be of Saturday afternoon. Betsy Anne
Bonds and Stamps today!
day mid Saturday in Rockland.
at ^le
the members of the
with a definite purpose in mind, in great benefit to us during this 1
Mr, Oscar C. Lane returned
coming Summer season. However, |Maine Delegation and the officers
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Tlie home nursing class closed
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April 23. After the final lesson the
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ance for tourists is now a very seri- detached frcm service with the 152d were served. Those eligible for cer
I ning with Agnes Smalley, firmly ous question since the program is, Field Artillery with whom he tificates
Mrs.
Fritz Skoog,
daughters
are Mrs. Arline Harriman,
Noiina, Greta, Doris and Ruth, believing that an informal discus being inaugurated for the entire 1 trained in the south during this past Mrs. Thelma Ratten, Mrs. Ora
Atlantic seaboard and this Ls the year. The guests examined with
have returned from Whitinsville, sion of our mutual problems clari area from which 90 per cent of our much interest what the well-dressed Bryant, Mrs. Bernice Drummond.
Mrs Kay Byers, Mrs. E5ffie Sibley.
ties cur understanding of them
Mass, for the Summer.
vacation traffic comes. Any one Australian soldier will now wear Mrs. Irva Howard, Mrs. Grace
Rid Cross wiil meet Wednesday knowing that by some concerted ac living in the area that is operating and the equipment with which he Hcwes, Mrs. Delma Freeman, Mts.
tion a solution of them will be under gas; rationing, will be de will carry on.
Marieta Packard, Mrs. Louise Rob
ai Latter Day Saints Church for
Miss Betsy Anne expects to come bins, Mrs. Florence Sprowl, Mrs.
found.
A cordial invitation is ex pendent upon the supplies he can
an all day session.
secure under the raticn plan. At heme to Maine in May with her Shirley Cunningham, and Mrs. Etta
Mrs Frank Winslow returned tended to anyone who cares to present there dees not seem to be a mother and grandmother to spend Marriner.
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of
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present
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ames and 'gallons a week. Mr. Ickes promptly
Mrs. Marie Foss, daughter Jean of Hallowell called recently on
Marie Teel, Mrs, Agnes Smalley, son were week-end callers in Rock replied with the suggestion that he
thought it should be at least six ette and son Vinal Jr., Monday her mother, Mrs. J. G. Packard;
Mrs. Beulah Drew, Mrs. Cora Pet land.
gallons
a week. Washington is now witnessed the launching of Capt. and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Packard. Miss
Mrs.
John
Mitchell
arrived
Mon

ei s n, Mrs. Margie Chilles. Miss
awaiting
anxiously to see whether
Hildred Smith remained for a visit
day at the home of her parents, Mr.
Mary Maker, Mrs. Cleo Shields, Miss
and Mrs. Judson Young for a few Henderson will reply by raising the Earle Starrett’s boat Monhegan. at the Packard home.
days. Mr. Mitchell has employment ibid. Earlier advices indicated they Other persons from the island at
Mrs. Earl Millay of South Lib
in Bath and they plan to reside were considering a plan of three ro tending the launching were: Miss erty was guest Saturday of her
in Brunswick.
four gallons a week. Washington i charlotte Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Belle Hcwes.
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wife of Jackson Ames were brought jLeon Henderson and Secretary
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Mr.
and
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Earl
Field
and
Mr.
presence of both his fuel adminis
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
1)OUR COOKIES CATCH
trators that Maine will not receive and Mrs. Adolph Stevens were Walter Aldus. They were accom
THEIR EYES
Nellie Hall. Miss Faye Coburn, Mrs. less
favorable treatment than Can Rockland1 Visitors Monday.
panied by Manley Harriman, who is
Villa Ames, Mrs. Etta Moreton, Mrs. ada so far as the recreational indus
visiting Mr. and Mra. Aldus.
Alphonso Speed is spending
Marion Littlefield, Miss Fronia Tol try is concerned. This seems a very few days on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pitcher of
GIVE US YOUR BAKING |
man, Mrs. Annice Carver, Dr. Ralph : reasonable and pr:per position in
Lincolnville Beach called Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
C.
Pierce
view of the fact that practically all
SECRET-PHASE ?
on her brothers, Burton S. and John
Earle and David Duncan.
of the gasoline in Canada is se have returned to the island, after W. Hunt.
cured frcm the United States and i spending the Winter in St
Mrs. J. G Packard and grand
daughter. Hildred Smith, visited
Dr. Conley will be at his Vinal is dependent upon our trans—x- 1 Petersburg.
recently with Mr. and Mrs. Harcld
haven office from the arrival of tion facilities for its supply. . .
Mrs. Matilda Strout of Milbridge, Marriner
in Belmont.
brinss
*
The
gasoline
situation
the boat Wednesday afternoon.
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Rosa recipe book called “101 Ways
to Use Macaroni” and the free
Kirkman catalog of premiums.
Address your requests to Mar
jorie Mills, Yankee Network, Bos
ton, Mass.
And we’re sura you’ll want the
timely complete White Cross First
Aid Kit the Sterling Salt people
are offering. For 25 cents plus a
bit of paper over the pouring
spout of a box of Sterling salt you
get a boxed set of first aids, sterile
bandage and pads, adhesive tape
and
adhesive
tape
bandages,
sterile absorbent cotton and a
good sized bottle of mercurochrome
plus a pamphlet of First Aid Em
ergency instructions.
The lovely, maple finished Prestwood tray offered by the Shefford
people can still be yours if you’ll
just send in 25 cents with two
labels from any of the Shefford
cheeses. And it’s such a handy
size for beverages or sandwiches.
Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Network, Boston, Mass.
Date Supreme—1 cup chopped
Dromedary dates, ’,4 cup nut meats,
ti cup honey cr sugar, 1 egg, well
beaten, 1 cup milk. 1 teaspoon bak
ing powder mixed with 1 table
spoon Ceresota flour.
Mix well in order given. Turn
into well buttered shallow baking
dish. Bake 40 to 45 minutes at 350
degrees F. The mixture should not
be more than inch thick before bak
ing in order to have a crisp, crunchy
top. Serve with slightly sweetened
whipped cream, hard sauce or ice
cream.
Frozen Fruit Salad—Two-thirds
cup whipping cream, One-third cup
Cain’s mayonnaise, 1 teaspoon gela

tin soaked in 3 tablesp:ons pine
apple syrup and dissolved over hot
feater, 1 teaspoon powdered sugar,
2 tablespoons lemon Juice, 1 table
spoon maraschino syrup, ‘4 cup ba
nanas, cut in small pieces. % cup
pineapple, diced, ’4 cup maraschino
cherries, cut in slices.
Beat the cream until stiff and
gradually fold in the mayonnaise

dressing. Add the rest of the in-

Buy U. S. War Bonds

"SALADA”
TEA

*'~i

Sz«

«

With Inen in the Army, Navy, Marines,
and the Coast Guard, the favorite cigarette
is Camel. (Based on actual sales records in

Post Exchanges, Sales Commissaries, Ship’s
Service Stores, Ship’s Stores, and Canteens.)

Special Service Carton
— Ready to Mail

amel

THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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THOMASTON

New Camden Theatre, Wednesday, Thursday

ROCKPORT
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«
ADELLE M. ROES
Correspondent

LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

Tel. 94

Tel. 2228

Meets In Camden

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

Knox County W.C.T.U. annual
convention convenes Thursday, in
the Methodist Church, Camden,
with all day and.' evening sessions.
Miss Margaret Crandcn of Thom
aston presiding.
The speaker in the afternoon will
be Augusta K. Christie of Presque
Is’.e State W.C.T.U. president,
making her first official visit in
Knox County. All “White Rib-bon
ers" will want to meet her.
Miss Estelle Bozeman, National

CAMDEN

Park Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

BLACKOUT

4

The Retort Courteous
Comes From Mr. Broadbent
In Florida To Averill’s
Accusations

State President Will Atend
the Annual W. C. T. U.
Convention

Com, Howard A. Tribou, Medi
cal Corps US.A. arrived Friday
from Portsmouth, N. H. to spend
10 days at his home cn West street.
Dr. Tribou spent the Winter in
Florida.
Mr9. Charles Wooster has re
turned from Banger where she
spent the Winter with her son
Kenneth Wooster.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson, W.C.T.U. lecturer of Statesbo"ro,
who have been residing in Portland Ga., is a woman of broad educa
the past few years, have returned tion and large experience, a flu
to their home on Amsbury Hill. ent speaker and a graduate of
Mr. Patterson now has employ Univerity of Georgia, with the B.
ment in Augusta.
S. degree. She has taken the
Members of the first two heme Completed Course in Narcotic
"Always In My Heart" will introduce to the public young Gloria
nursing classes, taught by Mildred Education, given by Bertha Rachel Warren, whose golden voice won her a movie contract. Kay Francis plays
Philbrook. R. N. and Sara Simon Palmer at Evanston, IU., and for her mother in the picture.
day to Lynn, Mass.
Three times the “Frankenstein" as the most sensational film of the ton Pendleton, R. N„ held a get- past five years has been instructor
The American Red Cross sew films have blazed a trail of terror “Frankenstein" series.
together
Friday
at
Hoboken in this line in 104 colleges in 13
her Summer home on the Belfast
ing rooms will be closed during across the nation’s screens to prove
The drama opens with Sir Cedric schoolhouse, and the evening was States. To this work she brings
Road.
May and' will re-open the first of the top attractions in the field of Hardwicke, Lon Chaney, Lionel ^Atpleasantly spent. Loana Shibles, the background of much experi
Dr. H. J. Pettapiece of Camden
June. It is hoped that alt will horror drama
will, Ralph Bellamy, Bela Lugosi local Red Cross chairman, was in ence. She has traveled 36 States
was
among the several hundred os
ftftftft
continue to go in- June and' also
Now comes a fourth, “The Ghost Evelyn Ankers and Janet Gallow in charge, opening the program with and Canada and holds member
teopathic
physicians, surgeons, and
NAOMA MAYHEW
others who have not, as yet, at of Frankenstein," which Ls advanced the cast.
interesting remarks, and express ship in the Methodist Church.
specialists
attending , the 38th an
Correspondent
tended.
ing thanks to all who had in any PTC., Y.W.C.A., W.C.T.U., D.A.R.,
nual
convention
of the New Eng
ftftftft
Mrs. Lucy Clark was hostess at
way assisted in the class work; by Eastern Star. The program:
Davis
Block
today
and
Wednes

FRESH
FOOD
DRIVE
land Osteopathic Association in the
a card party Thursday afternoon
Tel. 713
loaning equipment, beds, bedding 10.30 Worship Service,
day,
all
day
for
the
'benefit
of
the
Hotel Vendome. It was stated by
at the home of Mrs. Eliza Whitney
& P. Co-operates With Govern and various other articles. She
Mrs. Etta Fernald. local president
Legion
of
Blood
Donors,
to
help
Dr.
Roland V. Marsolais, of Mel
Others present were Mrs. George
Welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Dyer of
ment To Double Consumption
then introduced Mrs. E. Stewart
pay
for
the
processing
of
blood
Mrs. Minnie Yates,
rose,
on the basis of research in 500
Newbert and Mrs. Susie Newbert,
Torrington. Conn., were visitors
Camden union
of Fruits, Vegetables
Orbeton, chairman county home
which
has
been
donated.
All
ar

cases,
that 79 percent of low back
Response,
with Mrs. Whitney receiving high
nursing, who spoke on the impor Miss Alena Young. Rockland union Sunday of Mr. Dyer’s grand and sacro-iliac strain occur in the
ticles
given
for
this
worthy
cause
score.
Introduction of Visitors.
mother Mrs. James H. Dyer of
Tin priorities and the curtailed tance of this instruction when
Appointment of Committees.
The American Legion is spon will be greatly appreciated.
Turnpike
Drive. Mrs. Claude B. first two hours after rising, befcre
County Activities.
use cf cans for food should present doctors and registered nurses are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sherman
Wotton
County President
soring the sale of poppies Satur
Dyer of Somerville, Mass., Mrs. the back muscles have had a chance
no immediate problem for house being called into war service, and
Reports
Rec.
Sec.,
Cor.
Sec.
Treas.
and daughter Mary of Swampscott,
day.
Joseph Jenkins and Mrs. Fenton to get co-ordinated or warmed up
Auditor, Directors.
wives as fresh fruits and vegetables congratulated1 those who had com
Noontide
Prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Riichard O. Elliot Mass, spent the week-end with are being made available in stead
Moore of Bath also visited Sun by going through the day’s routine.
Miss Florence Hastings.
pleted
the
course
with
high
rank,
Explaining that quickly 'bending
Rockland union
leave today to spend a few days Mrs. Wotton’s parents Mr. and ily increasing quantity and variety
day at the Dyer home. Mrs.
presenting
to
the
24
members
their
Dinner.
with their daughter and son-in- Mrs. William Belasco and with E. M. Muldoon. sales director for
Dyer is now visiting her son over and straightening up while the
1 00 Executive Meeting
certificates.
Then
came
a
surprise
back muscles are “cold” puts a tre
2.00 Worship Service.
law. Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bulke- Mr. Wotton’s mother Mrs. Walter the A <feP. Food Stdres in the area
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., of Camden Claude B. Dyer of Somerville, mendous strain cn them, he said,
for Mrs. Grace Lawrence, chair
Reports (continued)
ley, Marblehead. Mass. They wfll Wotton, Friendhip.
Mass.
declared today.
man of the home nursing commit
Memorial Service.
“It is safer for a housewfie to push
The public is urged to attend
also spqnd1 a few days in Boston
Mrs.
Clara
Emery,
Rockland
Richard V. R. Lyman, who has around a piano in the afternoon
He announced the inauguration of tee, who is leaving to make her
the
after
supper
program
of
the
Offering
before returning home.
been on a business trip to Washing than to pick up a bobber pin in t he
a nationwide advertising and pro home in Belfast. She was pre
Address.
Mrs. Augusta K Christie,
The first meeting of the Garden Baptist Ladies Circle Wednesday motion campaign to feature fresh
ton,
D. C., returned home this week morning while dressing.’
sented
with
an
attractive
gift
State President
Club, was held Thursday at the at 7.15 o’clock. National music fruits and vegetables designed to
Music
end.
from
the
two
classes,
Mrs.
Shibles
Mrs. Merle Bunker of Stockton
Election of Officers
home of Mrs. Mary Overlock. Mrs. week will ibe observed by present provide vitamin—and mineral-bear making the presentation.
Supper
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mills is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
ing
Mrs.
Mildred
Bessy,
Miss
Mary
Agnes Boynton, the new president,
7 30 Worship Service,
ing fresh produce at reasonable cost
spent the week-end in Guilford. Crabtree.
Rev. Henry L. Beuleman
Mrs. Wilbur MacDonald is a
presided, and there were 18 mem Richards' and Willis Berry in mu and in greater quantity.
Pastor of entertaining church
Mrs. Mills’ grandmother, who Miss Ellen Dcnovan celebrated her
patieat
at
Community
Hospital.
sical
numbers
and
Richard
E.
Address.
bers present. Mrs. Helen Carlson
“
There
are
four
main
purposes
Miss
Estelle
Bozeman,
passed the Winter with them here, eighth birthday recently by enter
The Thimble Club met with
spoke on “Chinese Flowers and Chittim of Bowdoin College in an behind this campaign," Muldcon
National Lecturer
taining a group of friends at the
accompanied
them.
Reading
Resolutions.
Mrs.
Myra
Giles
for
its
regular
Shrubs.” The next meeting will address which concerns music. A said. “First, the A.<feP. has pledged
home of her parents on Belmont
Mrs. Annie C. Thomas will be avenue. Ice cream and birthday
weekly gathering. Following sew
be May 14 at the home of Mrs. collection will be taken.
its
co-operation
in
the
government
’
s
home
on
Spear
street
in
obser

ing,
refreshments
were
served.
hostess
Wednesday to the Mfetho- cake were served. Those present
Robert Skillings who spent the
Percy E. Demmons.
nutrition
drive
—
the
program
which
were: Filomena and Minnie Tranvance
of
their
65th
wedding
anThe
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
will
dist
Ladies
Aid.
The Contract Club met Friday past week with Mr. and Mrs. Rich calls -for 100 per cent increase in the
quillo,
Margaret CTabtree, Barbara
The Baptist Ladies Circle will Crabtree, Ginette Perrin, Teresa
at the home of Mrs. Fred Overtook ard Feyler returned" Sunday to national consumption of fruits and meet Wednesday at the Baptist niverary.
Mr.
andi
Mrs.
Glen
Lawrence,
meet at the church parlors at 2 Nuccio, Annie Philbrook, June Pet
with two tables in play. High score Portland accompanied by his leafy green vegetables and a 70 parsonage with Mrs. C. V. Over
who
have
been
occupying
the
E.
man
as
hostess.
brother
Richard
who
had
joined
o
’clock Wednesday. Red Cross sew tapiece, Betty Jane Wasgatt, Sheila
went to Mrs. R. O. Elliot and sec
per cent greater use cf citrus fruits Past Officers from Harbor Light M. Lawrence residence on Pascal ing will be finished.
Doncvan,
Kathleen
Gustafson,
him
here
for
the
week-end.
ond to Miss H'ortense Wilson. The
Frances Hastings, Judy Harvey, Vir
and tomatoes for the sake of the Chapter, OES. who filled stations avenue for the Winter, went Sat
The
Friendly
Circle
meets
Wed

next meeting will be Friday, again
Mrs. Bertha E. Kay and Wendall ginia Harvey and the hostess. Prizes
at the observance Friday of Visit urday to Belfast where they will Oscar Page, both of this town were of defense stamps were awarded to
nesday night 7.30 at the heme of nation’s wartime health.
at the hme of Mrs. Overlock.
“Second, because the huge in ing Past Officers’ Night of Naomi make their future home. Mrs. E.
Filomena Tranquillo, June Petta
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone re Mrs. C. E. Shorey, Hyler street.
creases
in production demand great Chapter. Tenants Harbor were M. Lawrence is expected to arrive married Saturday night at the piece and Ginette Pcrring.
Mr. and Mrs. John Singer and
turned Sunday after spending the
bride
’
s
home,
86
Mechainic
street
er efficiency in distribution, the A
Percy Gillis, who has been em
weekend with Mrs. Stone's grand daughter Linda of Augusta spent <teP. is increasing its effort under Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland home May 15 from Florida.
by Rev. Weston P. Holman who ployed
at the South Portland Ship
Frederick
Quimby,
who
has
been
who
served
as
associate
matron
mother Mrs. Ira Jenkins. Foxboro, Sunday with Mr. Singer’s mother its long-standing policy c.f giving
used the single ring service. The yard for the past few months wa^
employed
at
Senter-Crane
Co.
in
and
associate
patron,
Mrs.
Elsie
Mass. They also stopped enroute Mrs. Marie Singer, Gleason street. support to growers in marketing
for several months, has attendants were Mrs. Nan Hansell critically injured at his work Sat
Hawkins, who served as conduc Rockland
Walter Anderson, young son of
to call on Mr. Stone's aunt and
resigned
due
to ill he-alth.
and Edward W. Blackington. Mr. urday when both legs were broken
heavy crcps at seasonal peaks.
tress; Miss Marion Upham who
Rev. and Mrs. G. Lou Pressey of and Mrs. Page will keep their resi above the knee. He was immedi
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson
“Third, we believe that in the filled the station of Adah. Mr. and Lincoln were in tewn Monday to call
ately taken to the hospital where
celebrated his eighth birthday
in Belmont, Mass.
dence here.
five blood transfusions were given.
present
crisis,
it
is
doubly
essential
Mrs.
Leman
Oxton
acted
as
can

on
his
sister,
Mrs.
Mabel
Withee,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson Saturday afternoon by entertain that American housewives should be
The
latest report is that the rig nt
The
Philathea
Class
held
its
enroute from the Methodist State
leave today to spend a few days in ing at a birthday party. Several given every opportunity and aid in didates. Others from Harbor Light Conference in Waterville to their formal installation of officers Fri leg has been amputated and gan
grene has set in on the left foot.
Portland during which time Mr. games were played—a candy kiss setting a ’gcod table'—and that one Chapter attending were Mr. and home.
day. The ceremony was very effec Mrs. Gillis, overcome by shock, is
Anderson will attend The Grand hunt for which Louise Spear and essential of the good table is a Mrs. Orris Bums; Mrs. Marion
Miss Mildred Graffam is spending tive by candlelight and the install unable to be with him, but her
Ingraham
and Mrs.
Beatrice the school vacation with friends in
Frank Cushman won the prizes,
Lodge of Masons.
ing officer was Miss Lillian Grey. mother, Mrs. Adria Dailey went
gocdly
supply
of
the
health
main

Richards.
Mrs.
Daisy
Torrey
also Bethel.
Thursday to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Newbert a wafter hunt, won by Louise
taining fresh foods.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims, who Following this, refreshments were
accompanied the group.
and children “Andy" and Nancy Spear and Walter Anderson, and
Mrs. Ruth Smith was Miss Hazel Witherspoon is con
“And fourth, if she is to maintain
Misses Nancy and1 Hope Cun have been employed at “The Break served.
Jean of Gardiner were guests Sun a potato race won by Althea Stan the proper dietary balance for her
ers,” Palm Beach, Fla., for the Win elected president; Mrs. Evelyn fined to her home due to illness.
Olivia Augusta, widow of William
day of Mr. Newtoerts mother, ley. Refreshments were served and family, the housewife must be able ningham have returned from ter arrived Saturday and are visit Wilson re-elected vice-president;
Gill,
who died April 27 was 84 years
Whitefield
where
they
visited
for
ing
her
sister,
Mrs.
Hazel
Daucett.
each
guest
received
a
maybasket
Mrs. Estelle Newbert.
to get these foods at lowest possible a week with their grandparents.
Tlie Methcdist Junior Ladies’ Aid Mrs. Hope Gilmor, secretary; and of age. She was born in Simcnton
favor.
Others
present
were
Nancy
Mrs. Dorothy Blair, of Norridge
Corner, daughter of William Sim
cost. In order that this be done we
Sugar rationing for household met last Tuesday at the home of Miss Doris Ogier, treasurer. Mrs. onton
wock. formerly of Thomaston Morse. Kathryn Ludwig, Dorothea
and Harriett Sartelle and is
Sarah
Young
was
appointed
Sun

Mrs
Georgia
Rhodes,
Highland
are moving fresh produce from farm consumers is being conducted this
survived
by three daughters, Miss
called Monday on friends in town. Stanley. Loraine Stanley, and Nor
day School teacher for the class. Harriett Gill of Camden. Mrs. Guy
to retail store by the most direct week at the High School building Square.
Misses Nancy and Hope Cun
Edward P. Ahern is spending man Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Cdburn and
of Roslindale, Mass., and Mrs.
Funeral services were
held routes, in shorter time and with Beginning Monday and lasting ningham are visiting their grand daughter, Farilyn of Watertown, Blood
several days with his daughter
Helen
French of Rockland; and a
fewer handlings and less cost than through Thursday, the hours will parents at Whitefield during the
and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Wen Thursday for N. Alfred Johnson
son, William Gill of Boston. Fu
Mass,
were
week-end
guests
of
Mrs.
school
vacation.
by any other commercially employed be from 9 to 11 30 a. m.; 1 to 5
dell Fifield, Old Lyme, Conn. Mrs. with Rev. H. F. Leach officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Graffam Colburn's father, Ernest Herrick. neral services were held from Good
methods"
and
7
to
9
p.
m.
Those
assisting
funeral home, Thursday with Lena
Mr.
Johnson
was
born
in
Bottna,
Ahern Ls visiting at the home of
returned Saturday from Ormand
Mrs. Walter Baker (Ruth Prince) Hall of the Church of Christ, Sci
Several media will be used during Prin. George S. Cunningham, site Beach, Fla., where they have been
Sweden
Jan.
10,
1871,
came
to
Miss Margaret O. Ruggles, mean
of Portland spent the week-end entist as reader. .
this country 39 years ago and the promotion and advertising cam administrator are: Mrs. Katherine employed during the Winter.
while.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hilton have with her parents, Mr. and .Mrs. Farmers Union elected as offi
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Maloney re made his home in St. George paign. Muldccn said, but, as in the MacFarland, Mrs. Mildred Stew returned to their home in Majden. Edw. Prince.
cers and directors Saturday: Leon
Crockett
president; George E. Nash,
turned Sunday to South Portland where he had since resided. He is past, greatest, reliance will be placed art. Miss Geneva Fuller, Miss Mil Mass., after visiting friends here
Edward Manning of Bucksport,
dred Graffam,
Miss
Barbara and in Rcckland.
vice president; Adie Hawkins, clerk;
after spending the week-end as survived by his wife, one daughter on newspaper advertising.
Stress will be laid during the Crowley. Mrs. Veda Brown, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ycung of was a week-end visitor at the home directors: Lecn Crockett, George
guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs. two sons, all in this country, one
Brunswick
were week-end visitors of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Law Nash. Claude Heal, Adele Hawkins,
campaign
on
home
canning
pro

Susie
Auspland,
Mrs.
Evelyn
Cun

Alton Foster and his parents Mr. daughter and two sisters in Swe
Alan Morton, Jethro Pease. Roger
at the home of his parents, Mr. and rence Manning.
grams
being
sponsored
by
the
gov

ningham,
Mrs.
Margaret
Eckman,
and Mrs. E. K. Maloney, Cushing. den, and 12 grandchildren. Inter
Ludwig. The Grange served dinner.
Mrs. Clinton Young.
A
parade
of
school-children
Danaylions met last Tuesday at bearing health, defense stamp and
Mrs. Forest Young and daughter ment was in North Parish ceme ernment as part of the nutrition Mrs. Gladys Heistad, Mrs. Lina
Community Hospital: A son was
drive,
the
food
chain
executive
said.
Joyce,
Mrs.
Beatrice
Richards,
the home of Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, bond posters was held Friday. Kin born April 28 to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Carlene, returned' Sunday to Port tery. The 'bearers were David
land aifter passing a week with Mr. Peterson, John Luntz, Stanley Not cnly will it bring a wide variety Miss Earlene Davis, Miss Barbara Highland Square, with Mrs. Thelma dergarten and eighth grades from Reed; a son was born April 2C- to
Mr. and Mrs. William Merrill.
of perishables before the consumer McKenney, Miss Mary Daucett, Smith of Camen as co-hostess.
Carlson and John Swanson.
and Mrs. Bion Whrttney.
Sandwiches, cake and coffee were the Knowlton street building ac
Mrs.
J.
V.
Fenwick,
Mrs.
Clara
but
will
emphasize
commodities
in
iMr. and Mrs. Earle Wilson of
Mrs. J. Edward Marks, Mrs.
served at the close of the business companied * by the High School
TENANT’S HARBOR
session.
Hilda Keyes and Mrs. Anna Rob Gray were week-end guests of rela heavy production periods and thus Lane, Mrs. Robert Carle.
Band marched to the Elm street
Enoch I. Cook
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Berry
are
aid
the
grower
in
moving
his
ctod
inson have completed the 40-hour tives here and in Rockland. Their
build ng where they were joined
In
the
death
of Enoch I. Cook,
holding
open
house
today
at
their
and
giving
the
housewife
the
ad

Advertise
in
The
Courier-Gazette
nurses aid course given at Knox daughter Sarah A. Wilson, who
by
the
five
grades
there.
The
Pa

which
occurred
April
30, this com
Hospital. M?s. Keyes and Mrs. gained national fame in a Wash vantage of favorable buying.
trol Beys and Girl Scouts kept the munity has lost a worthwhile citi
Among
the
commodities
nowRobinson started the 150-hour ington spelling contest a few years
lines intact. Douglas Joy as "Uncle zen. one w*ho was sincere and loyal
ago, graduates from the University available Muldoon ILsted the follow
practice course last Friday.
Sam," Jean Turner as “Miss to all he knew. HLs. character and
ing:
Asparagus,
strawberries,
toma

Mrs. Francis Friend and daugh of Vermcnt May 18.
America” and Joyce Pettapiece as disposition possessed many fine
toes.
lettuce,
cucumbers,
cranges.
Mrs. Marie Singer and guest.
ter Margaret, returned Sunday to
“
Health Queen"-' pepped up the qualities, chief among them being
Skowhegan after spending the Miss Edith Watts of Lynn, Mass. grapefruit.
group.
The Seven-Point children a spirit of friedliness. “Dick" (as
were guests Wednesday of the for
week-end with Mrs. Friend's mer's son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
wearing
seven-pcint stars on their he was known to everyone) could be
of Edward Andrews, Jr., Plainfield
mother Mrs. A. J. Lineken.
and Mrs. John Singer, Augusta.
sleeves
were
large in number. The called a real neighbor—one always
Vt. Charles Fernald who went with
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Hart, who them did not return, as he entered
Mrs. John C. Mason and daugh
paraejp went through Main street ready to lend a helping hand and
ter Joan return to their home in have been occupying the Alden the N.Y.A. Trade Schcol at Water
over Cross and Alden and back to do many kindnesses in his everyday
house on Main street, leave todav bury. Vt.
North Easton, Mass, today after for
the Brick building.
their home in Fruitland Park.
living He was a staunch Odd Fel
spending a few days with Mrs. Florida
The last meeting of the Congre low and called the most dependable
TENANT’S HARBOR
Officers of the Hgh School Alumni
Mason's mother Mrs. John Hanley.
gational Gerd Cheer Class will be member of St. George lodge in
There will be a blackout Friday
The Nutrition Classes which be Association met Tuesday at the
May 12 at t’ e home of M3ss Helen which he held office all threugh the
gin Tuesday will be held in the home of the president, Mrs. Robert night at 8 40.
Rich. The1® will be a box picnic years of his membership.
Libby. It was decided to hold the
rooms over the Thomaston Na banquet and ball the same night
MJr. and Mrs. John Reid of Cam
supper foil ”®d by the business
A man of fine principles has been
tional Bank instead cf Watts haH th‘s year, the date being June li den and Mr. and Mrs John Stan
meeting ar.d election of officers. taken and will be sadly missed by
lt is hoped that a goodly number wood of Portland were week-end
as formerly announced.
The ncm nating commitee has been all Who knew him and erfiecially by
will
be present to represent the 10 guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
A rummage sale will be held at
appointed: Miss Rich, Mrs. Eliza hls brother Odd Fellows. His illness
and 2O-year classes. Others pres
ent were Robert Mayo. Stephen Anderson.
beth Inrqan and MLss Edith Arey. was not of long duration, though hls
Lavender. Mrs Faye Stetson, Mrs.
Volunteers are needed to answer
Mrs. E. R. Davis and children of health was gradually failing the past
Bernice Knights and MSss Charlotte the telephone at the report station.
Portland
were guests recently of several months.
Dyer.
SOUTH THOMASTON
The
hours
are
from
6
a.
m.
to
9
4.
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie.
Milton
Funeral services were held from
Mrs. Warren Hill arrived Thurs
day from Reading, Mass., where she m.; 9 a. m. to noon; 12 noon to 3
Christie returned to Portland with tihe residence Saturday, Rev. Byrd
, spent the Winter with Miss Harring- p. m.; 3 p. m. to 6 p. m.; 6 p. m. tg
them for the week-end.
Springer, local pastor, officiating,
■ ton. district nurse.
12 midnight; 12 midnight to 6 a. m.
Mrs. Clintcn A. Lunt and daugh and Interment was ln the Clark hill
Miss Olive Leach, student nurse
ters, Barbara and Ruth wiho have cemetery.
Bearers were Edwin
at Waldo County General Hospital, These willing to serve may get in
FRIDAY, MAY 8
been visiting in Portland, have re Wheeler, Orris Holbrook, Samuel
Belfast, called Monday on her par touch with Alfred FYiIler, telephone
ents. Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Leach.
Tenant's Harbor 3-12; or Mabeile
turned home.
Davis and Clarence Dwyer. St.
9.00 to 9.20
| Miss Edith Watts of Lynn, Mass , Rose, telephone 13-4.
Mrs. Edward Cornells has ar George Lodge, I.O.OJ attended In
arrived recently to spend a week
An Air Wardens' course will be
rived in town for the Summer.
a body.
Capt John Brown and daugh
Chief Air Raid Warden with
_
held
at
the
High
School
bu
Idtng
AllLson
Ames
of
Marblehead.
Mr. Cook is survived by no im
ter, Mrs. Marie Singer.
Mass., spent the week-end in town. mediate relatives, but by several
49-11 • Robert Clark and Edwin Lynch' Wednesday at 7 30. Mere air warreturned Sunday after being guests j dens are needed,
Scene from “Mokey." Go-feature is “Niagara Fails’
Mrs Julia-Foster fias arrived at cousins »nd minor relatives

Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFar
land and children Winnefred', Rob
ert and Richard made a week-end
visit with Mrs. MacFarlands par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sinclair.
Presque Isle.
Mrs. Edward T. Dornan enter
tained the Thursday Club at two
tables of bridge, prizes going to:
High. Mrs Shirley Williams; sec
ond, Mrs. Forest Stone; substitute,
and low to Mrs. Bernice Knights.
The next meeting will be in two
weeks, at the home of Mrs. Edwin
F. Lynch.
Miss Edith Watts who has been
spending several days with Capt.
John Brown and his daughter.
Mrs. Marie Singer returned Satur

Tuesriay-Fr

Tuesday-Friday

Clearwater Beach, Fla . May i
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
In your Issue of April 28 appear^
a letter headed “Mr. Averill’s reply,
in which the writer says: “Mv am.
cle criticized the idle army in En„,
land, but baa no criticism cl e
military activities of Britain
Broadbent had nothing to say aboiy
this army.”
Why should I display my ienor.
a nee by so doing? I know as muri
about it as does Mr. Averill Whjc[)
is nothing at all.
Mr. Averill said that on ‘ reliable
authority” there Ls in Great Britain
an army of 4,000,OCO trained scldieq
"sitting idle."
That term "reliable authority" s
on a par with “I’ve Heard.’• ’rv.
been told,” “They say." For jjr
Averill’s informaticn I will inform
nim that the yarn about 4.000.0M
British soldiers "sitting idle" w&s
first put into circulation by a n?»
York columnist about three months
ago. Instead of the words “.sittint
idle" he described the soldiers 33
“twiddling their guns."
The other day President Roosevelt
alluded to “self-styled strategists.What does the ordinary layman
know about military affairs?
The United Nations have opened
up a devastating second front m
the air cm the continent of Europe,
diverting thousands of German
planes from the Russian front, and
in due time we may look fcr a 61version by land forces. Stupendous
preparations will be needed for this.
Tremendous 'forces—on land, on the
sea and in the air—will be neces
sary, all to be carried out with the
utmost secrecy.
Does Mr. Averill think the public
should be informed of what is go•ng cn? The one thing that is bothering Hitler more than anythin?
else is the opening up of a second
front. And wouldn’t he like to know
when and where?
Not so long ago many cf our peo
ple wanted to know what om- Navy
was doing. They now know that
it was making a splendid job of de
stroying Japanese ships am naval
and ether equipment ashore
Mr. Averill is obsessed with the
desirability of opening up a second
front in Europe. In this he has ihe
support of those qualified to bnn:
H abcut—our military and naval
leaders.
I trust he will continue hLs letters
in The Courier-Gazette in the en
deavor to wake up the people to the
danger before us.
S. Newton Broadbent
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STONINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Billings, Fern
Billings, Mrs. Willard Robbins and
son Richard

passed

grows.”

Saturday in

Bangor.
Mrs. Bertha Gerrish has re
turned to Rockland after visiting
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Philip

Cut Flowers
Gardenias ad

Crockett.

Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Lymburner
of Brooksville were recent guests
of Valie Smith.
Mrs. Blanche Conley has re
turned to Lubec to make her hom?
with her daughter Mrs. Leola
Leighton.
Mrs. Kay Donovan was home
from Portland over the week-end.
Mrs. Amy Hutchinson returned »o
Portland with her for a weeks visit.

318 W -37.MA1NSJ.

I

Mrs. Myrna Hutchinson is ill at

her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil 'Pert and
children Dorothy and Donald ol
Ellsworth were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Stinson
Elder Benjamin Carter preached
Sunday bo the Rebekahs at the
Latter Day Saints Church
'Rev. Walter Smith has returned
from the Methodist Conference in
Waterville. He has been a ..signed
to Cushing and Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cook were
home frem Rockland recently
The Arthur Varisco’s and the
Elwood Snowdens were home from
Connecticut recently.
Mrs. Evangeline Kinrhla and
daughter Linnie of Newton High
lands, Mass., have been visiting
her parents Mr. and Mrs Tilden
Sawyer.
Mrs. Edna Merrill is home aftekeeping house for Mrs. Leonora

Walker.
Guy Cleveland1 and family ar"
leaving this week for Portland
where Mr. Cleveland has employ
ment there.
Mrs. Sadie Robbins is v
her daughter In Portland.
Lucy Childs, who has been vis 
ing her cousin Abbie Monte: th, has
returned to Rockport.
About 165 men of the 45-64 agf
group registered here.
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Hatch »'ho
occupied' the J. C. Harmon house
during the Winter, have returned
to their home at Oceanville
Nellie Oreen of Oceanville is
visiting her sister Mrs. Cora R^'
bins.

The Elihu Beals and fanJcnesport have moved here
Mrs. B. Lake Noyes IB < <
cing at her home
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Reports Tomorrow

Annual Convention In Bangor
Will Stress War
Service

Saturday: Poppy Day

A Little Known Land

Thu And That

Educational Club

Missionary From West Africa Mrs. Mary Perry Rich Again
Tells Story To Rockland
Elected President—Fri
Audience
day’s Meetings

Meaninq We’ll Not Break
Faith With Those
Who Have Died

Dr. Mary F. Cushman, medical
"Wearing a peppy is a pledge that
Harry V. Gilson, State Ccmmismissionary to the Ovimbundu peo
we will not break faith with those
mi«sioner cf Education, will rpeak
ple of Chilesso Portuguese West
who
have d ed defending America ”,
or American Culture and American
Africa, spoke Thursday night in
said Amelia Kinney. President of
Ithe Congregational Church, to
Schools at the banquet of the
By L L F.
people who were thrilled with in
the Winslow Hclbrock Unit of the 1
Maine Federation cf Music Clubs.
1
terest as she gave graphic word
American Legion Auxiliary’, as the
Pilda.v night, in the parlor, oi All
pictures of this little known coun
, Unit prepared for the annual ob- I
Souls Church Bangor. The occa
June
—
month
of
roses
and
wedtry lying in the table lands ot midservance of Poppy Day next Sat- '
sion is the 18th annual convention
I
dings,
and
’
right
in
the
face
of
all
Africa. its port of Chilesso is 1 000
urday.
that beauty the Treasury is going miles up the Congo river, and the
of the Federation and the banquet
X
“The poppy, as you know, was in
, | to borrow two billion during that mission station 75 m.les north of
is cne cf the social functions in
spired by the poem, Tn Flanders
month.
there.
connection with it. Because of the
Fields' with its immortal lines: Tn
The climate is wonderful, vary
present condition of the Country,
Flanders’ fields the poppies blow,
I
The Mission Circle of the First
We
must
learn
to
make
coffee
The Mission Circle of the First
ing
only from 62 degrees in the
emphasis this year will be placed
• between the cresses, row on row,'
less strong if facts are really facts, dry seasen to 42 degrees during
Baptist Church will meet in the Baptist Church, meets at the church, on the War Service of the Federa
, The poppies were the only touch of j
about the coffee consumption the wet seasen. All sorts of tropi
church vestry tomorrow afternoon parlors Wednesday at 2.30 p. m.
tion and the program will center
Nurse
t>eauty that survived amid the desMyra Joyce, Army
plan. And it’s better to have it a cal and temperate fruits vege
at 2.30.
Opportunity Class will meet abcut the value cf maintaining th°
who reports tomorrow for, olation of the battle front in France, bit weaker than no coffee at all.
tables and flowers grow there, the
cultural bulwark of music during duty at the Army hospital at Fort' The-V formed the only floral tribute
• • • •
Mi Elmer B. Crockett will en Thursday night at the home of war times.
plains are well watered, native
Williams. She is a member of the on the «raves of the dead and betertain thc members of the Itocvik Mrs. Christine Dorr, Rankin street
A smile for the comeback of animals and fowl abound. The
The convention will open Thurs 67th Base Hospital Unit which is came for the men fighting there a
Club at her home this afternoon.
vaudeville.
Who isn’t ready for a staple food Ls corn meal mush,
There win be no meeting of the day afternoon at 1.45 o’cdock. Tne being farmed for active duty ghe symbol of heroic sacrafice.
really
good
laugh qr smile if the made from maize, the same as our
election will be held Friday after
“This they remain today. The
is a graduate cf the Central Main
Mrs. Clara Smith has returned Chapin Class tonight.
call
isn
’
t
hearty
enough for a ha! Indian corn.
noon.
General Hospital in Lewiston and P<*m ^ds with the words: Tf ye ha!
from her Winter’s sojourn in Flor
The Ovimbundu people are
Mrs. Orrin Smith will entertain XSupper meetings cf the Club has done institutional and private break faith with Us who die’ We
ida, vi-iting in New London on the
highly’ intelligent, a free people
the EJ’.A. Club tomorrow after Presidents’ Ccuncil, Mrs. Kenneth nursing in Rockland and Knox sha11 nct sleeP’ thou*h P^5 &row
homeward journey.
It certainly is not a discourag they were never made slaves, of
noon at her home on Ocean W. Downing, chairman, and Past Hospital fcr several years and was H Zanders’ Fields.’ That is their
ing
thing that Italy has turned pure racial bleed, not mixed, with
avenue.
Presidents’ assembly, Mrs. S. Mer m charge cf thc male surgical de- i messa*e for us today- We ^11 wear
Mi Doris Crossman and Miss.
ritt Farnum chairman, will be heid partment af the Somerville General P°PPies Saturday to show that we again to her King for leadership. other nationalities as those living
Dorothy Dimick of Portsmouth, N.
Il Duce and his gang seem to be in the coastal areas. Their lan
The friends of Miss Blanhc B. In at the Bangor House at 6 o’clock.
H and Walter Dimick Jr. of Port
Hcspital in Winter Hill Mass. for' are keeping the faith.”
guage is beautiful, with much va
graham are giving her a birthday The delegates and federation mem
j Paper poppies, made by disabled ; about out.
9 • • •
land. passed the week-end at the
one and one-half years.
riance of expression, and they arc
sliower at her home on Masonic bers have been invited to be guests
veterans of the First World War,
home ef Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dim street Wednesday.
In recent reading I ran on this great singers. They have a well
in the evening at the concert by the
will be distr buted throughout the
ick. Sr.
Carolyn^ Nancy, daughter of Mr. city next Saturday by the women of startling expression. “He was the developed system of government
Bangor Symphony Orchestra and
Mrs. Helen Richan and son Wil the Eastern Maine Festival Choru and Mrs. I. Lawton Bray, celebrated the Auxiliary. In exchange for iconographer of melancholy." I and laws of justice, passed down
These whe prepared the history
lard who arrived Saturday and spent in City Hall auditorium. The guest her fifth birthday Saturday by en them the Auxiliary will receive j couldn't quite make out who this by established customs. The na
cf the Rtibin' tein Club accidentally
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. soloist will be Constance King, tertaining a group of little friends contributations for its welfare work was but decided it must be Hit tives mine a high grade iron ore
emitted the name of Mrs. Ada B.
Knctt C. Rankin, Cedar street, re harpist, and her accompanist Pris at her home on Mechanic street- among the disabled, their families ler.
and make steel of good quality,
Milt who was very prominent in
L“'"’
*«=Games were played and g fts were and the families cf the dead of
turned to Auburn Sunday, acccm- cilla Blaisdell.
Adelbert
Wells
What next? The gaudy lures used for making tools and ma
the earlier affairs or
of the organi
organi. ...
.
J
panied by Miss Janet Richan who Sprague is the ccnductor of the inspected, after which the children both wars.
that fishermen have used for terials, even wire. They make tooth
zation. Mrs. Mills is visiting her
has been spending several days here orchestra, and James Gordon Sel- were summoned to the dining rocm
’ years ipast will be out and the brushes that do good service and
son in South Boston.
where refreshments of cake and ’ce
as guest of her grandparents. Dr. wcod of the chorus.
lowly worm must again do duty wooden scapels with which they
cream were served. Guests were
Mrs Minnie Rogers returned j ant^ Mrs. J. A. Richan, Elm street.
Thursday’s business meeting will
on fish hocks this Summer and for remove cataracts 'from the eyes,
Celia Crie, Jancy Breen. Marjorie
they have a good understanding
be
held
at
Symphony
House
but
the
Saturday from Portland where she
Miss Jean Stratton of Vinalhaven Victory Breakfast, which will fea Hart, Robert Crie, Leatrice Blais Again Makes Choice of Mrs. the duration. • • • •
of
medicine, and used vaccine for
has been the guest cf Mr. and Mrs.
was a recent visitor of friends in ture the Friday pregram, will be dell, Orrin Blaisdell, Jean Pierce,
smallpox,
long before it was dis
E.
Carl
Moran
As
Its
Should
the
race
track
men
take
Samuel Rogers for the past two
Robert Mierriam. Paul Merriam.
Rcckland.
covered
in
this country.
held at 9 a. m. in the Bangor House.
their earnings and purchase war
weeks.
Regent
Carolyn Snow, Billy Kinney and
In
division
of laber the men are
At noon the Federation members Maynard Bray.
bonds there would be less need' ot
Miss Margaret Mank of East WalThe
annual
meeting
of
Lady
Knox
the
craftsmen
making all sorts of
will attend the unveiling of a monu
knocks at every door.
"Y' doboro, returned heme Monday,
Chapter
was
held
yesterday
at
the
•
•
•
•
articles
from
thc
woods and fibres,
ment to Dr. and Mrs. William R
Mrs. Ernest Boswell entertained home of Mrs. George L. St. Clair. A
after being the week-end of Miss
even
doing
the
sewing for the
Someone has written this truth
Chapman on the grounds of thc Mite Club yesterday. Honors in
Helen Crockett, Ocean street.
covered
dish
luncheon
was
enjoyed
family. The women do the field
on “Spring offensive”:
Bangor auditorium in acknowledg contract went to Mrs. A D. Morey.
by 16 members.
work, raise the maize, pound it
“
Poetically
pensive
on
Hitler
’
s
ment
of
their
contribution
to
the
Mrs. Seabrook Gregory and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Johnson
The Chapter has closed a success
into
meal and cook In religion,
Spring
offensive.
music
of
Maine.
Charles Emery.
of Ingraham Hill spent a few days
ful year under the able leadership While groping for a still elusive they believe in God, the creator,
An
important
report
will
be
that
in Boston last week; also with their
of Mrs. E. Carl Moran, regent.
and have great, reverence for Him.
rhyme,
Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
daughter, Mrs. R. N. Sisson in Port cf Mrs. Marion Haskell Brosseau.
It was announced that there I thoughU-a little thing—why They receive the Bible as the
Portland,
chairman
cf
the
War
meet tomorrow with Mrs. Elizabeth
land, returning Saturday night.
Word of God and are readily con
pick on Spring
Service committee. Greetings will Vinal as supper chairman. The would be but two Summer picnics.
i
Mirs.
Howard
Proctor
was
made
verted to Christianity.
also
be
extended
by
Mrs.
Hail,
hon

When
Hitler
is
offensive
all
the
Mrs. Martha Alley is spending a
business session will fellow at 7.30.
chairman
of
the
picnic
committee.
i
The mortality rate is high, due
orary
president
of
the
Plymouth
time?
”
few days in Boothbay Harbor.
It was voted to keep the refresh
•
•
•
e
to
lack of knowledge of proper
|
Carries a deeper meaning
District.
Mrs. Annie Saville returned to
ments
simple
for
the
coming
year.
Did
you
ever
try
an
anagram
diets,
from 50 to 80 percent of the
With
the
report
of
the
Junior
Di

Mrs. Elmer Dow has closed her
her home in Waterville Sunday after
j
Tea
and
coffee
and
sandwiches
to
out
of
that
inspiring
word,
“
re

babies
die before one year old as
house on Pleasant street and gone vision will ccme the presentation of spending a few days at thc home of
comprise
the
refreshments.
I tliis year—and “there’s not
ligion?
”
When
those
letters
are
they
have
no substitute milks to
to South Portland, where her hus the Junior Federation Orchestra for Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall,
In
connection
with
the
work
of
rearranged,
one
finds
the
thrill
feed
them.
The wild goats and
the first time.
band is emplcyed.
Ocean street.
the
Vice
Regent,
Mrs
George
L.
in
“
Lo,
I
reign.
”
Should
that
fact
cows,
their
only
supply of milk,
The senior program Friday eve
J enough darkness in all the
St. Clair was made chairman of the be potent in the live® of this but dairy cows are new being
Miss Barbara Blom leaves today ning at 8.30 o’clock in All Souls Con
STONINGTON
program committee, and Mrs. Heft tie world’s people, no wars would brought in.
for Washington to take a position gregational Cluch will be open to
Benjamin Billings of thc Maine Davies chairman of the member
Dr. Cushman began her work in
create their cruel menace today.
as senior typist.
j world to hide the sentiment
the public. This will be the closing
Maritime Academy jipent the week ship committee.
•
•
•
•
a mud floored, grass roofed dis
feature of the Convention. The
I
end with Rev. Fr. Rcliquin.
The nominating committee, con
Mrs.
Lou
Ingraham
and
daugh

May
14
is
the
date
set
for
Pope
pensary, covering the floor with
performers
are
members
of
the
| told by thc tiniest flower that
Mrs. Edgar Crozier and daugh sisting of Mrs. Leroy Chase, Miss Plus XII to broadcast his message oil cloth. The walls and ceiling
ter Mrs. Maude Gould are spending Senior Clubs in the federaticn.
ter Rosemary have been visiting Ellen Cochran and Mrs. Donald to the world.
two weeks in Portland.
with cloth to keep dirt from fall
Throughout the convention pro
in Brownville.
• • 0 •
Karl, presented the same slate of
ing.
during operations. During the
gram,
in
accordance
with
the
| grows.’*
Mrs. Gilman Marshall has gone officers and they were unanimously
Warren H. Dow has returned from recommendation of the National
A recent slogan that hits the na’.l 20 years of her work there she has
to Key West, Fla to be with Mr. elected for 1942-43. Regent, Mrs. E. right on the head: "Keep indus seen the advancement of these
a visit in Boston.
Federation cf Music Clubs, there
Marshall who is employed there. Carl Moran; vice regent, Mrs. try’s light burning and stop the people.
With
5,COO
Christian
I Cut Flowers and Plants
Mrs. Helen Carlson spoke on the will group singing of National songs.
Elmer Gross is cut fitting his George L. St. Cla r; chaplain. Mrs. Axis turning.”
church
members
and
5,000
more
• • • •
“Flowers and Trees cf China’
new 50-foot dragger the Dorothy Carl Snow; secretary, Mrs. Charles
trial members; their language put
GARDEN
CLUB
NOTES
The Cooper Union is one of New
Thursday at the first Garden Club
and Betty.
Merritt; treasurer, Mrs. Raymond
into phonetic writing and schools
The
National
Council
of
State
Gardenias and Orchids
meeting of the year, in the home cf
Reuben Cousins, local agent of Watts; registrar, Mrs. Hattie Davies; York’s oldest) and most compre of fundamental education for the
Mrs. Overlock. Main street, and was Garden Clubs Inc., holds its annual the Vinalhaven and Rockland historian, Mrs. Donald Karl; coun hensive public forums. There thou
children. Dr. Cushman has built
afterwards entertained at tea *n meeting and convention at Phila Steamboat Company and Select selor, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett; coun sands attend the excellent series
and equipped a quite modern hos
of lectures that are free to the pub
the Knox Hotel A lecture is to be delphia, May 11, 12 and 13. in the man Lyman Stinson attended the selor. Mrs. Charles Rose.
pital of stone and wood construc
lic three evenings a week. Philopi Ven in the Federated Church, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, with The Re steamboat hearing Tueday in
tion. all native material except the
soph c and world events are the
Thomaston, cn “China, Up To sponsibility of Garden * Clubo in Rockland.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
J * i \al
glass,
seme metal and cement;
a National Emergency as the theme.
nature of these great helps to
Date.” by Mrs. Carlson, May 20.
also
a
chapel that in architecture
The president of the Maine Fed
thinking minds.
and
construction
would grace any
• • • •
^Katherine’s Beauty Shop, for eration of Garden Clubs, Mrs. E.
37. MAIN ST * ROCKLA ND, ME
town.
She
has
trained
a corps of
Washington has just located for
merly at the Blake Block, is now Stewart Orbeton of West Rockport,
native
.
young
people
tor
medical
40-51 is expected to attend, and will pre
the building cf wooden barges 19
located at 63 Park St.
and
surgical
helpers,
some
of
sent the Federation report at Tues
different places.
I hope the
day morning’s session.
Many
Maine coast has been remembered whom are very proficient.
The doctor showed many native
speakers of note will be heard,
for this work to alleviate the great
article?
to illustrate her talk, and
touching upon various projects
need for shipping tonnage, es
Tnyn*”
gave
a
dement',tration cf a witch
such as roadside beautification,
pecially Atlantic coast waterways
doctor
’
s
performance; also showed
victory gardens, conservation, com
where submarines should not be so
60
colored
lantern slides, depicting
munity beautification, etc. Among
great a menace.
• • • <
the
country,
natives and her work.
honor
guests
is
noted
the
name
of
af ° ,
Freddie Bartholomew, a great
Dr. Cushman was the guest of
Mrs. A. R. Benedict of Montclair,
favorite with most movie fans, the Misses Young, North Main
N. J. and Medomak.
/•»x
has a new second and stand-by :n street while in the city. Thursday
Tel.
a youngster who is Irwin Nablow. afternoon, she received calls from
A
Rockland Society fcr the Hard of
• • • •
R. o C K U A W P
892
Mrs. Faith Berry and Mrs. Clara
Hearing
will
meet
Thursday
after

ROCKLANIt
AT
Is
it
any
wonder
the
public
when
Emery, renewing an acquaintance
noon with Mrs. Bessie Hewett. Cam
TODAY, WED., THURS.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
visiting New York seek Radio City? of earlier years in Castine. Rev.
den street.
2 BIG HITS
8
It really is the show place of the and Mrs. Welker were also callers.
M EET A NEW STAR
[nation
‘where beauty, skill and
Surprise Hit of the Year!
Mrs. Galen Dow has returned
pleasure
combine fcr edification.
Miss Beverly Rogers had as week
from a visit in South Portland.
V,
• • • •
\
end guest MVs Barbara Kennedy
Th s item greatly interested me of West Palm Beach, Fla.
5V—
We have sharply
Mr and Mrs. Carl Stevens refrom some Western farm wom-n.
FRANCIS -HUSTON
ermore Falls after a few days’ visit
’A
and
reduced the prices
They estimated that it was possible
ermore Falls, after a fewdays’ visit
-“DAN DAILEY, Jr.
&
GLORIA WARREN
for them to make 18 cents an hour
(»«Z| ( » /»■*/ »A*
l*Ae a ntilhtut' .
with Mrs. L. E. Frost and son Sher
of our fine stock of
DONNA REED
by making their aprons, 32 cents
A mA* WAtNfV MOI MIT
* PATTY HAH • FRANKIE THOMAS • RORRAM
wood.
• *' j
an hour by making their dresses,
nfvitch a his RASCALS • 0*«eti4 Or JQ GRAHAM
BOBBY BLAKE
all wool beautifully
< -«• $««•« I.. s«< a-UK
I|
*•».»» • A *•»-»•»• '“Cg-v*! fcr?
48 cents by making over their
HIT NO. 2
clothes. The most lucrative source .
TIMING IS EVERYTHING
tailored Coats and
It
’
s
more
fun than a second
of their working hours was in canUNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS
honeymoon!
1 ning fruits and vegetables when
Suits.
FRIDA Y-SATUBDAV
, they were able to make over GO
TODAY BARGAIN DAY 25c
“NIAGARA FALLS”
• cents per hour and between <1.10
Act Now—
WILLIAM GARGAN and
and $1.25 an hour with meats and
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
IRENE HERVEY’ in
soups.
Women have at least
Supply Limited
“BOMBAY CUPPER”
Plus
learned to count the weary hours
IRENE DUNNE and
in pay checks and pay more strict
CARY GRANT in___
attention to time that is not cut
“THE AWFUL TOTTH’’
of
mind but ever with them.
LATEST NEWS EVENTS
Tomorrow
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss
A NEW WARN* BROS. MIT, «*
Simplicity Foundation garments,
OTHER
JANE
BRODER'CK
JACK
front lacing corsets, combinations,
Chap. 6 “Dick Tracy” Serial
PERMANENTS
WMAN-CRAWFORD-CARSON
etc. Expert fitting and alterations.
Directed by LLOYD BACON
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield. 232 Main St.,
Str... ,i.y by Ev.r." Fr-A-ai A tdwiw Cilbarf
$2.50, $4.00, $5,00
“COUNTRY STORE”
laud Upon a «1ay bv IAU«A * S. I FMRMAN
Phone
1100,
Rockland.
41-T-tf
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
FURRIERS
NEW’ SUPERMAN CARTOON

yp-s Nathal e Merrifield of Som
erville. Mass, is visiting her grand
parents, Cel. and Mrs. I. Leslie
Cross for two weeks during a school
vacation.

Mrs. Ivy Brackett, Mrs. Carl
Christofferson and Mrs. Seabrooke
Gregory were the commttee in
charge of the public supper held
at the Universalist Church Sat
urday. Proceeds from the supper
Mr Anna Paulitz entertained will be used to renovate the church
the THE. Club at her Beech kitchen.
street home last night.
Jackie Passon is spending his va
Mi Annie Frost is spending the
caticn at Chelsea, Mass., with his
m nth oi May with relatives in At
mother, Mrs. J. E. Passon.
tleboro and Taunton, Mass.

Lady Knox Chapter

! MOTHER’S
!
DAY

The Woman’s Educational Club
closed its Winter eeaeon Friday,
May 1, serving a very fine banquet
to ab:ut 125 members and guests.
Mrs. Caro Jones was chairman, as
sisted by Mrs. Ellura Hamlin and
Mrs. Etta Covel.
The afternoon was devoted to tinelection of officers. Miss Bertha.
Orbeton, Mrs. Hazel Woodward ai d
Mrs. Edna Heath acting as nominat
ing committee. The following offi
cers were elected by secret written
ballot: President. Mari’ Perry Rich;
secretary, Mabel Harding; treasurer.
Mrs. Cora Haraden; vice presidents,
Mrs. Etta Covel. Mrs. Cora Hara
den. Mrs. Janet Dunton, Mrs. Nancy
Savage, Mrs. Clara Sawyer, Mrs.
Rose Hupper and Mrs. Mary Perry
Rich.
Rev. Roy Welker spoke on “For
eigners” He brought out the fact
that we should feel more kindly to
ward people of other lands and
learn of their ways and customs
and then we wculd not think cf
them as being foreigners. It was
a very inspiring address.
Mrs. Vera Studley Warner told
of her experience at Pearl Harbor
when it was being attacked by Jap
anese planes. She said thc planes
flew so lew that the picture of the
rising sun could be seen on the
planes as they flew over their heads.
Five members were not absent
frcm a meeting during the season
and the members were ICO”? per
fect in their 15 minutes a day period
of solid reading.
A few moments of silent prayer
were given in memory of deceased
members, Mrs. Alma Leo, Mrs. Vina
Ulmer, Helen Andrews, Winifred
Clinton, Blanche Crandall, Nettie
Rising, Milnov Ljungstedt, Annie
Stevens, Delora Merrill.
The guest speaker Gleason L. Ar
cher, of Boston, President of Suf
folk University was unable to be
present because of illness but he
prepared his address and sent to
the club The subject "Fundamen
tals of Demccracy’’ was read by
Judge Harry E. Wilbur.
Mrs. Diwn Nelsen Wallace cf
Sanford, president of Nasson Col
lege of Springvale the first
woman's College in Maine. Her
subject was “The Forty-Plus Wom
an.” She said she would like to take
a group of women between the
ages of 49 and 55; just average
women, train them fo r possible
Jebs—what to wear and hew tc wear
it; grooming— professional ethics,
and last they should learn to take
criticism one of the hardest les
sens. It Ls a task to remake a per
sonality, but it can be done. Mrs.
Wallace held the close attention
cf the audience and the message
was much enjoyed.
Summer meetings will be held at
the homes of the members.
Mabel Harding, Secretary.

2c Each
FOR OLD
VICTROLA RECORDS

5

Even If Cracked or Broken

CASH . . .

A WORD TO THE WISE!
SPRING AND SUMMER

" MOVIE
GUIDE

.

SUITS AND COATS

K

REDUCED

GREENS

Or Allowance On New Records

We wiH accept any records,
whole or broken, if made of solid
shellac. We cannot accept lamin

ated records—old Edtscn discs—
or any records manufactured of

materials

other

than

shellac.

Look around your attic and turn
your old record® into cash!

MAINE MUSIC CO.
397 lilAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 708

40-50

iAnuf'f

GREEN

iSH

LATEST NEW’S

TODAY

For a million surprises, thrills
and laughs; don’t miss seeing—

OLSEN and JOHNSON
“HELLZAPOPPIN”

In Person on Our Stage
Next Monday and Tuesday

“THE GREAT LESTER”

16 SCHOOL ST.
Add«d \ ->
MAROH_ OF TIME
LATEST news

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 541

N. B. Let us store your furs in our modern vaults. A call to
Ml—We rail for your furs and guarantee their rare.

I

Vfcit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and doth Coats, at moderate
prices,

TAKE THE

SHORT CUT TO

LOVELINESS
You Can’t Oo Wrong
, -

with

a

GJLBERT’S
^NDiyjflUAUZED

OIL PERMANENT
Complete for only

»3
T

OlBERT'S BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
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This Sergeant Acts Dual Role With Carrier Pigeons and Rayon its

Realm of
Music

k worker of miracles :s Master
Seigeant Max Bronkhorst. At
Fort Sam Houston, Texas, he is
engaged in the dual capacity of
training homing pigeons for the
Signal Corps and in teaching New
York clerks, Pennsylvania steel
workers and young farmers from
half a dozen states in the dexter
ous use of the<bayonet.
He has been breeding carrier
pigeons since his boyhood in Rot
terdam, Holland, nearly half a
century ago. He brought a bas
ketful of his Dutch birds to Amer
ica long before the first World
War and with him they entered
the United States Army. Both
made good. Nearly everybody
knows how pigeons are used in
modern warfare for auxiliary
communications and for pilots of
airplanes whose radios go wrong.
Parachute troops and military in
telligence agents also need the
courageous feathered messengers.
Very few are downed by gun
fire, the sergeant says, but a good
many are killed by hawks and
cats. He declares that with the
best of food and care a pigeon
will serve the Army and the na
tion for as long as 10 years.
Bronkhorst is equally enthusi
astic in his work as an instructor
in bayonet practice. He acquired
his skill with the steel weapon
while serving in the Dutch army
and majored in its use in the A.
E. F. He is especially proud of
his bayoneteers in the squads at
Fort Sam Houston.

His Nine Reasons

Former President of United
States Told Why We
Should Go To Church

The Courier-Gazette is reprint
ing Theodore Roosevelt's "Nine
Reasons For Going to Church” at
by GlaJyt St. Clair HeistaJ
the request of a Union subscrib
er, Mrs. Charles M. Shepard, who
writes: “I would like you to print
At the recent meeting of music appearance in Bangor, which took
them in these days when so few
educators in Milwaukee a special place April 27. I was intrigued1 by
attend
church; these days when
session was held concerning the the statement that she loves
so
many
make Sunday a special
singing of the National Anthem. jewels, for I well recall how bejeweled
she
was
at
the
Worcester
holiday,
seemingly
forgetting God
A
t ream-lined” version of the
National Anthem, written in A (Mass.) Music Festival where it
and His days. The late ex-Presi
flat, and placing emphasis on the was my good fortune to hear her
dent's reasons follow:
first, second and fourth verses, a few years ago. And even though
1. In this actual world, a
was submitted to representatives she is small, with large brown eyes
churchless community, a com
a child-like insouciance,
o.r the conference. The new ver and
munity where men have abandoned
sion. which one music educator de- jewels are vastly becoming to her
cribcd as “taking the Anthem and give her an enchanting hint
and scoffed at or ignored their re
away from the soprano and giving of the exotic. Sayao has been
ligious needs, is a community on
it to the people,” was arranged by showered with jewels, for her love
the rapid down grade.
Major Howaid Bronson, music for them is proverbial. Many for
2. Church work and church at
officer in the special services di eign governments and royalties
vision of the war department, and have given her mementos in the
tendance mean the cultivation of
The Crowm
Dr. G. S. Howard, associate pro- form of Jewelry.
the habit of feeling some respon
lessor of music at Pennsylvania Prince of Italy gave her a diamond
sibility for others.
pin after she sang at a special
State College.
3. There are enough holidays
• *• •
operatic performance in the Royal
for most of us. Sundays differ
The Chicago Symphony Orches Theatre at Rome to celebrate his
tra, with Frederick Stock conduct marriage to Princess Marie Jose
from other holidays in the fact
—U. S. SIGNAL CORPS PHOTO.
ing. in its programs of March 26 of Belgium. She has a diamond
that there are 52 of them every
Sc^yt.
Max
Bronkhorst
and 27 played Adagio and Double encrusted “Palmes Academiques”
year.
Therefore, on Sunday go to
Fugue for String Quartet by H. from the French government and
I have never seen anything handy with the bayonet but he
church.
*
a
gold
insignia
which
make,
her
a
H. Wetzler who was a member of
like them, he says. These men are singles out the Pennsylvanians
the Rockport music colony last colonel in the former Queen of
4. Yes, I know all the excuses.
just superior, and that’s all there for the highest praise.
Summer. It received unanimous Rumania’s own regiment. Opals
I know’ that one can worship the
approval, cne reviewer saying that are rarely seen in her collection.,
is to it. I’ve seen bayonet fight
“Especially these Polish boys
Creator in a grove of trees or by
it has “individuality and fresh however, for every Brazilian knows
ers
of
nil
races
but
none
will
be
from
the
steel
mills,
”
the
sergeant
a running brook, or in a man’s
ness.” Several of Mr. Wetzler's that “opals bring bad luck.” Sayao
able io stand up against these grins. “The Poles have a per
own house just as well as in
woiks have been performed by particularly loves the role of
major orchestras in the country Violetta in “La Traviata” for it
petual resentment of the wrongs
Amf -’.hi
•••’.
church. But I also know' as a
the past season, and an audition gives her a chance to appear in a
matter of cold fact the average
Soldo
> the farms, adept suffered by their native land.
of his opera “The Basque Venus” conflagration of previous stones.
man dees not thus worship.
They
can
come
to
grips.
”
ia
but.
tha
pitchfork,
are
was given in New York on Monday, In her Worcester appearance she
5. He may not hear a great ser
April 27.
had jewels in her hair, necklaces,
• • • •
- - ■
1
bracelets, pins — she blazed — yet
mon at church. He will hear a
Winding A Watch
A recent event in Lewiston with it all she still looked little
good sermon by a good man who
merits mention, and that is the and sweet and innocent. Perhaps
1s engaged all the week in making
presentation of the sparkling because none of her precious
opera The Chimes of Normandy, jewels compare with the jewel in
Recalled To W. A. Holman’s 1 hard lives a little easier.
6. He will listen to and take
sponsored
by Franco-American her throat, a voice of lustre and
By Margaret Chase Smith
Mind An Estimable Rock part
music lovers. It ls the fourth time iridescent sheen. When one hears
in reading some beautiful
in 46 years that the organization that “mortal” jewels fade.
land
Citizen
passages
from the Bible. And if he
Washington,
April
29
—
Mail
from
wage
rates.
Price
of
cans
was
re

4 4 4 4
which started out under the name
is
not
familiar
with the Bible, he
our
District
is
heavily
weighted
ported
as
$19
i>er
1000.
same
as
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
of Musical Literary Club has
Twin keynotes will be sounded
witii
questions
about
fuel,
gasoline,
last
year
’
.
Current
prices
of
cases
5
has
suffered
a
loss,
giVen this charming opera, com by the 5,000 clubs affiliated with
Simple acts often bring pleasant
posed by Robert Planquette. When the National Federation of Music coal, oil; and about the and auto vary widely, between 5 cents to
7. He will take part in singing
mobile
rationing.
Never
have
I
20
cents,
depending
on
type
and
memories,
especially as we grow some good hymns.
46 years ago the Musical Literary Clubs as thy swing into gear this
Club ponsored the first produc week in preparation for Federa been so conscious of Lite impor , area. Current prices are higher older. Tlie other night as I wound
8. He will meet and nod or
tion there were many difficulties tion observance of National Mu tance of automobiles in our daily i than in previous years. Wholesale my watch I suddenly thought of
life
as
when
the
mail
from
back
,
price
of
sugar
is
given
as
4.922
per
speak
to good, quiet neighbors. He
encountered, chiefly because such sic Week. May 3-9. One will be
the jeweler that sold, it over 43 will come away feeling a little more
home
brings
in
individual
instances
pound
for
1941,
ranging
back
to
undertakings1 were frowned upon "Use more Latin-American mu
years ago, Woodbury M. Puring- charitable toward all the world,
5.463 per peurfd in 1926
by the church leaders. However, in sic as a means of promoting com of hardship due to the war.
The inquiries continue coming in
The prices of Standard Grade ton. How well I remember him.
later years it was to be given for radeship with the other Americas,”
even toward those excessively fool
church benefits. The first pro and the other is “Increase the use for gasoline priorities for farmers, Evergreen Cream Style Canned Hij store was next "Uncle Jeb's
ish
young men who regard church
fishermen,
and
others
whose
ac

Corn,
F.O.B.,
Maryland',
per
dozen
duction in Lewiston was at the of Music to maintain soldier and
Market.” He was a dignified look going as a soft performance.
tivities
are
essential
to
our
civilian
No.
2's
was
given
as
$1.01
in
1929Opera Hcuse, near where the Em civilian morale.” Furtherance of
pire is new' located, and1 May 21, the objectives implicity in these life, and indirectly to the war ef 30 ranging back to $1.41 in 1924- ing man. and wore a walrus mo is9. I advocate a man’s joining in
tache, then in vogtie; Mr. Puring church work for the sake of show
1896 was the date, with a repetition slogans is urged upon the 500000 fort. and these I turn over to the 25.
From teachers in my District has ton was a man of integrity; a man
on June 2. J. B. Couture, an en members of the Federation in a proper agencies of the Govern
ment
who
are
trying
to
work
out
come
a question, what cculd they of culture. He occupied a distinct ing his faith by his works.
terprising Lewiston newspaper National Music Week message is
cn
integrated
plan
which
will
give
do to help the wrar effort in their
man, who was at the forefront of sued by Miss Annie Phillips Ran
place in musical dries. He sang
not sell it to you for the engraver
nearly all early musical and som of Nashville, Tenn., the or the precious oil and gas to the Summer vacaticn. They said they
tenor
in the Universalist Church.
theatrical undertakings in his ganization’s Chairman of Civic most essential users. A gas ra would! so much like to do what
has
ruined it by cutting it too
He took pride in his work and
home city, directed and played a Music in Industry and National tioning plan has already been an they coukl, anything, just for a
deep.
”
nounced to go into effect May 15, living out of it, no salary. Usually was contant in his devotion to it.
role, and the musical director was Music Week.
it is cxipected that changes will in the Summer they, have had
We were disappointed but short
Arthur Biunelle, former violin
“In our Music Week plans let but
His face was as familiar to the
trial.
temporary
jobs
which
added
con

ly
afterward the new watch cam:
teacher and now choir director at us emphasize the fact that music be made after4 a4 4little
4
siderably to their income—this passersby, as the great regulator and after all these years is still as
Saints Peter and Paul Church in encourages international under
Confidence in the Social Secur Summer they would like to work clock, by which we checked our good as new.
Lewiston. Other presentations of standing and comradeship,” Miss
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group will hold its rehearsals at and monotony, raises fresh cur ployes who co-operate, the Board known as Children's or College my indecision, Mr. Purington said Mr. O’Jala is the sen of Mr. and
Banger, May 7 and 8, the accom rents of energy, speeds up work says, so it could not tell me Day, contributions will be received quietly, "Will, a diamond is an Mrs. William O'Jala. The wedding
panist to be Mrs. Charles A. War and produces increased efficiency. whether the young man I was look on that day for the Student Lean . abiding thing, it is quality not size date is May 16 and the young couple
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Kncx County is proud to be rep- good wishes at Sunday School and in Seven Ponds Township, lying education in those schools.”
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Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley and
children require a laxative^ This medicine
The Bureau of Agricultural Eco Mrs. Joel Pennington of Providence
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aids in promoting intestinal elimination. For
nomics of the U. S. Department of are at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
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Agriculture says that tlie Bureau M. Newbert for a short visit.
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of Labor Statistics finds earnings
only as directed. Ask for it at your druggist.
Mrs. Nino Hart is visiting her
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 640
in the canning and preserving in daughter, Mrs. Ethel Elgecomb.
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Ar. 4A0
dustry averaged 524 cents per j Mrs. Mabel Mullen and two chil 7.30 Lv. North Haven,
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hour in 1941. I have asked the dren and Eugene Warren of West
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Agriculture Department for infor Appleton were guests Monday at
9.45 Ar. Rockland.
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mation about prices of canned the home of Ernest Maddocks.
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Established Jar
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings

which interested

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917.

Capt. Robert H. Thorndike, 76.
died at his Summer home at Asfi
Point.
Mrs. Fred Haggett bought from
L. E. Blackington one of the
Singhi cottages on Broadway.
An out of town man was found
“dead to the world” on Tillscn
avenue with $1300 on his person.
The Penobscot Fish Company
bought from E. E. Davis and
Robert A. Snow the schooner
Rozetta.
Coal jumped to $11 a ton.
R. W. Harriman of Thomaston
was elected president of the Knox
County Teachers' Association; vice
president, Maynard Jordan of
Warren; secretary and treasurer,
Miss Edith Hall of Rockland.
The Snows had 90 men at work
in their shipyard.
Last chance to get a 10-cent
shave in Rockland it was an
nounced.
The Abbott kilnsheds were re
moved by the new owners.
The Michael Keefe house at 270
Park street was destroyed by fire.
Patrolman
John
W.
Lane
rescued a North End Italian girl
from drowning.
Mrs. C. F. Simmons was re
elected president of the Baptist
Circle.
Gilbert Ulmer was fatally in
jured at Damarkcotta when his
motor car struck a rock and over
turned.
Announcement was made that a
Naval Training Station was to be
established in this city, through
the efforts of William T. White
chairman of the Maine committee
on Naval Affairs.
Class parts were assigned at
Rcckland High School—Elliott R.

Duncan valedictory and Edna J.
Wardwell salutatory
Twelve members of the Rock
land Naval Militia were assigned
to the battleship Kearsarge.
The Courier-Gazette's war bul
letin service was being displayed
in this city and various towns in
Knox,
Lincoln
and
Hancock
Counties.
A rock slide estimated to con
tain 400.009 tons tock place at the
Ulmer quarries near the Pleasant
street bridge.
William P. Walsh ended his long
connection
with the Western
Union. He had been manager of
the Rockland office six years.
Lorenzo S. Robinson former tax
collector and city treasurer, died
at the age of 65.
Albert P. Blaisdell bought a
section of Berry block from John
A.. Alfred S. and Fred C. Black.
The new tenant was to be the
Rockland Hardware Company.
Nicholas Anastasia arrived from
Messina. Sicily, to make his home
with his brother, Thomas. The
passage occupied 28 days, as the
ship was dodging expected sub
marines.
Charles Kalloch was clerking at
the Adams House, Boston.
Everett Oney. second baseman
of the Rockland High School team
was elected captain.
4 4

4 4

These births were recorded:
Camden, April 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wendell R. Jones, a daugh
ter—Evelyn Ovetta.

Friendship, April 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rodney Feyler, a daughter—
Barbara Frances.
Rockland, April 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry G. Jordan, a daughter.
Vinalhaven, April 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Ames, a daughter.
Appleton,, April 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred H. Brown, a son.
Rockland, April 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond L. Andersen, a son
—Richard Crowell.
Concord, Vt„ April 13, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Wadsworth, for
merly of Camden, a son—Frank
lin Stinson.
Vinalhaven, April 10, to Mr. and

Mrs. Hiram Ames, a daughter.
Appleton, April 12. to Mr and
Mrs. Fred H. Brown, a sen
Thomaston, April 18. to Mr. und
Mrs. Edward Curtis, a son.
-

»

•

•

The marriages for this ;M.riul
were:
Rockland, April 21. David I.ndd
and Mrs. Zeluma Johnson.
Tenants
Harbor.
April 21
Charles Leppanen and Lena Hen
1 drickson.
Waldoboro, April 20. Austin Miler and Eva Trueworthy.
Camden, April 14. Nathaniel
Martin and Annie Andersen
Lincolnville, April 9, Merrill p
Brown and Louise M. Pendleton
Martinsville, April 20, Arthur 1.,
Davis and Florence Watts.
Ingraham Hill, April 21, Jamt
A. Collins and Mrs. Belle r
Navin, both of South Thomaston
Thomastcn, April 21, Randall
Jones and Mary Atkins.
Camden, April 14. Nathaniel
Martin and' Annie Anderson
Rockland, April 17, Harry w
Bridges and Miss Laurel N Grey
both of Brooklin.
Vinalhaven, April 17. Chaney R
Noyes and Nellie N. Keay.
Portland. April 11, Franklin e
Seavey and Miss Lucy B Wil n.
Rockport, April 13. Frank Aines
and Maud Gray.
•
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4
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William Hosmer Eells dY-d .mldeuly at his heme on Elm stint.
Camden, aged 72.
John Boardman, 84. died at his
home on Knox street. Thomaston
Edw’ard Coombs and Joseph Nel
son bought the Watson Vinal farm
at Vinalhaven.
Rev. William Magwood paster
for four years at the Union Church
in Vinalhaven was transferred to
Mars Hill.
Mrs. W. J. Tobey of Thoma. ton
counted 42 bluebirds on a bush m
her dooryard.
Rev. C. F. Smith was transferred
from Camden to Union.
Mrs. Catherine Crawford. 80,
died at Thomaston.
J. J. Paul was elected president
of the Camden Cemetery Associa
tion.
William M. Clough. 79, foreman
many years for Carleton, Norwood
& Co., died in Rockport.

CUFFS ON TROUSERS
The Wool Conservation Order,
which Ls now in full swing, seems
to be going great guns with excep
tion of the matter of putting cufL
on trousers. For some reason the
average consumer is simply stuck
on trouser cuffs and he can’t under
stand why the law will not permit
him to have them. This depart
ment has received a large number
of queries concerning cuffs, and
unless the merchant and the con
suming public guard their steps
carefully, sooner or later somebody
is going to be knocked flat witii a
war law that will hold them for
awhile.
John Jones is within his rights
when he removes from a retad
establishment a pair of trousers
which he has bought unfinished at
the bottom. If Mr. Jones, however,
succeeds in persuading his wife,
his tailor, or anyone else to put
cuffs on those trousers, he is liable
to a fine of $10,000, one year in
prison, or both.—From Men’s Wear

A good salad dressing is onehalf cup sour cream, one teaspoon
orange juee. one-third cup honey,
and one-eighth teaspoon pow
dered mace. Whip together and
chill before using.
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BOSTON

Here ie a hotel lor perniinieul and transient guests away from
bustle ol the commercial hotel, fat a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boeton by rapid transit. Family

suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.
Room and bath from $3 —double from $5 —suites irom $6

466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charleegate West
Square
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr-
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